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PREFACE

This bibliography summarises the work on folklore that was undertaken by various researchers, few of them belonging to mainstream academic institutions, and which they published in twenty-two journals over a period of three decades. The publications come from the field known as earth mysteries or geomancy, sometimes as alternative archaeology: definitions and emphasis have changed over the years, as have the journals themselves. Five of them - including The Ley Hunter, which came first of all - are still in successful production, but most have had their day. Here and there, in the attic of a true enthusiast, you will come across a bundle of old magazines. The early numbers will have been laboriously duplicated on recycled paper from the editor’s erratic typescript, while subsequent issues are pasted up for litho reproduction with quirky and unconnected artwork. Later on - during the last ten years or so - more professional standards of design and publication make their presence felt, at much the same time that the intellectual horizons of the research community were widening, and dialogue with other disciplines became possible. To flick back over these pages is to see a whole new field of knowledge growing up and finding its identity.
	  Not everyone will want to invoke the ghosts of yesterday’s small press in this way. There is the difficulty of finding copies, for one thing - they have not always made their way to the statutory deposit libraries, and I know of only three comprehensive archives of these magazines. Besides, even when the journals are available, it is a long search for the plums lodged amongst the thick pudding of sense and nonsense which makes up their pages. This bibliography is intended to make things easier for people who would like a brief but comprehensive review of the research done between 1969 and 1996. Everyone written about folklore between those dates is here - folklore was by no means the most important topic for researchers, but it has always been one of the liveliest, and it has a continuing value which has probably been lost by many other matters which stirred the passions twenty years ago. Knowing that it might be difficult to follow a reference here back to its original source, I have tried to present all the necessary details of place and story after each bibliographical entry. It should be possible to begin fresh research from such notes alone, however much these laconic summaries have degenerated from the magic of the original.
	And there is magic to be found in the yellowing pages of the earth mysteries press. Here are stones that dance in the moonlight and trees that bleed, holy wells guaranteed to act as a prophylactic against hanging, and indignant ghosts who damage the furniture when their views on temperance are thwarted. Here are giant kings and mummified cats, dragon-slayers and dog-headed saints, spectral pigs and sinners condemned to weave ropes of sand. Not to mention a host of people from every corner of these islands who dress up for seasonal festivals, and proceed with dead-pan expressions to do things far stranger than sand-weaving or dancing in the moonlight.
	What kind of people are the tellers of these tales, and the performers of these customs? This is a question most folklorists will want to pose, once they have gone beyond the mechanical response of cataloguing tale types and plotting the distribution of ceremonies. A concern with the informant, and with the way that communities use tradition in order to keep themselves going, is part of the common ground between folklore and anthropology. It is also growing in importance for researchers in the newer fields of ufology and paranormal studies, who have learnt not to place a simple faith in bizarre phenomena as autonomous entities. The antics of aliens and poltergeists, when all is said and done, are often less interesting than those of the people who see them.
	This kind of concern with the informant has not conventionally been part of earth mysteries. Perhaps this is because the field kept faith, until recently, with a version of the Victorian doctrine of survivals, and so thought of the present bearers of tradition as only the latest link in a chain stretching back to pagan times. Perhaps, also, the reliance on Victorian written sources (where access to details of the informant was already lost) gave a view of their stories as texts without context. Either way, the failure to analyse the context of folklore is made up for by the way in which the earth mysteries press became a vehicle of tradition itself. Like changelings, writers on geomancy were caught between two worlds. When they analysed, compared, and catalogued, they were a kind of folklorist. But when they told tales and worked magic, they were a kind of folk. The legends in question - giants and dragons, ghosts and wells - are no longer an oral tradition. For a hundred years they have depended for their dissemination on journalism and cheap print - the kind of newspapers, guidebooks, and parish letters which, in style and presentation, resemble the magazines with which we began. All folklore now contains a self-reflexive element. It is not passed on naively, as a direct statement of belief. Perhaps it never was: perhaps yesterday’s learned parsons and ladies of the manor simply didn’t realise they were having their legs pulled. Stones that go to drink, and hills dug by the Devil, are not reported as matters of fact but as what was once believed, or might perhaps be believed, by fools, children, or folklorists.
	Graduate anthropologists, then, may find themselves occupied in studying the folk community of geomantic researchers, who are themselves busy studying the folklore of rivers, rocks and trees - not to mention the strange ways of anthropologist graduates. Now that we have post-modernism, who is Self and who is Other? But dialogues of this kind are still being conducted within a very conventional framework of how to construct knowledge, and indeed of what knowledge is for. Academic research is fundamentally humanist, because it aims at discovering truths about people: in this case, particularly about people in society. The kind of learning explored by the contributors to this survey - explored very tentatively, and with no clear agenda - is about something different. It genuinely is about rivers, rocks and trees in themselves, as things - spiritual beings? - which can initiate communication and action. The stone that dances in the moonlight does not require a belief system from a human community to do so. He can dance solo if need be.
	I am not suggesting that every author in these pages subscribes to such a view. In fact many of those working in the field - particularly in the earlier years - would have indignantly repudiated such naive animism in favour of a theory which saw the earth as permeated by lines of force: not live like an animal, but live like an electric cable. That theory has been tested (it is one of the characteristics of geomantic research that it does test its theories) and it has been found wanting. We are back to primitivism. Either the Aborigines are right, and stones do talk to people - or the anthropologists are right, and talking stones are an externalised metaphor for processes in society. Readers who follow the latter view may well wonder if there is any point in persisting as a geomantic community, since they have ended up with a view of the world which academic specialists have been promoting all along. And they get paid for it, too.
	It would be foolish to lay down a geomantic credo, but I would suggest that there is a common denominator - this deeprooted sense that, somehow, the archaeologists and anthropologists and folklorists have got it wrong. All the details are right, but the picture doesn’t add up. In the thirty-year history of earth mysteries, the details have been frequently and calamitously wrong but nevertheless there is a haunting sense that somehow the big picture is right. The material presented here can be read and handed on for pleasure, or it can be taken as raw folkloristic data, or it can be used as evidence for how an alternative research community saw the world: but it was not meant to be used in any of these ways. It was meant to open up the eyes of people at particular times and places to a reality in the world which can be apprehended better through legend than through material fact.
	And of course a great deal of it was merely meant to entertain people as they gathered round on some windy hillside, before ending the field trip with a well-earned session in the pub. There is a lot of superficial material here, many unthinking repetitions from the existing literature, and a good deal of nonsense. Some of it may well be fairy gold, but folklorists will remember the peculiar qualities of that metal - the pieces that looked like gold were really rubbish, but the stuff that looked like rubbish was treasure indeed. Telling one from the other will involve a very personal journey, as witness that prosaic Englishman John Locke:-
	‘Tis hard to know what other way men can come at truth, to lay hold of it, if they do not dig and search for it as for gold and hid treasure; but he that does so must have much earth and rubbish before he gets the pure metal; sand, and pebbles, and dross, usually lie blended with it, but the gold is never the less gold, and will enrich the man that employs his pains to seek and separate it’.


Some Practical Details

The publications that were consulted in the preparation of this summary were, in order of their first appearance:

·	The Ley Hunter (1969)
·	Journal of Geomancy (1972, afterwards Ancient Mysteries, Cambridgeshire Ancient Mysteries and Practical Geomancy)
·	Picwinnard (1977)
·	Albion (1978)
·	Northern Earth Mysteries (1979, afterwards Northern Earth)
·	Quicksilver Messenger (1980)
·	Lincolnshire Dragon (1980)
·	Essex Landscape Mysteries (1981)
·	Earth Giant (1982)
·	Earthquest News (1982)
·	Earth Lines (1983)
·	Touchstone (1986)
·	Meyn Mamvro (1986)
·	Gloucestershire Earth Mysteries (1986, afterwards 3rd Stone)
·	Markstone (1989)
·	Mercian Mysteries (1989)
·	Wisht Maen (1993)

Those publications which are still in print can be contacted as follows (addresses valid as of May 1998):-

The Ley Hunter
PO Box 258
Cheltenham
GL53 0HR

Northern Earth
10 Jubilee Street
Mythomroyd
Hebden Bridge
West Yorkshire
HX7 5DP

Touchstone
25 Albert Road
Addlestone
Weybridge
KT15 2PX


Meyn Mamvro
51 Carn Bosavern
St Just
Penzance
Cornwall
TR19 7QX

3rd Stone
PO Box 961
Devizes
Wiltshire
SN10 2TS

	
How to Use this Bibliography

	The summaries that follow refer to articles, or to notes, letters, field trips or moot reports. (A geomants’ moot is like a symposium, but livelier). Each bibliographical entry refers to a whole article, but only that part of the article dealing with folklore is summarised. This may be a very small proportion, perhaps only a few sentences in a piece which dealt largely with some other matter.

	Summaries have been set out for convenience in 26 sections, each one containing material in chronological order, the years subdivided by letters (1970i, 1970ii etc.) for ease of reference. The sections are:

	A	 Theory
	B	 Spirit Paths
	C	 Corpse Ways
	D	 Tunnels
	E	 Stones
	F	 Wells
	G	 Trees
	H	 Hills
	I	 Mounds
	J	 Churches
	K	 Mazes
	L	 Maypoles
	M	 Customs
	N	 Territory
	O	 Heads
	P	 Magic
	Q	 Witches
	R	 Ghosts
	S	 Lights
	T	 Black Dogs
	U	 Devil
	V	 Monsters
	W	 Giants
	X	 Fairies
	Y	 Dragons
	Z	 Heroes


	Journals were scanned for material dealing with legends and customs, as exemplified above. Most of the material relates to the British Isles, which were the authors’ main focus of interest, but some comes from further afield. Purely ethnographical material was not considered, nor were articles about actual Celtic and Teutonic paganism, or the lives of Dark Age saints, so the field covered is slightly narrower than what will be found in (for instance) Folklore. All ghosts are here, but not necessarily all psychic sensing, psychic questing, or personal supernatural experiences; ufos only appear when they fit into traditional themes such as haunted hills. Other exclusions were ‘pagan’ mediaeval carvings, and articles based on apparently significant wordplay on placenames. Holy wells appear when there were specific rituals for healing and divination at them, but not otherwise.

	 Instead of a conventional index, these summaries have been drafted for use with the ‘Find’ function of your wordprocessor to search for keywords. 	Wherever possible, the same subject has been referred to by the same name to facilitate searching. Readers who want to make regional connections in the British Isles can seach under placename or by county - each entry is followed by a list of the counties involved. (These are the ordinary geographical counties, not the 1974 administrative ones). Entries for the rest of the world are given by both continent and country.

	In some cases it became impossible to use the same turn of phrase to describe the same story each time it recurred; instead, the entry is followed by a list of motifs, in which standardised names are given to the most common geomantic legends. The names chosen, with their corresponding references in Stith Thomson’s Motif Index of Folk Literature, are:

Countless stones - F809.1
Devil’s spade - A963 (but also A969.9 and G303.9.1.8, while the story of the cobbler who deceives the Devil is K1747 as well as being A969.9(b) in Baughman’s Motif-Index of the Folk-Tales of Europe and North America).
Disputed site - D2192.1 (but also, and more commonly, ML7060 in Christiansen’s Migratory Legends).
Drinking stone - D1641.2.5
Fate of sacrilege - No exact reference, but D2141.1.2 (and N564) are ‘treasure hunting raises storm’, while P17.0.3 is ‘vengeance for destroying fairy mound’. 
Hammer-throwing - F531.3.2.3
Hangmans stone - Q424.5* in Baughman
Oxhide grant - K185.1
Petrifaction - A973 for things, and A974 for people (also Q551.3.4)
Returning stone - D1602.1
Skirtful of stones - A977.1.2 (but also A977.3.1)
Sleeping king - A571 (but also D1960.2)
Sprouting staff - A2624
Stolen cup - F352.1 (but also ML6045 in Christiansen)
Stoneprint - A972
Stone-throwing - A977.1 (but also A977.2, A977.3, F531.3.2 and F963.5)
Turning stone - D1641.2 (including other sorts of movement as well as turning).

	With wordsearch the reader can scan the text for any topic, rather than being limited to those selected by an indexer. However, the following lists may prove useful, since they consist of keywords which wherever possible have been standardised throughout the text. Note that it is best to search for nouns  in all possible cases (hill, hills, hill’s), and for verbs in all possible inflections (heal, heals, healing, healed).

Keywords relating to places:-
·	Hill, mountain, hillfort, hill figure; barrow, mound, dolmen; lake, pool, river, stream, pit, well, pin well, rag well, well-dressing; rock, stone, holed stone, stone circle, countless stones, drinking stone, returning stone, turning stone, hangmans stone, petrifaction, skirtful of stones, stoneprint, stone-throwing; statue; cave, fogou, tunnel, mine.
·	Road, path, crossroads, gate, stile, bridge, ford; seat, chair; leap; castle, folly; tree, sprouting staff; maypole, maze; pub, inn, hotel.
·	Church, churchyard, clipping the church, chapel, cathedral, corpse way, disputed site; monastery, abbey, priory, nunnery; monk, nun, hermit, Templar; saint, vision; pilgrim, pilgrimage, process, procession, bell, well-dressing; cross, crossroads; angel, Devil, heaven.
Keywords relating to the natural world:-
·	Arrow, bell, bread, iron, gold, golden, silver, treasure.
·	North, south, east, west; heaven, sky, Milky Way, sun, sunrise, sunset, moon.
·	Red, blood, bleed, bloodstain, white, black.
·	Light, will o’ the wisp, ufo; storm, wind, lightning.
·	Cattle, cow, bull, ox, oxhide grant; pig, boar, sow; horse, rider; cat, alien big cat; dog, Black Dog; snake, serpent, dragon.

Keywords relating to human life:-
·	Birth, born, fertility, sex, chastity, child, sister, brother; love, lover, wedding, marry, marriage, bride.
·	Head, archaic head, skull; die, death, plague; suicide, kill, murder, blood, bleed, bloodstain; bury, burial, grave, tomb, funeral, corpse way.
·	Ship, sailor, fisherman, gypsy, shoemaker, baker, smith; soldier, warrior, knight, war, battle, phantom army; king, chieftain, prince, princess, queen.
·	Druid, Arthur, Arthurian, Merlin, Lancelot, sleeping king; Fionn, Fingal; Robin Hood, Friar Tuck, Maid Marian.

Keywords relating to society:-
·	Moot, court, proclaim, proclamation, process, procession; oath, bragain, test, prove, proof; fair, market, auction, coin, money, penny, gold, golden, silver, treasure, charity.
·	Crime, criminal, punish, punishment, kill, murder, gallows, gibbet, hangmans stone.
·	Christmas, New Year, Twelth Night, Palm Sunday, Shrove Tuesday, Ash Wednesday, Good Friday, Easter, Saint Marks Eve, May Day, maypole, Ascension Day, Midsummer, Lammas, Lughnasad, harvest, Hallowe’en, Bonfire Night, Martinmas.
·	Race, game, football, cheese rolling; beating the bounds; clipping the church, well-dressing; wassail; rush-carting; bonfire.
·	Dance, Morris, music, musician, sing, song, verse; mummer, mask, disguise, sweep; circling, process, procession.

Keywords relating to magic:-
·	Dream, nightmare; vision, trance, altered state; mad, madness, fool.
·	Luck, lucky, unlucky, curse, fate of sacrilege; talisman.
·	Druid, shaman, witch, witchcraft, wizard, magician; magic, magical, miracle.
·	Wish, divine, divination, predict, prediction, prophesy, prophecy, prophetic, omen; heal, cure; banish, exorcise, exorcism, spirit trap; sacrifice, offering.

Keywords relating to the supernatural:-
·	Ghost, ghostly, phantom, spectre, spectral, haunt, haunting, apparition; phantom army, phantom coach, phantom funeral, headless horseman, poltergeist, Black Dog, boggart, White Lady, Wild Hunt; banish, exorcise, exorcism.
·	Spirit, spirit trap, spirit line; ufo; mermaid, dwarf, fairy, goblin, pixy, pixy-leading, stolen cup; giant, giantess, Devil, Devil’s spade, skirtful of stones, stone-throwing, hammer-throwing.
·	Monster, lake monster, sea monster, kelpie; snake, serpent, dragon; vampire, werewolf, wolf, Black Dog, alien big cat; Devil, demon, witch, witchcraft.

Keywords relating to geomantic theory:-
·	Road, path, crossroads, process, procession, pilgrim, pilgrimage, corpse way.
·	Boundary, beating the bounds, bridge, ford, gate, stile, door, doorway.
·	Ufo, ley, alignment, terrestrial figure, zodiac, omphalos, centre; ritual, pagan, paganism, shaman, vision, trance, altered state; dowsing, energy; fault; spirit line.

A: Interpretations

1973  Bill Porter, ‘New folklore for old’, The Ley Hunter 47: 6-10 - The theory that folklore contained survivals of the ley system, originally advanced by Watkins, is supported by reference to 19th-century collections of local legends and apparition stories.

1976  Janet and Colin Bord, ‘Ancient sites and folk traditions’, The Ley Hunter 73: 3-4 - Ley power is regarded as the original meaning behind local legends including the animation of stones, slaying dragons, giants throwing stones, the Devil dropping or building earthworks, the petrifaction of dancers, churches supernaturally moved, the fate of sacrilege, fairies and ghosts. Stones at Kinveachy, in which a giant hid his heart, are interpreted as receptacles of earth energy. Motifs:- Devil’s spade, Disputed site, Fate of sacrilege, Petrifaction, Stone-throwing. Locations:- Scotland - Inverness-shire.

1978  Paul Screeton, ‘The Long Man of Wilmington VIII’, The Ley Hunter 79: 19 - Urban legends, including the one about the elephant that sits on a Mini, the penguin biscuit in a duffle bag, and the stolen grandmother’s body in the car, have evolved recently and exist in many variants: this casts doubt on interpretations of the legends of ancient sites as direct folk memory.

1980  Anthony Roberts, ‘Geomythics’, The Ley Hunter 88: 4-5 - The term geomythics is employed to refer to symbolic truths expressed through stories about topographical features.

1981i  Ted Armstrong, ‘Walking the ways of the serpent’, Northern Earth Mysteries 13: 13-15 - Historical legends from the Conisbrough area are interpreted as evidence for the occult activity of the Templars. Other material includes disputed sites for churches at Braithwell and Conisbrough, a wheelbarrow race from Braithwell Cross to Micklebrigg, and a story in which Saint Francis leads a procession to create a well. Motifs - Disputed site. Locations:- Yorkshire (West Riding).

1981ii  Ted Armstrong, ‘In the place of dragons’, Northern Earth Mysteries 15: 9-11 - The lives and miracles of Anglo-Saxon saints (Oswald, Wilfrid and Chad) are interpreted as a pagan manipulation of earth energies. Folklore elements include the disputed site for a church at Winwick and two ghost riders whose routes converge on Bradwell church. Motifs:- Disputed site. Locations:- Essex, Lancashire.

1982  ‘Catherine Demont’, ‘Joseph Glanvil and the ghosts of Wessex’, Earth Giant 3: 9-12 (afterwards reprinted in Fortean Times) - Glanvil’s Saducismus Triumphatus records 17th-century poltergeists at Little Burton and Maidenhead as well as the Drummer of  Tedworth. A witchcraft case at Shepton Mallet involved the levitation of the victim, and a girl at South Cadbury had her clothes slashed by supernatural agency. Glanvil attributes such phenomena to invisible spirits, and treats them as support for a religious worldview. Locations:- Berkshire, Dorset, Somerset, Wiltshire.

1983  Patrick McFadzean, ‘The Templars’, Northern Earth Mysteries 24: 8-17 - It is suggested that Yorkshire properties formerly owned by the Templars are distinguished by particular legends, including the slaying of dragons. King Arthur sleeps in the vaults of Richmond Castle. Pudding Pie Hill, a barrow at Sowerby, is haunted by fairies. Motifs:- Sleeping king. Locations:- Yorkshire (East Riding, North Riding, West Riding).

1985  Jeremy Harte, ‘John Aubrey - a brief life’, Earth Giant 5: 3-11 - Aubrey’s works of 1656-1697 were mostly unpublished in his lifetime. They record supernatural narratives such as visions, prophecies, apparitions and healing powers in order to make the case for occult connections, not to promote religion. For the first time he supported the theory that folklore was a pagan survival from records of popular custom, including sightings of fairies. Archaeological legends include one of the fate of sacrilege at the Aquhorthies stone circle, and another of two giants throwing a key at Wall, but these are not interpreted geomantically. Motifs:- Fate of sacrilege, Hammer-throwing. Locations:-  Scotland - Aberdeenshire; Dorset, Hampshire, Somerset, Warwickshire, Wiltshire.

1990  Cheryl Straffon, ‘Rituals and rites at Cornish sites’, Meyn Mamvro 13: 6-9 - Legends at Cornish monuments include the stolen cup at the Cheesewring, petrifaction of dancers at the Hurlers and Merry Maidens stone circles, the witches’ sabbat at Boleigh fogou, and dancing fairies at the Carn Gluze mound. The themes of dancing and circling, and the number nine, are seen as folk-memories of pagan prehistoric rituals. Motifs:- Petrifaction, Stolen cup. Locations:- Cornwall.

1992i  Bob Trubshaw, ‘Magnetism does distort your dreams’, Mercian Mysteries 10: 21-24 - Altered states of consciousness can be induced by psychedelic factors influencing the pineal gland, such as darkness or ritual. It is suggested that the folklore of some sites is based on altered experience of this kind and could be caused by procession towards them over geomagnetic boundaries along faults.

1992ii  Bob Trubshaw, ‘A new science of earth mysteries - an overview of Rupert Sheldrake’, Mercian Mysteries 13: 5-7 - Motifs in folk custom and urban legends appear to have a life of their own. It is suggested that this is accounted for by Sheldrake’s theory of morphic resonance, a theory in some ways anticipated by Lethbridge’s explanation of hauntings.

1992iii  Robin Ellis, ‘Serpent dreaming’, Meyn Mamvro 17: 16-20 - Local legends in Cornwall which can be mystically interpreted include the Witches Rock and Giant Rock at Trewa, the Mermaid of Zennor, the sea monster Morgawr, and the pellar magicians. Locations:- Cornwall.

1994i  Cheryl Straffon, ‘Goddess sites in Cornwall’, Meyn Mamvro 25: 11-12 - Modern folklore associated with women in Cornwall includes stories of the petrifaction of dancers, healing rituals at stones, hauntings at fogous, divination at wells, and accounts of saints and mermaids. These traditions are seen as folk-memory of the pagan worship of goddesses. Motifs:- Petrifaction. Locations:- Cornwall.

1994ii  Cheryl Straffon, ‘Goddesses and gods of  Devon’, Wisht Maen 2: 23-25 - The folklore of prehistoric sites in Devon is interpreted as a survival of pagan worship. Stories about the crimes of faithless wives at Scorhill stone circle, the petrifaction of dancers at Belstone, and turning stones are seen as folk-memories of dancing rituals. Legends of witches turning into hares are derived from a status of the hare as an epiphany of goddesses. A romantic legend of the river goddess Tamar is seen as having pagan origins. Motifs:- Petrifaction, Turning stone. Locations:- Devon.

1994iii  Jeremy Harte, letter, Wisht Maen 3: 15-17 - Local legends such as the romance of the river Tamara and the fate of faithless wives at Scorhill stone circle are more likely to be modern inventions than prehistoric traditions. Narratives about the petrifaction of dancers express mediaeval condemnation of dancing rather than of paganism. There was no goddess associated with hares. Motifs:- Petrifaction. Locations:- Devon.

1994iv  Cheryl Straffon, letter, Wisht Maen 3: 17-18 - Prehistoric religion can be reconstructed from images, legends and artefacts. The hare is thought to have been sacred to Eostre and Andraste. Witches and wise-women inherited the traditions of pagan priestesses, and the Devil as leader of the Wild Hunt is a successor to Cernunnos and Odin. Legends may be earlier than their earliest recorded text.

1995  Jeremy Harte, letter, Wisht Maen 4: 25 - Claims for folklore as a pagan survival need to be based on evidence, which is usually missing. Pagan meanings can be added subsequently to stories made up for other purposes.



B: Spirit Paths

1971i  Dan Butcher, ‘Astral projection, ufos and leys’, The Ley Hunter 15: 4-7 - It is suggested that astral projectors moving in straight lines could appear as the Wild Hunt, and that the animal doubles of projecting shamans were seen as Black Dogs and other road ghosts. Secret tunnels are connected with the otherworldly geography of dream travel.

1971ii  Dan Butcher, ‘The wandering turf: or the psychography of leys’, The Ley Hunter 16: 12-17 - Supernatural phenomena connected with gates or gaps in hedges include sightings of ufo occupants, spinning cogwheels, Black Dogs and ghosts. Gates are mark points on leys as well as symbolic boundaries, and apparitions at them may be projections of the percipient’s astral body. The ‘wandering turf’ is a phenomenon like pixy-leading where people cannot find their way out of a field. Locations:- Europe - France; Wales - Pembrokeshire; Buckinghamshire, Lincolnshire.

1978i  Vince Russett, ‘The ley points V’, Picwinnard 6: 24 - Fairy paths, dragon routes and corpse ways (including one at Moreton Valence) seem to be the same thing as leys. Tunnel legends match up with the course of leys at Glastonbury and Almondsbury.  Hautevilles Quoit, a stone thrown by a giant at Stanton Drew, is on a ley. [See also Picwinnard 3 (1978) 4-6 for this]. Motifs:- Stone-throwing. Locations:- Gloucestershire, Somerset.

1978ii  Vince Russett, ‘At the gallows pole’, Picwinnard 7: 15-20 - Crossroads have been used as places to invoke the Devil, as sites for the burial of suicides (this is commemorated by placenames in Somerset) and as the location for a gallows or tree (there is a Hanging Tree at Corston). They were associated with witches in Wales and Bohemia. The crossroads is a place where directions are uncertain and this makes travellers open to supernatural influence. The triangles formed by triple road junctions are called No Mans Land in Devon, and one of them features in the disputed  site legend of Rodmarton church. Motifs:- Disputed site. Locations:- Europe - Bohemia; Wales;  Devon, Gloucestershire, Somerset.

1979  John Fletcher, letter - Journal of Geomancy 3ii: 50 - The Milky Way was called Walsingham Way or Watling Street in the Middle Ages, and formed a road to heaven for the dead. [See also 1992iii below]. Locations:- Norfolk.

1986  Paul Devereux, ‘Straight walking’, The Ley Hunter 102: 9-11 - The custom of Winchester scholars processing to Saint Catherines Hill was initiated by William of Wykeham; the route is close to a ley. In Leicestershire hay for strewing on church floors came from specified meadows; at Ashby Folville the swathe was marked by stones, as it was at Enderby, where the hay was not touched by iron and was taken to church in a straight line. [A ritual significance for this rush-carting line is proposed in The Ley Hunter 116 (1992) 10]. Rights to the meadow were auctioned while a clay pipe burned. Locations:- Hampshire, Leicestershire.

1992i  Danny Sullivan, moot report, Gloucestershire Earth Mysteries 13: 4 - At the 1991 Ley Hunter moot, Nigel Pennick described a cave near Stuttgart from which a sybil was said to have ridden out on a straight road to ensure the fertility of the land. Locations:- Europe - Germany

1992ii  Paul Devereux, ‘Shamanism and the mystery lines’, The Ley Hunter 116: 11-19 - Spirits are widely believed to travel in straight lines, and to become entangled in spirit traps of mazes or knotted threads. Sweeping, as practised by the Yorkshire plough dancers, creates a ritual line for the movement of spirits. [See also The Ley Hunter 117 (1992) 5-7]. Locations:- Yorkshire (North Riding).

1992iii  W.H. Duig, ‘Watling Street’, Mercian Mysteries 12: 32-33; originally published in Warwickshire Place Names (1912) - The name Watling Street was originally applied to the Milky Way, and by extension to the Roman road. Waetla, the hero after whose people the street is named, appears in legend as the father of Wayland Smith. [See also 1979 above, and 1994i below]. Locations:- Warwickshire.

1993i  Paul Devereux, ‘John Michell and spirit lines’, The Ley Hunter 119: 12 - The passage of spirits across the landscape has been experienced as the Wild Hunt, fairy paths and Black Dog routes. In Hawaii a girl was saved from an invisible procession of spirits when she was pushed aside from the road by the hand of an ancestor. Locations:- Oceania - Hawaii.

1993ii  Paul Devereux, ‘When is a ley not a ley?’, The Ley Hunter 119: 15-17 - The corner of a house in Co. Mayo was cut off because it obtruded on a fairy path. Fairies left a hillfort at Mount Temple in Sligo and marched down the road to the beach. The path of Saint Levan in Cornwall is marked by green grass; he made a prophecy about a split boulder in the churchyard; a coffin-shaped stone at the boundary of the church indicates a corpse way. [See also 1994ii below]. Locations:- Ireland - Co. Sligo, Co. Mayo; Cornwall.

1993iii  Bob Dickinson, ‘Lincolnshire spirit lines’, Markstone 8: 6-9 - Lincolnshire folklore suggests that leys are spirit lines. Roads at Saltfleet paved with coffin-shaped stones may have been corpse ways. Fairies carried stones for Lincoln cathedral along a line from Stow, now a right of way. Witches were thought to cross fences and other boundaries in straight flight. At Ewerby Waithe stones were dropped by one flying from the witch-haunted hill of Dorrington or the Drake Stone at Alnwick: these places are in alignment. Locations:- Lincolnshire.

1994i  Nigel Jackson, ‘Bird’s way and cow lane: the starry path of spirits’, The Ley Hunter 121: 30 - The Milky Way is associated with the flight of souls or with cows. In Germany, England and Scandinavia a cow was presented to the church after walking in its owner’s funeral. A female spirit called the milch cow acts as a psychopomp in Zoroastrian texts. It is suggested that these traditions stem from an identification of death roads with the Milky Way. [See also Jeremy Harte, letter, The Ley Hunter 122 (1994) 29 - the practice of leading cows at funerals began as an ecclesiatical tax and is not derived from pagan custom; also Phinella Henderson, letter, The Ley Hunter 122 (1994) 29 - the Milky Way was known as the Way of Saint James, after the pilgrimage made to Santiago, which was also associated with the flight of wild geese; also 1992iii above, 1995i below]. Locations:- Europe - Denmark, Germany, Spain, Sweden; Lancashire.

1994ii  Paul Devereux, ‘Spirit paths in Cornwall’, Meyn Mamvro 25: 15-17; afterwards reprinted in Craig Weatherhill and Paul Devereux, Myths and Legends of Cornwall (1994) - Some Cornish church ways are associated with tales of fairy changelings and witches. The corpse way to Saint Levan’s church links sites from his legend. [See also 1993ii above]. Giants formed other geomythic routes in the landscape, by throwing stones or hurling tools: Saints Just and Keverne appear in stories much like those told of giants. Ghosts and devils also flew through the landscape. Motifs:- Hammer-throwing, Stone-throwing. Locations:- Cornwall.

1995i  ‘Penny Drayton’, ‘ ‘In heaven as on earth’: royal roads and the milky way’, Mercian Mysteries 23: 25-27 - The name Watling Street is applied both to a Roman road and to the Milky Way; other European names for the Milky Way identify it with paths made by pilgrims or heroes. In Manx legend it is associated with the road made across the island by an early king, and in England the principal Roman roads had royal privileges. [See also 1994i above]. Locations:- Isle of Man.

1995ii  Phil Quinn, ‘Alignment and the sacred landscape’, 3rd Stone 20: 16-17 - The folklore of a road from Stapleton to Dyrham includes a straight stretch attributed to King George III in person, and a secret tunnel from Kingswood to Hill House. Locations:- Gloucestershire.

1995iii  Phil Quinn, ‘A supernatural highway’, 3rd Stone 22: 12-15 - A route from the Avon Gorge to Clevedon is marked by a series of hauntings and monuments. The ghosts of men and women, white figures, phantom coaches and riders, and a great white dog have been seen; Clevedon Court is haunted by the smell of woodsmoke. A secret tunnel ran from stones at Wraxall known as the Devil’s Seat. Bare ground in Cadbury (Clevedon) hillfort marks the graves of soldiers. The road is identified as a westward path of the dead. Locations:- Somerset.

1996i  Phil Quinn, ‘A supernatural highway (revisited)’, 3rd Stone 25: 22-24 - Further research adds accounts of lights, a phantom coach, a yew tree and a stone venerated during processions, a ghost rider, Roman soldier and fluttering object, a secret tunnel, and an Arthurian tradition of a sleeping king within a hill. Part of the route was used as a corpse way. Motifs:- Sleeping king. Locations:- Somerset.
 
1996ii  Paul Devereux, note, The Ley Hunter 124: 10 - A road in Anglo-Saxon Oxfordshire was called Demons’ Way. Locations:- Oxfordshire.



C: Corpse Ways

1971  Anthony Roberts, ‘The Monk’s Ford ley (Somerset)’, The Ley Hunter 20: 2-5 - Coffins were carried from Henton church through Yarley Cross to Wookey. They were rested on a stone in an embankment at Monks Ford, which is on a ley. [See also The Ley Hunter 33 (1972) 4 and 117 (1992) 18]. Locations:- Somerset.

1982  Michael Wysocki, ‘Scotland’s serpent mound’, The Ley Hunter 94: 26-30 - Kilmore church was built beside a holy hill on which an angel appeared; it is at a junction of corpse ways. [These are discussed again in The Ley Hunter 118 (1993) 34]. Locations:- Scotland - Argyllshire.

1989  John Palmer, ‘The deathroads of Holland’, The Ley Hunter 109: 12 - A cemetery at Westerheide near Hilversum is approached by three straight deathroads. [See also The Ley Hunter 117 (1992) 6. John Palmer, letter, The Ley Hunter 113 (1990) 7, notes that another deathroad at De Lutte runs near a haunted hill; another letter, The Ley Hunter 114 (1991) 13, quotes mediaeval mourners as swearing that they had followed a straight line to church]. Locations:- Europe - Holland.

1992i  Paul Devereux et al., ‘Corpse way, church road and church line’, The Ley Hunter 117: 9-11 - Corpse ways are recorded at Walton near Wakefield; in Pembrokeshire; on Dartmoor; at Osmotherly, Grasmere and elsewhere in the Lakes. The passage of a corpse was widely thought to create a right of way. These routes may be connected with both ghost paths and alignments of churches. [See also The Ley Hunter 117 (1992) 18 for re-evaluation of leys at Monks Ford and Saintbury as corpse ways]. Locations:- Wales - Pembrokeshire; Devon, Gloucestershire, Lancashire, Somerset, Westmorland, Yorkshire (West Riding).

1992ii  Gabrielle Hawkes and Tom Henderson-Smith, ‘Coffin lines - and a Cornish spirit path?’, The Ley Hunter 117: 12-15 - Cornish funerals followed prescribed routes, with stopping places at old stone crosses. [See also The Ley Hunter 120 (1993) 25 for this]. The White Stile on the corpse way to Gwennap church is haunted. The sound of a rumbling host, like the Wild Hunt, went past a man at Lanyon Quoit dolmen after he had followed his dog and jumped aside. Locations:- Cornwall.

1992iii  Bob Trubshaw, ‘Warwickshire corpse ways’, Mercian Mysteries 11: 36-7 - A footpath between Brailes Hill and Bredon Hill is said to be a right of way because it had once been the course of a funeral party. Another footpath known as Monkspath linked Merevale and Bordesley abbeys. The connection with the passage of funerals and rights of way is commonly made. [See also Mercian Mysteries 21 (1994) 20, The Ley Hunter 116 (1992) 19, and Gloucestershire Earth Mysteries 18 (1994) 22-25; also 1996i below]. Locations:-Warwickshire.

1993i  Laurence Main, ‘Down to earth XXV’, The Ley Hunter 118: 13 - Some Wiltshire footpaths were formerly corpse ways. On the Gilbert Islands spirits walk along a beach on their way to Paradise; a ghost was encountered here. [See also The Ley Hunter 118 (1993) 27]. Locations:- Oceania - Gilbert Islands; Wiltshire.

1993ii Paul Devereux, ‘The Silbury Hill ley’, The Ley Hunter 118: 32 - Phantom funerals along the Wansdyke may be associated with a corpse way. Locations:- Wiltshire.

1993iii  Ulrich Magin, letter, The Ley Hunter 118: 33-34 - In Wurtemburg, death roads were rights of way; a woman who blocked one was doomed to haunt it after death. Locations:- Europe - Germany.

1993iv  Paul Devereux, notes, The Ley Hunter 119:7 - Corpse ways had sacred status in the West Highlands. [See also The Ley Hunter 118 (1993) 32]. Locations - Scotland - Inverness-shire.

1993v  Cheryl Straffon, notes, Meyn Mamvro 20: 24 - Traditional paths linking churches in Cornwall are associated with coffin or corpse ways. The priest’s path from Padstow to Bodmin is haunted by a monk. Locations:- Cornwall.

1993vi  Phil Reeder, ‘The corpse way from the Sabden Valley to Whalley parish church’, Northern Earth 53: 11-15 - A corpse way is traditionally said to have run along a line of crosses in the Sabden Valley south of Pendle Hill. The probable course has been worked out. The Bowling Green Cross at the Whalley Arms was demolished, but avenged itself by falling on one of the men concerned. Motifs:- Fate of sacrilege. Locations:- Lancashire.

1994i  John Palmer, ‘Walking a Dutch corpse road’, The Ley Hunter 121: 8-10 - A corpse way runs from Vilt to Houthern-St.Gerlach in Limburg. Sand was taken from Saint Gerlach’s tomb to protect cattle, and he changed water from a nearby well into wine. The way crosses a bridge named after the giant Arando, a companion of Charlemagne, who haunts the area. Locations:- Europe - Holland.

1994ii  George L. Roberts, letter, The Ley Hunter 121: 11 - A corpse way is still in use at Wythop near Embleton. Locations:- Cumberland.

1994iii  Laurence Main, ‘Down to earth XXVII’, The Ley Hunter 121: 33 - Llandanwg, south of Harlech, was on a corpse way to Bardsey Island. Locations:- Wales - Merionethshire.

1994iv  Dewi Bowen, letter, The Ley Hunter 122: 30 - A corpse way in Laugharne lies on a ley. Locations:- Wales - Carmarthenshire.

1994v  Julia Smith, ‘Some corpse ways in northern England’, Northern Earth 60: 11-13 - Corpse ways from outlying settlements are recorded from the thirteenth century onwards at Yorkshire churches, with stones provided on which to rest the cofin. At Snaith and Hutton Cranswick, bodies were brought in by water. A coffin path from Arnsett to Beetham ran through a valley of limestone caves and fissures, the home of fairies. Locations:- Lancashire, Yorkshire (North Riding).

1995i  Jill Smith, ‘The ‘Hag’ Mountain funeral path on South Harris’, The Ley Hunter 123: 9-10 - After their eviction from the western side of  Harris in 1780, islanders returned over a mountain path to bury their dead. The hill overlooking the path has the form of a dying old woman. Locations:- Scotland - Inverness-shire.

1995ii  Paul Devereux, notes, The Ley Hunter 123: 18 - Coffins were rested on a stone by a corpse way at Ivelet Bridge in Swaledale. Locations:- Yorkshire (North Riding).

1996i  Brian Hoggard, ‘Dead sunny’, The Ley Hunter 125: 14-16 - The traditional funeral path between Bredon and Brailes Hill [see also 1992iii above] may not have been historic, but does correspond to an alignment between these sites, which points to the equinoctial sunrise. Dovers Hill, site of the Cotswold Olympics established in 1611, had a maze as part of its attractions. There seems to have been another within the castle and hillfort on Herefordshire Beacon. Locations:- Gloucestershire, Herefordshire, Worcestershire.

1996ii  Julia Smith, ‘Paths of the soul - Cumbrian corpse ways’, Northern Earth 68: 20-21 - Corpse ways ran from Hesket-in-the-Forest to Kirkoswald, from Langdale and Rydal to Grasmere, from Wasdale to Eskdale, from How to Hayton, from Torver to Ulverston or Woodland (used by monks) and from Witherslack to Beetham. Some routes cross water, others have coffin resting stones. Manorial courts were held at a thorn tree at High Hesket; Eskdale Green is haunted by a bogle; there is a Giants Grave on Torver High Common. Locations:- Cumberland, Lancashire, Westmorland.



D: Tunnels

1970  Roddie Perrett, ‘An alignment five-and-a-half degrees south of west through stones at Fulwood, Sheffield’, The Ley Hunter 8: 10-14 - A secret tunnel runs from Fulwood Hall to Bennet Grange. Locations:- Yorkshire (West Riding).

1971  Kenneth Knight, ‘The gematria of the Hebrew Cabbala: a system for interpreting ley-lines?’, The Ley Hunter 24: 7-8 - A secret tunnel runs from Glastonbury Tor to Butleigh Court; the hill is hollow and can be entered from the west face, above Chalice Well. [See also 1976 below. There are also secret tunnels at Worlebury - Picwinnard 2 (1977) 18; and Bristol - Picwinnard 8 (1979) 7]. Locations:- Gloucestershire, Somerset.

1974  John Michell, ‘Leys, underground tunnels and spirit paths’, The Ley Hunter 51: 2-3 - Legends of tunnels, usually running between church and monastery buildings, have been taken to indicate the line of secret routes above ground. The course of a secret tunnel from Bamburgh Hall to St. Helens Chapel near Doncaster is haunted by a White Lady. [See also 1993ii below].  Secret tunnels, like ghosts, have been associated with leys. Locations:- Yorkshire (West Riding).

1975  Paul Devereux and Andy York, ‘The forgotten heart of Albion II: alignments’, The Ley Hunter 67: 7-9 - The secret tunnel between Hoston and Leicester Abbey is associated with an astronomical alignment between two stones. [There are also secret tunnels at Neville Holt - Mercian Mysteries 5 (1990) 33; and at Long Clawson - Mercian Mysteries 22 (1995) 25 ]. Locations:- Leicestershire.

1976  Ann Pennick, ‘The underground tunnnels of Glastonbury’, Journal of Geomancy 1i: 21-22 - Secret tunnels linking Glastonbury Abbey with Street and within the hill at the Tor [see also 1971 above] are based on discoveries of drains, relieving arches, and actual tunnels at the George pub and the Lady Chapel. A secret tunnel from Kings College Chapel in Cambridge to Grantchester Manor is on a ley. [See also Journal of Geomancy 1iv (1977) 84 for this]. Locations:- Cambridgeshire, Somerset.

1977i  Alan Bullion, ‘The underground tunnels of Tonbridge’, Journal of Geomancy 1iv: 79-80 - Secret tunnels link the Priory, Castle, two pubs, the church and the Port Reeves House. The sites form an equilateral triangle, and appear to be spaced out from each other in multiples of a single module. [See also Journal of Geomancy 2iii (1978) 77; a boy entered one of the tunnels to look for treasure and saw something terrible half-way down. There are also secret tunnels at Tunbridge Wells - Journal of Geomancy 2i (1977) 17; East Hanningfield - Earthquest News 4 (1982) 4; Farnham - Touchstone 13 (1987) 7; Ockham - Touchstone 25 (1990) 3; and Hemel Hempstead - Northern Earth Mysteries 38 (1989) 18]. Locations:- Essex, Hertfordshire, Kent, Surrey.

1977ii  Michael Behrend, letter, Journal of Geomancy 1iv: 84 - A secret tunnel linking Barnwell Abbey and Jesus College lies on the diagonal of a landscape parallelogram. Locations:- Cambridgeshire.

1978  Nigel Pennick, ‘Subterranea’, Albion 1: 17-18 - A secret tunnel links the Gilmerton Cave, in the valley of the Esk, with Craigmillar Castle. Water collecting in a stone at Saint Margarets Cave in Dunfermline was used for healing. Locations:- Scotland - Fifeshire, Mid-Lothian.

1980  Paul and Joy Devereux, ‘Alignment for issue 88’, The Ley Hunter 88: 10-14 - There is a secret tunnel from Trottiscliffe church to Coldrum long barrow, with treasure halfway. The alignment forms the beginning
of a ley. [See also The Ley Hunter 100 (1986) 43-45; and 1990 below]. Locations:- Kent.

1981  Andrew Pickering, ‘Manwarings moated site’, Lincolnshire Dragon 4: 3-5 - A secret tunnel links Swineshead Abbey with the mediaeval moated site at Manwarings. Locations:- Lincolnshire.

1982i  Jeremy Harte, moot report, Templar 1: 6-8 - At the 1981 Institute of Geomantic Research moot, Jeremy Harte spoke on Andean geomancy; a secret tunnel connects two sites in Cuzco. Jeff Saward spoke on mazes; the Tintagel carvings may be early Irish, fairies can be heard at Asenby maze. Prudence Jones spoke on Colchester: King Cole brewed magic to discomfort his enemies in a pit called the Cauldron in Lexden. Locations:- South America - Peru; Cornwall; Essex, Lincolnshire.

1982ii  Mark Valentine, letter, Templar 2: 24 - Secret tunnels lead from the church of the Holy Sepulchre in Northampton. Locations:- Northamptonshire.

1983i  Laurence Main, ‘Down to earth VIII’, The Ley Hunter 95: 25 - Secret tunnels lead to Owain Glyndwr’s Parliament House in Machynlleth, and King Charles I escaped down one of them. [See also The Ley Hunter 102 (1986) 6 for this]. Anyone  sleeping on the hill of Cader Idris suffers altered states, turning dead, mad, or a poet. Lake monsters were killed nearby; parts of one are nailed up in Mallwyd church. Locations:- Wales - Montgomeryshire.

1983ii  Nigel Pennick, ‘The triangular lodge at Rushton’, Symbol 1: 2-6 - A secret tunnel leads from the Lodge, a symbolic folly; a fiddler disappeared down it, playing music, and afterwards claimed to have arrived in Australia. Locations:- Northamptonshire.

1986i  Craig Weatherhill, ‘The riddle of the fogous’, Meyn Mamvro 1: 5-9 - A ritual interpretation of fogous is supported by their folklore, which includes themes of secret tunnels, ghosts and meetings of witches. [See also 1992iii]. Locations:- Cornwall.

1986ii  Philip Heselton, notes, Northern Earth Mysteries 30: 19; and Jimmy Goddard, moot report, Northern Earth Mysteries 30: 23-26 - There are secret tunnels under Sheffield, where Mary Queen of Scots haunts the Old Queens Head pub. Treasure which can only be rescued by a white horse is buried in a secret tunnel at Beauchief Abbey. [See also Northern Earth Mysteries 21 (1983) 16 and 32 (1987) 26-27 for this]. Norton Hall is haunted. There are Robin Hood Wells at Loxley and Ecclesfield, and a Little Johns Well at Longshaw. [See also Northern Earth Mysteries 30 (1986) 14 for a Robin Hoods Well at Penhill]. Locations:- Derbyshire, Yorkshire (West Riding).

1987  John Palmer, ‘Patterns in the Netherlands’, The Ley Hunter 104: 28-32 - A secret tunnel runs from Warmond church to the abbey of Teylingen. The sites are on a ley. Thirteenth-century blue stones in the area acted as stones of judgement for courts held in town centres. Locations:- Europe - Holland.

1988  Chris Fletcher, field trip, Northern Earth Mysteries 35: 27-28 - A secret tunnel runs from the Abbey at Burton-on-Trent. A ghost monk walks from Sinai House to Saint Annes Well. [There is also a secret tunnel at Repton - Northern Earth Mysteries 31 (1986) 5]. Locations:- Derbyshire.

1990  Rob Stephenson, field trip, Touchstone 24: 7-8 - A secret tunnel runs along a ley from Coldrum long barrow to Trottiscliffe church; a man entered playing music on a pipe but was never seen again. [See also 1980 above]. Kits Coty dolmen was built in a night by four witches. An object placed on the capstone at full moon will disappear if you walk circling round it. Locations:- Kent.

1992i  Ulrich Magin, ‘The Mutterstadt pilgrims’ way’, The Ley Hunter 117: 11 - Hamlets around Mutterstadt in the Palatinate are linked by a secret tunnel, and the ghost of a murdered man walks between them; open-air courts were held nearby. Locations:- Europe - Germany.

1992ii   Frank Earp, ‘The copper mine that never was’, Mercian Mysteries 11: 31-32 - At Bramcote, a copper mine is said to have been sunk fruitlessly. It is suggested that this is a folk memory of a Bronze Age trading station. Locations:- Nottinghamshire.

1992iii  Ian Cooke, ‘Folklore of the fogou’, Meyn Mamvro 19: 6-10 - Fogou legends involve giants, fairies and dangerous spirits; the tunnels are said to extend to the sea or other landscape features. Witches were seen around a bonfire in Boleigh, and Pendeen Vau was haunted on Christmas morning by a White Lady from Ireland. These stories are interpreted as survivals of the ritual pagan use of the monuments. [See also Meyn Mamvro 1 (1986) 18-21, 13 (1990) 6-9, 17 (1992) 9, 24 (1994) 19, and 25 (1994) 12 for the Boleigh and Pendeen Vau stories; also 1986i above]. Locations:- Cornwall. 

1993i  Paul Devereux, ‘Native American mystery lines’, The Ley Hunter 118: 24-25 - Secret tunnels and spirit routes link Mayan sacred sites in Yucatan. [See also The Ley Hunter 119 (1993) 13]. Locations:-  Central America - Mexico.

1993ii  Carol Bradley, letter, The Ley Hunter 120: 27 - A secret tunnel links Indian sacred sites in Nova Scotia. Locations:- North America - Canada.

1993iii  John Michell, ‘A fairy pass in Ireland’, The Ley Hunter 119: 13 - A secret tunnel links a rath and hillfort in Co.Meath, which are also connected by a fairy path. Similar conjunctions of tunnels and ghost routes occur at Bamburgh Hall and Saint Helens chapel near Doncaster [see also 1974 above] and in Yucatan. Locations:- Central America - Mexico; Ireland - Co.Meath; Yorkshire (North Riding).

1993iv  Mike Howard, letter, The Ley Hunter 120: 27 - Secret tunnels run from Cardigan Castle, which is haunted by a White Lady, to Cilgerran Castle and Saint Dogmaels Abbey; they are on leys. Locations:- Wales - Cardiganshire.

1993v  Bob Dickinson, ‘A Norfolk spirit line’, Markstone 8: 12-13 - A secret tunnel runs from Binham Priory to Walsingham, and a fiddler disappeared down it playing music; a ghost monk walks the route. At Cambridge the passage of a coffin through property, in the manner of a corpse way, created a public highway. Locations:- Cambridgeshire, Norfolk.

1993vi   Philip Heselton, ‘Tunnel legends and landscape patterns of Holderness’, Markstone 9: 10-13 - Secret tunnels have been identified as folk-memories of leys. They run between several monastic sites and holy wells in Yorkshire. The nuns of Watton Priory, which is haunted, used one to go to Kilnwick Lady Well: a tunnel from Beverley Minster to Meaux Abbey was used by a woman carrying provisions for a siege. A tunnel runs from Swine to Castle Hill, which is haunted by monks: this is on a ley, and meets at a common point with two other secret tunnels. [There are also secret tunnels at Whitby Abbey - Northern Earth Mysteries 35 (1988) 5; and at Halifax - Northern Earth 58 (1994) 2]. Atwick Holy Well is haunted by a one-eyed woman in a hood and cloak who conforms to the description of Odin. Locations:- Yorkshire (East Riding, North Riding, West Riding) .



E: Stones

1970i   F.R. Watts, ‘Local antiquities II’, The Ley Hunter 10: 7-9; originally published in Charlbury School Magazine 1v (1950) - A stone at Fawler marked the spot where a man was killed by a snake. It is on a ley. Locations:- Oxfordshire.

1970ii   Dan Butcher, letter, The Ley Hunter 11: 19-21 - A stone in Ash, with the figure of a man scratched on it, marks the place where the prophet Elijah was taken up into Heaven. Locations:- Hampshire.

1971   Lewis Edwards, ‘The Welsh temple of the zodiac III’, The Ley Hunter 17: 4-7; originally published in Research (1948) - Carreg-y-Bucci, the goblin’s stone, is a long barrow near Lampeter. Attempts to break up the stone were followed by storms. [See also Jimmy Goddard, ‘The Pumpsaint Zodiac’, Touchstone 19 (1988) 1-3]. Motifs:- Fate of sacrilege. Locations:- Wales - Cardiganshire.

1975i   Paul Devereux and Andy York, ‘The forgotten heart of Albion I: old stones’, The Ley Hunter 66: 2-10 - The Humber Stone is frequented by fairies, and a landowner who broke it was unlucky [see also 1992iv below]. The Oaks Hanging Stone is haunted. There is a Hangmans Stone at Ives Head.  Fairies played about Saint Johns Stone, which was visited on Midsummer Day [see also 1991i below]. There is a Wishing Stone in Bradgate Park. Moody Bush Stone and Swanimote Rock were moots for a manorial and forest court, and the Grimston stone fell off a star. [For the Moody Bush and Grimston stones, see also Mercian Mysteries 1 (1989) 4-6, reprinted in 21 (1994) 22-23]. Belgrave, where the churchyard is haunted by a White Lady, is named after the giant Bel. Motifs:- Fate of sacrilege, Hangmans stone. Locations:- Leicestershire.

1975ii   Peter S. Hannah, ‘The Hemlockstone line’, The Ley Hunter 69: 2-5 - The Hemlock Stone near Nottingham was thrown by the devil at Lenton Abbey. [See also 1982ii below]. It is on a ley which also runs through the site of the maypole at Stapleford Cross. Motifs:- Stone-throwing. Locations:- Nottinghamshire.

1976   Steve Moore, ‘Mirroring’, The Ley Hunter 73: 6-9 - An arrangement of stones in Szechwan was set out by Chu-Ko Liang as a magical trap for his enemies, who had to be guided out. In Japan, stones have been dropped by demons; a fox spirit turned herself into the poisonous stone of Nasuno, which killed everything approaching it. Locations: Asia - China, Japan.

1977i   Alan Bullion, ‘The Kentish megaliths of the Medway area’, Journal of Geomancy 1iii: 45-49 - The dolmen at Lower Kits Coty House is also known as the Countless Stones; a baker is said to have put a loaf of bread on each, and numbers were recently painted on them. Bad luck would follow their desecration. The stones of Kits Coty House grew naturally. Motifs:- Countless stones, Fate of sacrilege. Locations:- Kent.

1977ii   Lyle and Barbara Borst, ‘Standing stones in Japan’, The Ley Hunter 76: 14-15 - If you walk between stones at Kyo-Misu with eyes closed, you will have good sight or be lucky in love. At Matsue and elsewhere there are stepping-over stones associated with fertility, which cause women to conceive. Locations:- Asia - Japan.

1977iii  S.E. Poutney, notes, The Ley Hunter 77: 24 -  A Kenyan stone circle was formed when a spirit petrified dancers who had offended him. Motifs:- Petrifaction. Locations:- Africa - Kenya.

1977iv   Gordon Richards, ‘Quartz ‘eggs’’, The Ley Hunter 78: 15-17 - Saint Samson threw a quartz monolith from Freni Fawr in the Prescellies. Motifs:- Stone-throwing. Locations:- Wales - Pembrokeshire.

1977v   Vince Russett, ‘The old stones of Mendip I’, Picwinnard 1: 6-9 - The Wimblestone follows people and goes to drink [see also Picwinnard 6 (1978) 23 and 1996v below]; the Waterstone received offerings of milk and primroses until the 1920s; the Deerleap stones are haunted; the Cross standing stones were thrown by the Devil from Shute Shelve [see also 1979vii below]; the Hurlstone was thrown from the Mendips at East Cranmore church; bargains were contracted by shaking hands through the Hoker Stone, a holed stone at Wells [see also Picwinnard 3 (1978) 14]. Motifs:- Drinking stone, Stone-throwing. Locations:- Somerset.

1977vi   Vince Russett, ‘The old stones of Mendip II’, Picwinnard 2: 11-15 - A stone at Yarborough was thrown by the Devil [or by the giant  Sir John Hautville, see Picwinnard 10 (1979) 8; see also 1996v below] and goes to drink; at Jack Plumley’s stone a man hid but was killed in the Monmouth Rising; payments in time of plague were made on the Money Stone at Westbury; the Allerton Stone was a hundredal moot. Motifs:- Drinking stone, Stone-throwing. Locations:- Somerset.

1978i   Vince Russett, ‘The old stones of Mendip III’, Picwinnard 3: 4-6 - People attempting to count the stones at Stanton Drew stone circle die shortly afterwards. They are a petrified wedding party. Hautevilles Quoit was thrown from the hill at Maes Knoll by the giant Sir John Hauteville; the two sites are on a ley. Motifs:- Countless stones, Petrifaction, Stone-throwing. Locations:- Somerset.

1978ii   Michael Burgess, ‘The Bury St. Edmunds zodiac’, Journal of Geomancy 2iv: 91-93 - The Baal Stone, said to be a sacrificial stone, is on the Libra effigy of a terrestrial zodiac. The Hartest Stone on Virgo was moved from Somerston Hill in the 18th century, work being followed by promiscuous sex. Pools near Bury were known as Mermaids Pits; they are on Capricorn, as is the Thinghowe, a hundredal moot outside the town’s north gate. Coldham Hall, from which a secret tunnel runs to Lawshall Hall, is on Scorpio. At Kedington churchyard, which is on the guardian dog figure, there are ten elm trees, each one marking the grave of a knight. Locations:- Suffolk.

1979i   Vince Russett, ‘Virgin and huntsman’, Journal of Geomancy 3iv: 100-102 - The Stanton Drew stone circles, with their wedding tradition, lie close to the face of the effigy of Virgo in the Bristol Zodiac. Keynsham, scene of Saint Keyna’s petrifaction of the snakes, lies between Virgo and Scorpio. Pucklechurch, ‘goblin’s church’, lies on Scorpio. Motifs:- Petrifaction. Locations:- Gloucestershire, Somerset.

1979ii   Michael Burgess, ‘Rudge’s fudges’, Journal of Geomancy 4i: 9-12 - At the hiring stone at Fornham St. Mary, money was paid out for the farmhands’ wages. At Drakestone Green there is a stone associated with a dragon; and another stone was dragged from the river Ver at St.Albans to act as a memorial for Queen Victoria’s Jubilee. Locations:- Hertfordshire, Norfolk.

1979iii   Peter Martin, ‘Megaliths in the land of Genghis Khan’, The Ley Hunter 85: 3-4 - A dolmen in Mongolia was protected by the curse of the man buried there: ill luck followed attempts to move stones, and a fog prevented people from digging for treasure, or taking photographs. Roads were made by a legendary prince who carried stones. Motifs:- Fate of sacrilege. Locations:- Asia - Mongolia.

1979iv   Alan Bleakley, ‘When the moon bleeds’, The Ley Hunter 85: 15-18 - Cornish legends of stone circles being petrified dancers are derived from a supposed pagan lunar ritual based on the number 19. Motifs:- Petrifaction. Locations:- Cornwall.

1979v   Chris Castle, ‘Megaliths in the Senegambia’, The Ley Hunter 85: 20-24 - Stone circles in Gambia are petrified wedding parties, or were built by giants. They are haunted by spirits, the guardians of treasure, and mysterious lights appear at them. Motifs:- Petrifaction. Locations:- Africa - Gambia.

1979vi   Keith Paull, letter, The Ley Hunter 86: 26-27 - Legends that stone circles are petrified dancers may derive from pagan rituals which raised electrical pulses in the stones by the phased input of singing. Motifs:- Petrifaction.

1979vii   Vince Russett, ‘Folklore snippets’, Picwinnard 9: 5 - A stone at Wellington turns when the cock crows; the giant Sir John Hauteville threw a stone at Cross, near Axbridge [see also 1977v above and 1996v below]; the churches of Oldbury-on-Severn and Uphill were disputed sites; in Gloucestershire beasts are turned out for the summer on Old May Day. Motifs:- Disputed site, Stone-throwing. Locations:- Gloucestershire, Somerset.

1979viii   Vince Russett, ‘The ley points IX’, Picwinnard 10: 19 - The Agglestone at Corfe Castle was thrown by the Devil, who was sitting on the Needles. [See also Earth Giant 5 (1985) 19; the three points are in alignment]. Motifs:- Stone-throwing. Locations:- Dorset, Isle of Wight.

1980i   Alan Gardiner, letter, Ancient Mysteries 17: 35 - The Roundstone Inn, a pub at East Preston, is named after a millstone laid on the body of a suicide buried at a nearby crossroads. Locations:- Sussex.

1980ii   Paul Screeton, ‘Winter solstice sunset at Duddo’, Northern Earth Mysteries 4: 6-7 - A stone circle at Duddo consists of men petrified for tending turnips on Sunday. The fairies of Chillingham were heard dancing and singing round the Hurle Stone; a secret tunnel between two caves runs under this stone. The Kings Stone nearby is haunted by an unpleasant smell. Motifs:- Petrifaction. Locations:- Northumberland.

1980iii   Paul Screeton, ‘Yeavering Bell clangers’, Northern Earth Mysteries 8: 7-8 - A stone in Glendale was dropped from the apron of a druidess, or was thrown from the hill at Yeavering Bell by a druid. It has also been associated with a nearby battle. Modern references to the site contain errors. Motifs:- Skirtful of stones, Stone-throwing. Locations:- Northumberland.

1980iv   Don Lee, ‘Cheshire legends’, Northern Earth Mysteries 9: 16-17 - A boulder at Mottram-in-Longdendale is assciated with the story of Sir Ralph de Staveleigh, who returned supernaturally from the Crusades to prevent his wife’s  second marriage. The stone, to which he was transported from Jerusalem, was painted white as a sign of joy, and it continues to be whitewashed annually. Locations:- Cheshire.

1980v   Chris Ashton, ‘In mysterious Hove: the Goldstone’, Quicksilver Messenger 2: 15-17 - The Goldstone, whose name suggests treasure, was thrown by the Devil after Saint Dunstan had stopped him flooding the Weald. Motifs:- Stone-throwing. Locations:- Sussex.

1981i   Paul Screeton, ‘The Long Man of Wilmington XX’, The Ley Hunter 92: 31 - The Fairy Stone at Fourstones was preserved during road widening. Locations:- Northumberland.

1981ii   Paul Screeton, ‘Ancient stones, thunder and lightning’, Northern Earth Mysteries 13: 10-12 - Thunderstorms are said to follow disturbance to or digging in ancient monuments, usually as a deterrent to treasure seekers. A link is suggested with rain cults at stones, and with the manifestation of the Devil in churches during storms. Motifs:- Fate of sacrilege.

1982i  Alan Bleakley, ‘The Merry Maidens’, The Ley Hunter 93: 5-15 - Stones removed from the Merry Maidens stone circle returned autonomously. Attempts to pull them out with oxen led to the death of the oxen. Motifs:- Fate of sacrilege, Returning stone. Locations:- Cornwall.

1982ii   Frank Earp and Pete Hannah, ‘The Lincoln Imp and Kinoulton - is there a connection?’, Lincolnshire Dragon 7: 7-8 - A glacial boulder beside Kinoulton church was thrown by the Devil from Lincoln Hill; there may be a connection with the Lincoln Imp. The Hemlock Stone at Nottingham was similarly thrown by the Devil [See also 1975ii above, and 1982v below]. It is suggested that these landscape alignments may be on leys. Motifs:- Stone-throwing. Locations:- Lincolnshire, Nottinghamshire.

1982iii   John Billingsley, ‘A Calder Valley eclection’, Northern Earth Mysteries, 16: 3-4 - A riddling poem based on local traditions, including stones which commemorate death from exposure on the moors, a stone which turns on hearing the church bells, and a suicide grave. [See also 1989vii below]. Motifs:- Turning stone. Locations:- Yorkshire (West Riding).

1982iv   Paul Screeton, ‘Concrete thoughts on stone’, Northern Earth Mysteries 16: 13-15 - Experiences while looking for the Fairy Stone, the Three Kings, and the Devil’s Stone at Fourstones - all sites recorded in 1895 but now obscure. These were to feature in an as yet unpublished work The Living Stones, dealing with the geomythics of prehistoric and other stone monuments. [See also Journal of Geomancy 4iii (1980) 23-25 for this book]. Locations:- Northumberland.

1982v   Pete Hannah and Frank Earp, ‘A few of the legendary stones of Notts.’, Northern Earth Mysteries, 17: 11-13 - The Hemlock Stone was thrown by the Devil; a fire was lit on it each May Day; there is a healing well nearby. A lost stone at Kinoulton was also thrown by the Devil. In both cases the site from which they were thrown is Devil-haunted. [See also 1982ii above, and Frank Earp, ‘The old stones of Nottinghamshire’, Mercian Mysteries 6 (1991) 2-5; see also Mercian Mysteries 10 (1992) 17-20 and Northern Earth Mysteries 49 (1992) 6-10; see Mercian Mysteries 9 (1991) 4-5 for the well; Northern Earth Mysteries 25 (1984) 8 notes that fires are lit on Sunrise Hill east of Nottingham on Bonfire Night]. Near the Druid Stone at Blidworth is a Friar Tucks Well. If the memorial to a murdered woman, Elizabeth Sheppard, is moved her ghost will appear. Motifs:- Stone-throwing. Locations:- Nottinghamshire.

1983i   Jonathan Mullard, ‘The Devil’s Ring and Finger’, Earth Lines 1: 5-7 - Two stones near Norton in Hales were called the Devils Ring and Finger. They had healing powers. [See also 1994ii below]. Locations:- Shropshire.

1983ii   Jonathan Mullard, ‘The Bradling Stone’, Earth Lines 2: 20-22 - Anyone found working on Shrove Tuesday, the day of Norton-in-Hales Wake, was dragged to the Bradling Stone on the village green and beaten. [See also 1994ii below]. Locations:- Shropshire.

1983iii   Andy Collins, ‘Consciousness, stone and energies’, Earthquest News 6: 5-16 - Standing stones are traditionally associated with storms and rain. A guided meditation at the Nine Ladies stone circle on Stanton Moor was followed by a brief freak wind. Locations:- Derbyshire.

1983iv   Andy Collins, ‘The old stones of Essex’, Earthquest News 7: 5-12 - Beauchamp Roding church was built on a disputed site, a stone being mysteriously moved back uphill to its present location. [This stone was subsequently set upright by the Markstone Liberation Front, see Earthquest News 9 (1984) 32-35]. A stone at Boreham marks the grave of a witch, whose spirit returned when it was moved; she now haunts a pub at Great Leighs. Motifs:- Disputed site, Returning stone. Locations:- Essex.

1983v   Andy Collins, ‘Life to a markstone’, Earthquest News 8: 38-39 - The Town Crier of Leigh made his proclamations near an old stone. Locations:- Essex.

1983vi   Alan Bleakley, ‘Stone circles as medicine wheels’, The Ley Hunter 95: 11-16 - The Pipers standing stones beside the Merry Maidens circle are the kings Howel and Athelstan, petrified after a great battle on the Red or Bloody Downs. Motifs:- Petrifaction. Locations:- Cornwall.

1983vii   Philip Heselton, field trip, Northern Earth Mysteries 22: 22-23 - The Eagle Stone on Baslow Edge turns at cockcrow. Young men would climb it to prove they were fit for marriage. Motifs:- Turning stone. Locations:- Derbyshire.

1983viii   Jeremy Harte, ‘The folklore of the Nine Stane Rigg’, Northern Earth Mysteries 24: 25-29 - The wicked magician Lord Soulis was said to have been boiled to death by his enemies in a cauldron set on the stone circle at Castleton. There are historical parallels for such a thing happening, and traditions of boiling in lead, but it is suggested that the story was located at a stone monument because cauldrons were involved in pagan rituals of regeneration, initiation and the inauguration of kings at sacred sites. Locations:- Scotland - Roxburghshire.

1984i   Michael Bailey, ‘The Four Stones’, Earth Lines 3: 8-10 - Four kings are buried at these stones near Walton; the ground below them is hollow; they go down to Hindwell Pool to drink when they hear Old Radnor bells. They are on a ley from Old Radnor church. [See also a contribution by Alfred Watkins to the portfolio of the Old Straight Track Club, ‘Markstones as direction indicators’, afterwards published in The Ley Hunter 100 (1986) 5-6]. Motifs:- Drinking stone.  Locations:- Wales - Radnorshire.

1984ii   Christopher Fletcher, ‘Bridestones revisited’, Earth Lines 3: 14-15 - The ruins of a long barrow near Congleton are called Bridestones after the bride of a Viking giant buried there. A house built nearby on part of the site is haunted. Locations:- Staffordshire.

1984iii   Christopher Ashton, ‘Megalithic Gower I’, Earth Lines 3: 19-23 - Arthurs Stone in the Gower was a pebble thrown by the king out of his shoe. The stone was worshipped by pagans until this was suppressed by Saint David. Motifs:- Stone-throwing. Locations:- Wales - Glamorgan.

1985   Chris Ashton, ‘Megalithic Gower II’, Earth Lines 5: 6-8 - A monument in Llanrhidian church is called the Leper Stone; there is a healing well in the village. Arthur’s Well is on Cefn Bryn. Locations:- Wales - Glamorgan.

1986i   Paul Bennett, ‘Stone circles of West Yorkshire’, Earth 1: 14-16 - Bradup Circle, also known as Brass Castle and Kirkstones, is haunted. Will o’ the wisps and the Guytrash Black Dog have been seen near Horncliff stone circle on Hawkesworth Moor. Locations:- Yorkshire (West Riding).

1986ii   Paul Bennett, ‘The anatomy of a ley’, Earth 4: 18-19 - The Great Skirtful Of Stones cairn on Burley Moor, dropped by the giant Rombold, is on a ley. Motifs:- Skirtful of stones. Locations:- Yorkshire (West Riding).

1986iii   Laurence Main, ‘Down to earth XI’, The Ley Hunter 102: 6 - A secret tunnel links the Devils Chair stone in Craig-y-Don Wood with Skyborry. A spirit called Cynon was trapped under a stone when exorcised by the magician Dic Spot at Lake Vyrnwy. The church built at Meifod fell down by night until Saint Gwyddfach revealed a new site. The area has Arthurian connections. Motifs:- Disputed site. Locations:- Wales - Montgomeryshire.

1986iv   Philip Heselton, ‘St. Austin’s Stone’, Northern Earth Mysteries 31: 10-12 - St. Austins Stone near South Cave is a rock outcrop where Saint Augustine is said to have made converts, baptising them in a nearby well. The site is used for church services. Every seven years, part of the stone falls away, but it always grows again. Locations:- Yorkshire (East Riding).

1986v   Jonathan Mullard, ‘Beguildy Old Stone’, Northern Earth Mysteries 31: 19-20 - The stone was thrown at Beguildy church by the Devil, who was sitting on a rock called the Devils Chair near Knighton; the marks of his hand remain on it. The church is dedicated to St. Michael, as appears to be common in sites associated with these legends. Motifs:- Stoneprint, Stone-throwing. Locations:- Wales - Radnorshire.

1986vi   Rob Wilson and Ralph Knutt, ‘The Head Stone’, Northern Earth Mysteries 31: 21 - The stone, a natural formation near Sheffield, turns round once a year at sunrise and was also known as the Cock-crowing Stone. Motifs:- Turning stone. Locations:- Yorkshire (West Riding).

1987i   Jimmy Goddard, moot report, Northern Earth Mysteries 32: 19 - Stones in Staffordshire are called the Devils Ring and Finger or the Druids Stone. [There is a Shropshire stone circle called Druid Castle - see Earth Lines 1 (1983) 17]. One Staffordshire stone is regularly painted white, another is reverenced to ensure marriage. Indefonts Well is haunted and Doxys Pool holds mermaids. Locations:- Shropshire, Staffordshire, Suffolk.

1987ii   Danny Sullivan, ‘The Tibble Stone and the Dixton giant’, Gloucestershire Earth Mysteries 4: 36-37. A stone at Teddington was thrown by a giant from Dixton Hill, aiming at Tewkesbury. Attempts to project the Teddington-Dixton line are hampered by uncertainty over the stone’s original location. It was a hundredal moot. [See also Gloucestershire Earth Mysteries 6 (1988) 12]. Motifs:- Stone-throwing. Locations:- Gloucestershire.

1987iii   Laurence Main, ‘Down to earth XII’, The Ley Hunter 104: 12 - The stone circle of Lled Croen Yr Ych marks the dimensions of the hide of a giant ox who died of grief when separated from his fellow. [See also Paul Devereux, moot report, The Ley Hunter 115 (1991) 19-22, suggesting that the name derives from the sleeping practices of shamans]. Motifs:- Oxhide grant. Locations:- Wales - Montgomeryshire.

1987iv   Cheryl Straffon, ‘A guide to Cornish cromlechs’, Meyn Mamvro 3: 11-14 - Divination was practised during an August fair at the Giants Grave dolmen near Morvah. Locations:- Cornwall.

1988i   Danny Sullivan, ‘The old stones of Gloucestershire I’, Gloucestershire Earth Mysteries 6: 2-14 - Children were passed for healing through the Long Stone of Minchinhampton, a holed stone; Danish chieftains were buried there, and it moves on hearing the clock strike. The Whistlestone at Lower Swell went to drink at Ladys Well on hearing the clock strike. There is a Hangmans Stone at Hampnett. The Longstone at Staunton will bleed if pricked at midnight. The Broadstone at Tidenham was thrown by the Devil at Thornbury church. [A second stone at Thornbury was thrown in a contest between Jack o’ Kent and the Devil; it aligns with the Broadstone and Tidenham Chase - see Ruth Hirst, letter, Gloucestershire Earth Mysteries 18 (1994) 14]. Motifs:- Drinking stone, Hangmans stone, Stone-throwing, Turning stone. Locations:- Gloucestershire.

1988ii   Danny Sullivan, ‘The old stones of Gloucestershire II’, Gloucestershire Earth Mysteries 7: 3-15 - There is a Hangmans Stone at Preston. A stone pillar by the Speech House, where courts were held, marks the omphalos of the Forest of Dean. A stone in Tidenham was miraculously split in half by a saint,  Bishop Oudoceus. There are King and Queen Stones on Bredon Hill. [There is also a Giants Stone at Bisley - see Gloucestershire Earth Mysteries 2 (1986) 2 and 8 (1988) 2]. Motifs:- Hangmans stone. Locations:- Gloucestershire, Worcestershire.

1988iii  Laurence Main, ‘Down to earth XIII’, The Ley Hunter 105: 6 - Accused criminals were freed if they could win a race to the stones at Carreg y Noddfa. [See also The Ley Hunter 106 (1988) 15]. At Darowen a young man was carried in procession on Saint Tudyr’s day and beaten with sticks. Locations:- Wales - Montgomeryshire.

1988iv   Cheryl Straffon, ‘Brittany - Penwith’s French connection’, Meyn Mamvro 5: 6-10 - Parallels to Cornish folklore at Breton megaliths include a dancing stone at Parc ar Men Sul, petrified dancers at Les Demoiselles, and fertility rituals at Carnac. Fairs were held at the Champ des Roches at Pleslin and there are sacrifice legends from both St. Just and Kerzerho. Motifs:- Petrifaction, Turning stone. Locations:- Europe - Brittany; Cornwall.

1988v   Ulrich Magin, ‘German earth mysteries’, The Ley Hunter 106: 1-6 - Inexhaustible treasure can be found under castles and churches, to be revealed only on a saint’s day; it is guarded by ghosts, snakes, toads or dwarfs which may take the form of balls of light. The treasure looks like worthless leaves or bones. Megalithic sites such as the Hunenbett and Hinkelstein are attributed to giants. Witches went dancing at the Hexenstein on May Day, and there were fairies at the Feengarten dolmen. There are secret tunnels to hillforts in the Saar Country and Alsace. A Nazi stone circle was set up on the site of mediaeval stones of assembly, where courts were held, at Heuhemsbach. Locations:- Europe - Germany.

1988vi  John Palmer, ‘Vandalism at the Lands End’, Meyn Mamvro 7: 6-10 - Treasure-seekers who dug around the Men Scryfa and West Lanyon Quoit suffered bad luck. Motifs:- Fate of sacrilege. Locations:- Cornwall.

1989i   Paul Bennett, ‘The megalithic faults of Rombalds Moor and district’, Earth 14: 30-33 - Fairies were seen at Horncliffe stone circle, which is on a fault line. Locations:- Yorkshire (West Riding).

1989ii   Laurence Main, ‘Down to earth XVII’, The Ley Hunter 109: 10 - Damage to the mound Bedd Taliesin near Machynlleth was followed by a storm. Motifs:- Fate of sacrilege. Locations:- Wales - Montgomeryshire.

1989iii   Bob Dickinson, field trip, Markstone 1: 6 - Dragonby is named after the Dragon Rock, a long outcrop of stone. Here a church sank into the earth and its bells can be heard ringing underground. [See also Touchstone 30 (1991) 5: the rock is on a ley]. Locations:- Lincolnshire.

1989iv   Bob Trubshaw, field trip, Mercian Mysteries 1: 4-6 (afterwards reprinted in Mercian Mysteries 21 (1994) 22-23) - Asfordby rectory is haunted. There is a field from which rush-carting processions leave for Ashby Folville church; it may be on a ley. Locations:- Leicestershire.

1989v   Cheryl Straffon, ‘Penwith altar stones’, Meyn Mavro 10: 5-7 - Several stone outcrops, marked by natural rock basins, are associated with legends. People became witches by touching the Giants Rock at Zennor [see also Meyn Mamvro 14 (1991) 14]. Carn Vres at Tregeseal means the Rock of Judgement, suggesting that courts were held there, and Tom Thumb Rock at St. Just has stories of sacrifice [see also Meyn Mamvro 1 (1986) 21]. Another site near Sennen is called King Arthurs Table. Locations:- Cornwall.

1989vi   Rob Wilson, field trip, Northern Earth Mysteries 37: 10-11 - If you walk round the Wishing Stone in Lumsdale, circling it three times, your wish will be granted. Locations:- Derbyshire.

1989vii   Andy Roberts, field trip, Northern Earth Mysteries 37: 28-31 - Sites with folklore in Calderdale include Church Milk Joan, a boundary stone where a milkmaid died in a blizzard, which spins on hearing bells; it is lucky to put money on top of this and Robin Hoods Penny Stone. A suicide is buried in the barrow at Millers Grave, but his ghost caused trouble so they exorcised it by moving him to Heptonstall churchyard. [See also 1982ii above and 1996ii below]. Motifs:- Turning stone. Locations:- Yorkshire (West Riding).

1989viii   Ian Taylor, ‘Stonesearch’, Northern Earth Mysteries 39: 4-9 - At Barnby Moor there is a healing stone which cures warts; at Aldwark, one which fastens down an exorcised ghost. Locations:- Yorkshire (East Riding, North Riding).

1989ix   Norman Darwen, letter, Touchstone 21: 2 - The Witches Stone in Preston churchyard covers a witch or a nagging wife who tried to climb out of the grave, and by way of exorcism was reburied lying prone. Locations:- Lancashire.

1990i   Danny Sullivan, notes, Gloucestershire Earth Mysteries 11: 42 - King Charles Stone near Painswick is so called because Charles I sat on it after quitting the siege of Gloucester in 1643. Locations:- Gloucestershire.

1990ii   Bob Dickinson, notes, Markstone 3: 25 - It is unlucky to move the Crosby Stone at Scunthorpe. The Council had it replaced in 1990 after restoration work. [See also Touchstone 30 (1991) 3: the stone is on a ley]. Motifs:- Fate of sacrilege. Locations:- Lincolnshire.

1990iii   Chris Fletcher, field trip, Mercian Mysteries 2: 11 - If the Webb Stone at Bradley was moved, crops and livestock would suffer. Other fertility associations include a tradition that unmarried girls had to bow to it, or they would never be brides. Motifs:- Fate of sacrilege. Locations:- Staffordshire.

1990iv   Jimmy Goddard, notes, Touchstone 26: 11 - The Pyrford Stone gets up and walks at midnight. [Movement has also been attributed to stones at Enstone - Gloucestershire Earth Mysteries 14 (1992) 22;  Churchtown - Northern Earth Mysteries 28 (1985) 3; and the Cheesewring - Meyn Mamvro 20 (1993) 6]. Motifs:- Turning stone. Locations:- Cornwall; Gloucestershire, Lancashire, Surrey.

1990v   Jimmy Goddard, notes, Touchstone 26: 11 - The folklore of stones in Brittany is more malevolent than in Britain; they crush people when going to drink, and are inhabited by black men who make you dance to death. At midsummer, in the Pardon of Fire, a rocket identified as a dragon is sent down a rope connecting the church tower to a bonfire. Motifs:- Drinking stone. Locations:- Europe - Brittany.

1991i   Bob Trubshaw, ‘St. Johns or Little Johns Stone, Leicester’, Mercian Mysteries 7: 20 - The stone was visited on Saint John’s Day; fairies came out of it at night. [See also 1975i above]. Locations:- Leicestershire.

1991ii   Bob Trubshaw, field trip, Mercian Mysteries 8: 10-12 - The Mowsley Stone turns over when Theddingworth church clock strikes thirteen. This has never been known to happen. Motifs:- Turning stone. Locations:- Leicestershire.

1991iii   Rob Wilson, field trip, Northern Earth Mysteries 47: 27 - The Devil hurled the Devils Arrows at Aldborough church from How Hill near Fountains Abbey, the site of a chapel of Saint Michael. Robin Hoods Well and the Seven Sisters yew trees are nearby. Motifs:- Stone-throwing. Locations:- Yorkshire (West Riding). 

1992i   Ulrich Magin, ‘The medieval Christianisation of pagan landscapes’, The Ley Hunter 116: 1-4 - German megaliths were named after the Devil, who threw a standing stone at Saulsheim from the Donnersberg; treasure was buried here, and local courts were held at this and other stones. In Voigtland and Oberpfalz there are straight ghost roads [see also The Ley Hunter 116 (1992) 14 and 117 (1992) 6-7]; these spirit paths occur in cultures surrounding the German heartland. Motifs:- Stone-throwing. Locations:- Europe - Germany.

1992ii   D.P. Clay, ‘More stones of Leicestershire’, Mercian Mysteries 13: 13-14 - It is unlucky to sit on a stone in front of Leicester Castle, death having resulted in one instance. Aylestone manor house is haunted, and a secret tunnel links it to the church. Locations:- Leicestershire.

1992iv   Bob Trubshaw, ‘Yet more stones of Leicestershire’, Mercian Mysteries 13: 14 - The Humberstone or Holy Stone was dropped by one of the old pagan gods; it is unlucky to interfere with it; fairies dance at the stone. [See also 1975i above]. Motifs:- Fate of sacrilege. Locations:- Leicestershire.

1992v   Cheryl Straffon, ‘Nineteen dancing maidens’, Meyn Mamvro 19: 15 - Legends of dancing girls being transformed into stone circles at the Merry Maidens and other sites are attributed to folk-memory of pagan priestesses dancing at these sites. [See also Meyn Mamvro 24 (1994) 17; there are parallels at Hollywood, Belstone on Dartmoor, Stanton Drew and Shetland]. Motifs:- Petrifaction. Locations:- Ireland - Co.Wicklow Scotland - Shetland; Cornwall; Devon, Somerset.

1992vi   Rachel Allister, ‘The Candlings: lost markings on Ilkley Moor’, Northern Earth Mysteries 49: 18-19 - In the 1930s children used to set candle stumps into two stones with cup and ring markings, and try divination of the future from patterns made by the wax. Lighting the candles, children ran away: if both were blown out before they got home, it was an omen of death. Locations:- Yorkshire (West Riding).

1992vii   John Billingsley, field trip, Northern Earth 51: 12-13 - The Ox Stones near Sheffield were carried onto the moors and set up by local families. Caers Chair at Carl Wark was a seat of judgement for the courts of the druids, from which those found to be criminals were pushed over a cliff. Locations:- Yorkshire (West Riding).

1993i   Chris Ashton, ‘Meditation, temples, and Asian death roads’, The Ley Hunter 118: 11-12 - A stone in a temple at Luang Prabang is marked with the Buddha’s footprint. Motifs:- Stoneprints. Locations:- Asia - Laos.

1993ii   David Clarke, ‘The Hag’s House’, The Ley Hunter 120: 1-4 - Three stones in the Glen Cailliche, ‘old woman’s glen’, were ritually taken from their house each May for the health and fertility of crops and stock. The stones are a petrified family. [See also Paul Devereux, moot report, The Ley Hunter 115 (1991) 19-22]. An anthropomorphic stone at Granish used to be dressed at certain times of the year. Fionn MacCumhail lived at Glenlyon; his dogs were tethered to a standing stone. Motifs:- Petrifaction. Locations:- Ireland - Co.Cork; Scotland - Perthshire.

1993iii   David Taylor, ‘A lady in distress; a lost sacred site in Wolverhampton’, Mercian Mysteries 14: 5-6 - The Bargain Stone is a holed stone in Saint Peter’s churchyard, Wolverhampton. Deals were concluded by shaking hands through the hole. Locations:- Staffordshire.

1993iv   Bob Trubshaw, field trip, Mercian Mysteries 17: 1-4 - The Leper Stone at Newport may derive its name from a plague stone tradition. The Hilton maze has been recorded in a local exhibition. Locations:- Cambridgeshire, Essex.

1993v   Bob Dickinson and Bob Trubshaw, field trip, Mercian Mysteries 17: 10-12 - The Winceby Stone guards hidden treasure and is associated with the Devil. It covers a burial pit for soldiers killed in a Civil War battle. Locations:- Lincolnshire.

1993vi   Kate Westwood, ‘Bradgate Park - Leicestershire’s sacred site?’, Mercian Mysteries 17: 24-27 - There is a Wishing Stone in Bradgate Park. Locations:- Leicestershire.

1993vii   Pat Bradford, ‘The Gilbert Stone, Yardley’, Mercian Mysteries 17: 28 - This boundary stone was a landmark for a farmer who coveted his neighbour’s field. It was moved for him by a goblin on condition that he dedicate Hobs Wood to the spirit. Bad luck and the return of the stone followed the sale of a tree from the wood. Motifs:- Returning stones. Locations:- Worcestershire.

1993viii   Tracey Brown, ‘The omphalos of Devon’, Wisht Maen 1: 10-12 - The geographical centre of Devon is at Belstone Tor, near the Nine Maidens stone circle. These stones are women petrified for dancing on Sunday. Motifs:- Petrifaction. Locations:- Devon.

1994i   Mike Howard, ‘From Thor to Rollright’, Gloucestershire Earth Mysteries 18: 19-21; originally published in The Cauldron - The Rollright stones are a petrified king and army; the king sleeps in a cave under the circle; the stones go to drink on New Years Eve; bad luck follows damage to them; the last fairies in Oxfordshire disappeared here; souls can be sold to the Devil here. The King Stone ensured fertility in women, and witches met at the stones. The folklore is seen as containing esoteric elements of death, rebirth and the power of priestesses: these have favoured the use of the stone circle by modern pagans and psychics. Motifs:- Drinking stone, Fate of sacrilege, Petrifaction, Sleeping king. Locations:- Oxfordshire.

1994ii   Gavin Mackie, field trip, Mercian Mysteries 18: 6-8 - At Norton in Hales men working on Shrove Tuesday, the village wake, were taken to the Bradling Stone and rolled up and down on it [see also 1983i above]. Two stones nearby are the Devils Ring and Finger; children were passed through the holed stone for healing, and girls for fertility [see also 1983ii above]. The abandoned village beside Stafford Castle is haunted. Ghosts, earth lights and ufos have appeared on Berry Ring hillfort. Locations:- Shropshire, Staffordshire.

1994iii   Alison Skinner, ‘A megalith trip to Brittany’, Mercian Mysteries 18: 11-14 - At St. Renan, couples rubbed themselves against as rock for fertility after their marriage. At Carnac, girls stripped and used a menhir in the same way, after which their husbands chased them round the stone and made love to them. A holed stone at Glouesnon healed afflicted limbs put into the hole. Locations:- Europe - Brittany.

1994iv   Chris Fletcher, ‘The Horsley Stone exorcism’, Mercian Mysteries 21: 27 - The Horsley Stone on Ipstones Edge was thrown down by a man who murdered his brother to hide the body. The dead man appeared as a ghost rider on Ghost Ridge until exorcised by seven clergymen, one of who dropped the stone on it. Spirit Hole and the Devils Hollow are nearby. Locations:- Staffordshire.

1994v   Cheryl Straffon, notes, Meyn Mamvro 24: 2 - Table-like rocks called Garrack Zans acted as focal points for West Cornish parishes, being associated with a maypole at Escols and a market at Treen. The location of the sites is now lost. Locations:- Cornwall.

1994vi   Tony Ellis, letter, Touchstone 38: 6 - A stone in Weston Wood, marking the graves of a legendary brother and sister drowned in the Silent Pool, has been removed. Locations:- Surrey.

1994vii   Jimmy Goddard, ‘A trip to the Golden Ball’, Touchstone 40: 1-5 - Games were held at the Tarry Stone in Cookham. Locations:- Berkshire.

1994viii   Jimmy Goddard, notes, Touchstone 41: 10 - At Christmas, bread was distributed for charity from the Dole Stone at Dundry. Locations:- Somerset.

1994ix   Steven Shipp, ‘East Devon ways I’, Wisht Maen 2: 26-28 - There is a Hangmans Stone at Branscombe. The Witches Stone north of Sidmouth rolls down to the river every night, and is haunted. The Devils Stone at Honiton marks a disputed site for a church. Motifs:- Disputed site, Drinking stone, Hangmans stone. Locations:- Devon.

1994x   Hugh Franklin, ‘Spinsters’ Rocks’, Wisht Maen 3: 20-23 - Spinsters Rocks, a dolmen at Drewsteignton, was set up by three spinsters before breakfast. Locations:- Devon.

1995i   Chris Fletcher, field trip, Mercian Mysteries 24: 21-22 - At the Hangmans Stone near Repton, a thief was strangled by a stolen sheep. Motifs:- Hangmans stone. Locations:- Derbyshire.

1995ii   Paul Wain, ‘Arbor Low, ‘Stonehenge of the Peak’’, Mercian Mysteries 25: 1-6 - There is a holed stone near Arbor Low which has healing powers if you put your hand through it. Locations:- Derbyshire.

1995iii   Rob Wilson, ‘The Brothers’ Stones’, Northern Earth 61: 11 - A pair of standing stones on the Roxburghshire boundary were set up where two brothers, one Protestant and the other Catholic, killed each other in religious debate. Locations:- Scotland - Roxburghshire.

1995iv   John Billingsley, notes, Northern Earth 63: 2-5 - The Glen Nevis wishing stone revolves and can be used for divination, since it answers questions; its removal brought bad luck. Japanese gardeners put bottles of water in their gardens to scare off cats by their reflection, which may be magic. Motifs:- Fate of sacrilege, Turning stone. Locations:- Asia - Japan; Scotland - Inverness-shire.

1995v   John Billingsley, notes, Northern Earth 64: 2-3 - The Clan Ranald stone of South Uist, which it is unlucky to move, was found stolen after the death of the thief. Cheese rolling at Cheltenham ended when a stray cheese injured spectators. Motifs:- Fate of sacrilege. Locations:- Scotland - Inverness-shire; Gloucestershire.

1995vi   John Billingsley, ‘Friends Of Grampian Stones’, Northern Earth 64: 14-15 - Treasure was buried by a Pictish prince at the Bullhide Stone in Upper Donside. Its attempted removal was followed by a heart attack. Motifs:- Fate of sacrilege, Oxhide grant. Locations:- Scotland - Aberdeenshire.

1995vii   George Nash and George Children, ‘The standing stones of Watkins country’, 3rd Stone 21: 14-15 - Names for stones include the Devils Stone and Queen Stone. A parish boundary stone at Bush Bank was the scene of an annual payment of money. Locations:- Herefordshire.

1995viii   Christopher Jenkins, ‘Druid circles’, 3rd Stone 22: 5-8 - The Longstone at East Worlington was dropped by the Devil when he heard the church bells. It lies on a pattern of landscape geometry. Motifs:- Stone-throwing. Locations:- Devon.

1996i   John Billingsley, notes, Northern Earth 65: 2-6 - A bleeding stone at Newton-le-Willows, where an adulterer was beaten to death for his crime, has vanished. A driver hit a ghost in Birmingham. Sales of good luck charms in Mexico City are suffering from the recession. Children at Driffield no longer scramble for the sweets and pennies thrown to them in a New Year ceremony. A film on the Cottingley Fairies is in preparation. Locations:- Central America - Mexico; Lancashire, Warwickshire, Yorkshire (East Riding, West Riding).

1996ii   John Billingsley and Paul Bennett, ‘Recent fieldwork on Midgley Moor’, Northern Earth 65: 15-17 - The stone called Churn Milk Joan on the moors near Halifax commemorates a milkmaid caught in a blizzard and eaten by foxes; children wish on the stone and dance round it; it turns on hearing church bells; pennies are placed on it. [See also 1989vii above]. Motifs:- Turning stone. Locations:- Yorkshire (West Riding).

1996iii   John Palmer, ‘St. Mort: saint of death’, Northern Earth 68: 7-10 - Saint Mort was stillborn, but by a miracle he revived. His grave at Huy was chosen through divination, by the stopping of horses; in the adjoining chapel is shown the stone by which he prayed, a former boundary marker. Nearby is a Devils Stone. Elsewhere in the Ardennes are other Devil’s stones, stones which turn, and one which fell from the sky. Some of these sites may have been Christianised and incorporated into the legend of Saint Mort, who is still honoured with an August pilgrimage. Motifs:- Turning stone. Locations:- Europe - Belgium.

1996iv   Brian Hoggard, ‘The sacred sites of Worcester city’, 3rd Stone 23: 20-23 - Building stones for Worcester Cathedral could not be moved until a devil sitting on them was exorcised. When soldiers threatened to pillage Worcester, a witch turned them into stone. Low Hill was a hundredal moot. Cromwell made a pact with the Devil at Perry Wood. Motifs:- Petrifaction. Locations:- Worcestershire.

1996v   Phil Quinn, ‘The forgotten stones of West Mendip’, 3rd Stone 25: 13-15 - A stone on Banwell Moor marks the place where a ploughman was killed, being struck by lightning. Wooks Quoit at Yarborough Farm was thrown from the cave at Wookey Hole by a giant [see also 1977vi above], and stones at Cross and Lower Weare were hurled from Shute Shelve Hill by the Devil and a giant [see also 1979vii above]. The Wimblestone walks, covers gold, dances on the first moon in May, and turns on hearing the clock strike; it once cornered a farmer in Rowberrow churchyard; attempts to remove it resulted in the death of the oxen [see also 1977v above]. Motifs:- Fate of sacrilege, Stone-throwing, Turning stone. Locations:- Somerset.



F: Wells

1970   F.R.Watts, ‘Local antiquities II’, The Ley Hunter 9: 8-10; originally published in Charlbury School Magazine (1948) - People from Wilcote visited the Lady Well near Bride Well Farm on Palm Sunday to drink liquorice water. Locations:- Wiltshire.

1971   Mollie Carey, ‘The sacred hills: Cley Hill, Warminster, and Glastonbury’, The Ley Hunter 26: 6-8 - The healing eye well at Bugley was created by the guardian spirit of a barrow on Cley Hill. Locations:- Wiltshire.

1978i   Rupert Pennick, ‘Holy wells’, Albion 1: 21-22 - Saint Elian had a cursing well; Saint Helens Well at Brindle was a pin well. Locations:- Wales - Denbighshire; Lancashire.

1978ii   Vince Russett, ‘The ley points III’, Picwinnard 4: 24 - Dunnicks Well at Latcham cured a case of sore eyes in 1945. Locations:- Somerset.

1981   Ted Armstrong, ‘Conisbrough’, Northern Earth Mysteries 11: 5-6 - A serpent which had broken out of a flagon of drink was killed at the Serpent Well; when Conisbrough was destroyed by an earthquake, the only survivors were a woman and her son who sheltered here. [See also Northern Earth Mysteries 11 (1981) 13, 15]. Locations:- Yorkshire (West Riding).

1982i   Jeremy Harte, ‘St. Wite’, Earth Giant 1: 11-12 - The ninth-century cult of Saint Wite at Whitchurch Canonicorum survived at her well, which cured sore eyes; there was a ritual for dropping in a pin. A mermaid was seen at the foot of Golden Cap, and the Shave Cross pub is haunted by a monk. Locations:- Dorset.

1982ii   Philip Heselton, moot report, The Ley Hunter 94: 4-9 - A stone by the Watchman Well at Barbreck had powers of divination. It answered questions until the owner moved it away, when it started screaming. Locations:- Scotland - Argyllshire.

1983i   Anne Furness, letter, Earth Lines 1: 20 - Monks from Dodecote visited Holywell in Caynton to carry away the water. Locations:- Shropshire.

1983ii   Chris Fletcher, ‘Staffordshire wells’, Earth Lines 1: 21-23 - Well-dressing is recorded from seven sites in the county, and survives at Endon and Newborough, where it is combined with maypole and Morris dancing. People cured at Saint Erasmus Well, Ingestre, hung up their crutches there. Saint Helens Well at Rushton Spencer dries up before a calamity. The well at Whittington overflows before a dearth of corn. Locations:- Staffordshire.

1983iii   Jonathan Mullard, ‘Spa revival’, Earth Lines 2: 6 - Water from the Eye Well at Llandrindod Wells was sent to Mrs. Thatcher to cure her eye trouble. Locations:- Wales - Radnorshire.

1983iv   Mark Valentine, ‘Herefordshire wells’, Earth Lines 2: 14-16 - A fish with a golden chain was caught from the Golden Well at Peterchurch. The dragon killed by Saint George at Brinsop lived in a well at Ducks Pool Meadow. [See also Mercian Mysteries 20 (1994) 1-7]. At Stoke Edith a well sprang up to relieve the saint, who was tired after building the church. There were pin wells at Brampton Bryan and Kingston. Saint Annes Well at Aconbury boiled on Twelth Night and was healing, like other wells at Bromyard and Dinedor. There is a secret tunnel from Lady Well at Thornbury to an earthwork. Locations:- Herefordshire.

1985   W. Bowen Hamer, ‘A tale of power’, The Ley Hunter 99: 3-5; originally published in Radnorshire In History, Topography and Romance (1914) - The spa wells at Llandrindod Wells were formed by salt, sulphur and a dagger thrown by a youth at pursuing monsters; he was abducting a girl from supernatural captivity in a druid stone circle haunted by spectral lights. Locations:- Wales - Radnorshire.

1986i   Paul Bennett, ‘The remnants of a ley line?’, Earth 3: 5-6 - Fairies drank from a well at Welboyd, which is on a ley. Locations:- Yorkshire (West Riding).

1986ii   Nigel Mortimer, ‘Yorkshire’s water wolf’, Earth 4: 3-4 - The water wolf slid down the throats of those who drank spring water, fed in their stomachs and could be coaxed out by the smell of food. There were victims at Haworth and Chester-le-Street. In Ireland it was known as the man-keeper. Water wolf stories may be related to traditions of fairies at wells. Locations:- Ireland; Durham, Yorkshire (West Riding).

1986iii   Paul and Charla Devereux, ‘Findhorn gathering’, The Ley Hunter 102: 19-24 - There is a rag well, the Clootie Well, north of Inverness. [There are other rag wells at Clent - Mercian Mysteries 2 (1990) 10; Romsley - Mercian Mysteries 7 (1991) 17; and Langburgh - Northern Earth 54 (1993) 17]. Locations:- Scotland - Inverness-shire; Herefordshire, Worcestershire, Yorkshire (East Riding).

1986iv   Carol Slater, ‘Holy water’, Meyn Mamvro 1: 14-17 - Alsia Well has healing powers and a wishing ritual; there is a rag well at Madron [see also 1989ii below], and one with a healing ritual at Chapel Euny [see also 1987ii below]. Locations:- Cornwall.

1986v   Janet and Colin Bord, ‘Holy wells of Clwyd’, Northern Earth Mysteries 31: 6-7 - Research by Louise Jones and John David on this topic has been published as a photographic survey and video. Locations:- Wales - Denbighshire, Flintshire.

1987i   Kevin Lock, ‘Holy wells of Gloucestershire’, Gloucestershire Earth Mysteries 3: 12-16 - In addition to numerous holy and healing wells, the county has a Lady Well at Lower Swell where the Whittlestone comes to drink when the clock strikes twelve. [See also Gloucestershire Earth Mysteries 2 (1986) 5; 3rd Stone 20 (1995) 19]. Motifs:- Drinking stone. Locations:- Gloucestershire.

1987ii   Craig Weatherhill, ‘A guide to holy wells and celebrated springs in West Penwith’, Meyn Mamvro 4: 11-14 - A survey of forty sites includes wells used for healing and divination as well as some associated with druids, fairies and giants. Those baptised in Ludgvan well would never be hanged for any crime [see also 1995viii below]. At Venton Bebirell, dolls were baptised on Good Friday [see also 1995iv below]. Healing rituals were practised at Chapel Uny in May [ see also 1986iv above]. Evil spirits cannot haunt Bartinney Castle, which contains a well. Locations:- Cornwall.

1988   Rob Wilson, ‘Etwall well-dressing’, Northern Earth Mysteries 35: 19-20 - Eight wells are dressed in Etwall in late May. The oldest, the Town Well, lies by Saint Helens church. There are two pin wells dedicated to Saint Helen in Lancashire. Locations:- Derbyshire, Lancashire.

1989i   Danny Sullivan, notes, Gloucestershire Earth Mysteries 9: 34 - The custom of well-dressing was introduced at Saint Anthonys Well, Mitcheldean, by the vicar. A procession, followed by service and decoration, was scheduled for Ascension Day 1989. Locations:- Gloucestershire.

1989ii   Ulrich Magin, ‘A Cornish Atlantis?’, The Ley Hunter 111: 12-13 - The holy well at Madron has been identified as the hot and cold springs in Plato’s Atlantis. [See also 1986iv above, 1990vi below]. Locations:- Cornwall.

1989iii   Edna Whelan, ‘Yorkshire’s haunted wells’, Northern Earth Mysteries 38: 4-6 - Fairies are associated with wells near Whitby, Leyburn and Selby, and were seen around White Wells at Ilkley in the 1820s; there are Fairy Stones and a Fairy Cross elsewhere in the county. Ghosts at wells include a headless horseman at Atwick and a drumming sound at Harpham [see 1992ii below]. Pan haunts a well at Threshfield. Hart Leap Well near Richmond has a legend of a white hart. [See also Northern Earth Mysteries 41 (1990) 7]. Locations:- Yorkshire (East Riding, North Riding, West Riding).

1989iv   Rob Wilson, field trip, Northern Earth Mysteries 40: 28-29 - An account of the 1989 Bakewell well-dressing. Five sites are dressed, but at four the water is no longer visible, being culverted away. Locations:- Derbyshire.

1990i   Bob Dickinson, ‘Holy wells and springs in Kirton-in-Lindsey’, Markstone 2: 1-2 - Drinking from certain wells, including Newells Well at Glentham, compels people to live near to them for ever. The Boggart Field in Kirton-in-Lindsey is haunted. Locations:- Lincolnshire.

1990ii   Bob Dickinson, ‘Kirton-in-Lindsey holy wells: update and further observations’, Markstone 3: 9-10 - Ashwell is dressed by the owner with flowers, keys and plaster casts of his face. A field near Otchen Well is haunted by a headless horseman. Locations:- Lincolnshire.

1990iii   Bob Dickinson, ‘Newell’s Well’, Markstone 2: 3-7 - Glentham widows were paid a charity if they fetched water from Newells Well on Good Friday and washed a mediaeval effigy on a grave in the church. The custom, discontinued in 1850, has been seen as a survival of Catholicism or paganism. In 1986 a race to carry water from the well to the church was part of the village show. Witches meet at Glentham. If you run round this church, or Willoughton, circling them seven times, then stick pins in the door, you will see the Devil. Locations:- Lincolnshire.

1990iv   Paul Nix, field trip, Mercian Mysteries 2: 4-6 - Willow Rundle spring at Elston rose as a sign that a dying soldier was saved; the willow trees grew from stakes used to pin down buried rebels after a battle. At Wellow the area of maypole dancing is marked by earth energy perceptible to dowsers. Locations:- Nottinghamshire.

1990v   Bob Trubshaw, field trip, Mercian Mysteries 2: 17-20 - At Holywell Haw in Charnwood Forest, a maiden was brought back to life by a hermit after she collapsed in flight from a villainous baron. The castle mound at Whitwick is haunted. There is a Hangmans Stone near Lubcloud Farm. Motifs:- Hangmans stone. Locations:- Leicestershire.

1990vi   Cheryl Straffon, ‘Healing and divination in Cornish holy wells’, Meyn Mamvro 11: 4-7 - About a dozen wells were used for divination. They revealed how long the querents would live, how many years till their marriage, whether friends were alive or not, or where stolen goods had been taken by the criminal. Several of these sites were also used for healing, suggesting that the two functions were symbolically related. Locations:- Cornwall.

1990vii   Cheryl Straffon, ‘The mystery of Madron Well’, Meyn Mamvro 11: 8-9 - At Madron a chapel is fed by water from a holy well; waters from both sites have been used for divination as well as healing. The custom of hanging rags on nearby trees, discontinued by 1930, has now been revived. [See also 1989ii above, 1995v below]. Locations:- Cornwall.

1990viii   Cheryl Straffon, ‘Guide to the holy wells of Cornwall’, Meyn Mamvro 11: 11-15 - Wells are associated with giants, ghosts and dragons; desecrating the waters was punished, as was cultivation of adjoining ground or failure to leave an offering. A well at Helston and Trewannack features in a disputed site legend. The first partner to drink from Saint Keynes Well will dominate the marriage [see also 1996i below]. Motifs:- Disputed site, Fate of sacrilege. Locations:- Cornwall.

1990ix   Phil Reeder, field trip, Northern Earth Mysteries 43: 27-30 - At Pewter Well, or the Fairy Well, the people of Sabden left their treasure of silver and pewter in the Civil War. At the Coffin Stone nearby, funeral corteges stopped to pray when following the corpse way to Whalley. At a stone near Whiswell, people curtsied to the new moon rising over Pendle Hill. The Giants Grave is a barrow near Ingleborough. Locations:-  Lancashire.

1991i   Bob Morrell, ‘Southam holy well’, Mercian Mysteries 9: 1-3 - The Holy Well at Southam cured eye complaints and rheumatism. Locations:- Warwickshire.

1991ii   Chris Fletcher, field trip, Mercian Mysteries 12: 10-12 - Saint Bertrams Ash (in fact a maple tree) stands above his well at Ilam, having grown from the saint’s staff; it is unlucky to break off branches. Long Low barrow at Wetton was occupied by fairies and fairy lights. Motifs:- Fate of sacrilege, Sprouting staff. Locations:- Staffordshire.

1992i   Bob Morrell, ‘The Stowe bandstand, or what not to do with a holy well’, Mercian Mysteries 13: 3-5 - Saint Chads Well at Stowe near Lichfield cured skin complaints and rheumatic pains. Locations:- Staffordshire.

1992ii   Ian Taylor, ‘Churches as ley indicators’, Northern Earth Mysteries 49: 11-17 - It is suggested that the Drummers Well at Harpham derives its traditions from rituals involving shamanic drumming on a ley. [See 1989iii above]. Locations:- Yorkshire (East Riding).

1993i   Jenny Naylor, field trip, Mercian Mysteries 15: 14-16 - Stibbals Well and Jacobs Well at Ryhall were formerly dedicated to Saint Tibba and Saint Eabba; gatherings took place at the former on Saint Tibba’s Day. The Lyddington Bede House is haunted by a monk. There are references to a maze at Priestly Hill, but they are probably spurious. Locations:- Rutland.

1993ii   Marina Boyd, ‘The healing properties of holy wells’, Meyn Mamvro 21: 6-9 - Samples of water from five wells were analysed. None contained enough minerals to act pharmacologically in the ordinary way, but several had small proportions of elements which would, in homoeopathic theory, have helped with the ailments which the wells were supposed to cure. Locations:- Cornwall.

1993iii   Cheryl Straffon, ‘The mystery of Sancreed Well’, Meyn Mamvro 21: 10 - The well, although it has a magical and evocative atmosphere, has no associated legends. Some ideas for appropriate ones are suggested. Locations:- Cornwall.

1993iv   Norman Darwen, ‘Some holy wells of Stirling and Edinburgh’, Northern Earth 54: 6-8 - Robert the Bruce drank from a healing well at Cambusbarron before the battle of Bannockburn. Fairies danced at saint Anthonys Well in Edinburgh. Locations:- Scotland - Mid-Lothian, Stirlingshire.

1993v   J.A. Hilton, ‘Peggy’s Spout’, Northern Earth 54: 9-10 - The Spout is a spring at Tap Lock near Wigan. It is suggested that it is named after a water spirit, in the same way as Pegs Well at Waddow Hall. Locations:- Lancashire.

1993vi   John Billingsley, ‘The lady of the dark waters’, Northern Earth 54: 13 - Pegs Well at Waddow Hall near Brungerley is haunted by a spirit associated with a mediaeval statue. The head, knocked off by a widow after her husband drowned, was kept in the Hall and animal sacrifices were made to it. Locations:- Lancashire.

1994i   Bob Trubshaw, notes, Mercian Mysteries 19: 32 - A survey of ancient wells in Leicestershire includes healing sites. Locations:- Leicestershire.

1994ii   Bob Morrell, ‘The ‘great spring of the township’ ’, Mercian Mysteries 21: 17-19 - A well to the north of Nottingham was dedicated to Saint Anne by the monks of Lenton Priory. It is suggested that the earlier dedication was to Robin Hood, who was associated with the site in the eighteenth century; the maze called Robin Hoods Race was nearby, and relics of the hero were shown to tourists. [See also Jeremy Harte, letter, Mercian Mysteries 22 (1995) - the Robin Hood traditions appear to postdate the dedication to Saint Anne; and Bob Morrell, letter, Mercian Mysteries 23 (1995) 36 - the earliest Robin Hood reference predates the first mention of Saint Anne]. Locations:- Nottinghamshire.

1995i   Mike Smith and David Taylor, ‘The crown and the well’, Mercian Mysteries 22: 19-21 - Saint Kenelm, the child king, was killed by his stepmother, and the body was found guarded by a cow under a thorn tree, with a well springing up on the site (now Romsley). This unhistorical narrative is interpreted as a passage of runic mysticism. Locations:- Worcestershire.

1995ii   John Billingsley, ‘Taking the waters in old Leeds’, Northern Earth 61: 13-16 - On Spaw Sunday in May, a well near Halifax was visited by a crowd including preachers, brass bands and political activists. Sugar Well near Leeds was a rag well. [See also Edna Whelan, letter, Northern Earth 62 (1995) 31-2]. Locations:- Yorkshire (West Riding).

1995iii   Mike Haigh, letter, Northern Earth 63: 26 - Water drawn on New Years Eve from a well at Wark-upon-Tweed or Wark-upon-Tyne granted wishes and gave magic powers to fly or pass through keyholes. Locations:- Northumberland.

1995iv   Laurence Hunt, ‘Some ancient wells, springs and holy wells of the Cotswolds’, 3rd Stone 20: 18-20; originally published in Source new series 2 (1994) - The custom of well-dressing at Bisley was established by a Victorian vicar. Locations:- Gloucestershire.

1995v   Andy Norfolk, ‘Bride’s bed revisited’, Meyn Mamvro 27: 18-19 - Margery Daw, in the children’s seesaw rhyme, is identified as a fertility goddess. Children took their dolls to be baptised in wells at Carn Marth and Carn Galva on Good Friday [see also 1987ii above], and this is seen as a survival of pagan rituals in which vegetation spirits were drowned. [See also Jeremy Harte, letter, Meyn Mamvro28 (1995) 4 - nursery rhymes are unlikely to contain references to pagan religion]. Locations:- Cornwall.

1995vi   Cheryl Straffon, notes, Meyn Mamvro 28: 1-3 - The surroundings of Madron Well, where rags were hung, were insensitively cleared of trees by conservation volunteers. [See also 1990vii above, 1996ii below]. Locations:- Cornwall.

1995vii   Cheryl Straffon and Carol Beale, ‘In search of Cornwall’s holy wells I’, Meyn Mamvro 26: 14-17 - The well at Colan was used for divination. On All Saints Day, sick children were passed through a crack in the rocks at Holywell Bay in hope of healing. Locations:- Cornwall. 

1995viii   Cheryl Straffon and Sally Thomas, ‘In search of Cornwall’s holy wells II’, Meyn Mamvro 27: 14-17 - Those baptised in water from Saint Eunys Well could not be hanged for any crime. [See also 1987ii above]. Locations:- Cornwall.

1995ix   Cheryl Straffon and Gill Rourke, ‘In search of Cornwall’s holy wells III’, Meyn Mamvro 28: 18-20 - Jordans Well at Laneast is a pin well; Saint Nonnas Well at Altarnun and the well of Saint Cleer cured madness. Locations:- Cornwall.

1995x   Cheryl Straffon and Gill Rourke, ‘In search of Cornwall’s holy wells IV’, Meyn Mamvro 29: 8-11 - It is bad luck to plough the field next to the well at Tregenna. Motifs:- Fate of sacrilege. Locations:- Cornwall.

1996i   Cheryl Straffon and Caeia March, ‘In search of Cornwall’s holy wells V’, Meyn Mamvro 31: 8-10 - The first partner to drink from Saint Keynes Well at Liskeard will dominate the marriage [see also 1990viii above]. It was bad luck to move the stone bowl of wells at Cuby and Pelynt, where an offering must be left: otherwise the pixies or piskies, in the shape of moths, will persecute offenders. Motifs:- Fate of sacrilege. Locations:- Cornwall.

1996ii   Cheryl Straffon, notes, Meyn Mamvro 31: 2 - Hanging rags on the tree at Madron Well provoked debate between local pagans and Methodists. [See also 1995v above]. Locations:- Cornwall.

1996iii   Cheryl Straffon, ‘Paganism and Christianity at the interface’, Meyn Mamvro 31: 4-7 - Attempts to tidy rags off the trees at Sancreed Well caused offence; the custom of making offerings had been in force for four years. The revived midsummer fair of Golowan at Penzance has incorporated pagan elements despite its origin as a feast of Saint John. Locations:- Cornwall.

1996iv   John Billingsley, notes, Northern Earth 66: 32 - The spa well at Pickering, site of a Midsummer fair until 1836, has been cleaned and made accessible to visitors once more. Locations:- Yorkshire (North Riding).



G: Trees

1971   Jimmy Goddard, ‘Some leys around Addlestone’, The Ley Hunter 16: 1-2 - The Crouch Oak is a landmark in Addlestone; an infusion of its bark has aphrodisiac effects. Locations:- Surrey.

1972   Paul Screeton, notes, The Ley Hunter 32: 1 - Children at Cam knocked on beech trees to wake them up on May Day. Locations:- Gloucestershire.

1976   Nigel Pennick, ‘The geomancy of Ely Cathedral’, Journal of Geomancy 1i: 17-21 - Saint Etheldreda’s staff sprouted overnight at Altham and grew into a tree. Motifs:- Sprouting staff. Locations:- Cambridgeshire.

1977   Brian Pitt, ‘Trees’, Picwinnard 2: 7-9 - At Wookey and Creech St.Michael the churchyard yew is still venerated. It is unlucky to fell or coppice oaks. Apple trees are haunted; wassailing them continues at Carhampton, but for tourist purposes. Elder must never be burnt or used for anything but healing: if cut, it will bleed, and if you stand under one at Midsummer you will see the fairies, but you will die. Locations:- Somerset.

1978i   Jim Kimmis, letter, Journal of Geomancy 2iii: 77 - Carmarthen Council were planning to remove Merlins Oak, despite the traditional prohibition on damaging it. Previous intereference had been followed by flooding. Motifs:- Fate of sacrilege. Locations:- Wales - Carmarthenshire.

1978ii   Ferd Le Vere, ‘The legend of St. Congar’, Picwinnard 3: 3 - The yew in Congresbury churchyard was called Saint Congar’s walking stick, having grown from the staff carried by the saint. He is buried underneath in a golden coffin. [See also Picwinnard 2 (1977) 8, 19]. Motifs:- Sprouting staff. Locations:- Somerset.

1978iii   Andrew Bryden, letter, Picwinnard 5: 17 - Near South Petherton is a Douglas fir, known as the Holy Tree, which lights up on Christmas Eve. Locations:- Somerset.

1978iv   Jim Kimmis, ‘A forest of fingers’, Picwinnard 7: 14 - An interpretation of Robert Graves’ tree alphabet allocates birch, mountain ash, ash, alder and willow to the thumb and the four fingers. The first two trees are lucky in Somerset tradition, the last three are sinister. It is suggested that the pagan origin of the V-sign invoked the power of the lucky trees. Locations:- Somerset.

1979   David Adams, ‘The cult of the thorn’, Picwinnard 9: 3-5 - At Bredwardine and Wormsley there were thorn trees said to be offshoots from that at Glastonbury; people used to watch them flower at midnight on Old Christmas Eve [see also 1984i below]. It is suggested that these trees were planted in the Iron Age to mark pagan ceremonial sites. Other thorns survive as boundaries, moots and landmarks: one gave its name to the hundred of Cutesthorne. Locations:- Herefordshire, Somerset.

1983   Andy Collins, notes, Earthquest News 7: 33 - A beech tree at Walsham le Willow was protected by a curse, and the farmer who felled it cut his hand on the chainsaw and died. Motifs:- Fate of sacrilege. Locations:- Suffolk.

1984i   Mark Valentine, ‘Border tree lore’, Earth Lines 3: 25-28 - Sick children were passed for healing through a hole in a willow at Eardisland. Trees were split for the same purpose at Trelleck and Ludlow. Two Herefordshire trees foretold death by dropping a limb. Gospel Oaks, visited during beating the bounds, stood in Herefordshire and Shropshire. Barming the Thorn was revived at Appleton in 1982 [see also 1993i below]. Holy thorns in Herefordshire were believed to be cuttings from the Glastonbury original, and to bloom at midnight on Old Christmas Eve [see also 1979 above]. Locations:- Wales - Monmouthshire; Cheshire, Herefordshire, Shropshire, Somerset.

1984ii   Jonathan Mullard, ‘Arbor Tree Day’, Earth Lines 3: 28 - An account of the 1984 ceremony. Since 1786, when two local landowners married, a black poplar in the village has been dressed with flags each May. This is now done privately, the public ceremonies being a re-enactment of the wedding procession by children, followed by Morris dancing. Locations:- Shropshire.

1984iii   Mark Valentine, ‘Pagan traditions and public houses’, Symbol 3: 2-3 - Pubs named after trees include the Gospel Oak at Kentish Town and the Seven Sisters in Tottenham. The Walnut Tree near Ashford is haunted by a ghost from a nearby holy well and has secret tunnels running to the village church and hall. Cannards Grave in Shepton Mallet is named after a crossroads suicide burial. Other pubs are named after the Maypole, the Hobby Horse, the Jack o’ Lantern or will o’ the wisp, and the witch Old Mother Redcap. [See also Mark Valentine, ‘Inn significance’, Symbol 2 (1984) 16-17]. Locations:- Kent, Somerset; London.

1985i   Andy Collins, ‘The Old Maids’ tale and others’, Earthquest News 13: 34-38 - Three elm trees at Paglesham were known as the Old Maids in 1910, but were afterwards called the Smugglers Elms. The White Elm at Bicknacre grew from the elm stake thrust through the heart of a highwayman who had been buried at the crossroads as a criminal. Locations:- Essex.

1985ii   Andy Collins, notes, Earthquest News 14: 26 - A campaign against developers at Emmer Green aimed to protect a fairy tree under which two girls used to leave their teeth in exchange for presents. Locations:- Oxfordshire.

1986   Chris Hall, moot report, Touchstone 11: 3-5 - At the 1986 Ley Hunter moot, Richard Dafton spoke on the symbolism of wood. Surrey boys sang to apple trees on Christmas or New Years Eve, wassailing them for fertility and a good crop. When a well at Farnborough was unblocked, all the dogs began to bark, and a ghost dog appeared beside it. Locations:- Hampshire, Surrey.

1988i   Norman Darwen, letter, Touchstone 17: 4 - A pine at Stirling was called the Bonnety Tree because soldiers hung their bonnets on it before the battle of Bannockburn. Locations:- Scotland - Stirlingshire.

1988ii   Paul Bennett, ‘Leaves from a Wiccan’s garden I’, Earth 11: 20-22 - Birch was used in wedding customs and for invoking the genius of the forest in Russia. In 1934 a birch maypole was placed in front of a Herefordshire house to ward off witches. Locations:- Asia - Russia; Herefordshire.

1988iii   Paul Bennett, ‘Leaves from a Wiccan’s garden II’, Earth 12: 8-11 - The ash tree has been used to keep off witches; some trees were inhabited by fairies and prophetic voices, while one in Derbyshire was haunted. The ghost of an ash tree appeared in Warwickshire. Split ashes were used to heal children’s diseases. Locations:- Derbyshire, Warwickshire.

1989i   Paul Bennett, ‘Leaves from a Wiccan’s garden III’, Earth 13: 13-15 - In European tradition, moss is cared for by spirits called Moss Maidens.

1991i   Bob Trubshaw, ‘Earth mysteries in Milton Keynes’, Mercian Mysteries 6: 18-20 - Outside a pub in the village, the Swan Inn, there is an old elm; if it dies, there will be no more boys born in the village. The tree is now dead. A mound at Secklow was a hundredal moot [see also Mercian Mysteries 16 (1993) 10]; another site is called Dancers Grave. Locations:- Buckinghamshire.

1991ii   ‘Penny Drayton’, ‘Landmark and sacred trees in Leicestershire and Rutland’, Mercian Mysteries 9: 8-12 - A wood at Melton Mowbray, and trees at Oadby and Desford, were hundredal moots. Gartree Hundred met at a tree clump on the crossroads of a Roman road near Shankton. When Lady Jane Grey was beheaded, the oaks at her home in Bradgate Park were ceremonially pollarded. Belgrave churchyard is haunted by a white lady. The Star Stone at the boundary mark of Three Shire Oak fell from the sky [see also Mercian Mysteries 14 (1993) 2 - there was another such stone at Grimston]. Locations:- Leicestershire.

1993i   John L. Hall, ‘Bawming the thorn, Appleton, Cheshire’, Northern Earth 55: 14-15 - An account of the 1993 ceremony. The thorn is a cutting from the Glastonbury tree, and is decorated each June with red ribbons by local children, who leave offerings of flowers and dance round it. The custom was revived in 1973, following an earlier revival by the squire in 1880. [See also 1984i above]. Locations:- Cheshire.

1993ii   Tracey Brown, ‘Wistmans Wood’, Wisht Maen 1: 18-23 - The wood takes its name from dialect wisht, ‘uncanny’. The Devil and his hounds leave here at midnight, crossing Devils Bridge to hunt souls towards the  Dewer Stone. A man was found killed by the Wild Hunt in 1870. A corpse way, the Lych Way, runs past the wood. Responses by sensitives have varied from sadness and sickness to a feeling of energy. Locations:- Devon.

1995   Tracey Brown, notes, Wisht Maen 4: 34-35 - The Shilstone Oak, haunted by Lady Howard, was cut down by mistake; it lay on a phantom coach route involving Tavistock and Okehampton. Locations:- Devon.



H: Hills

1973   S.L. Birchby, ‘Alderley Edge: some of its mysteries’, The Ley Hunter 50: 9-11 - The legend of the wizard of Alderley, who showed a horse-trader the cave where a king lay asleep in the hill, was current in the eighteenth century. There is a Wizards Well. A ghost dog has been seen; red and white hounds run through Whirley Hall on New Years Eve. A traditional rhyme refers to five sites standing in a row. Motifs:- Sleeping king. Locations:- Cheshire.

1974i   M.W. Pearson, ‘Leys and energy’, The Ley Hunter 53: 5-6 - Villagers in north Gloucestershire fought  each May Day for the possession of May Hill. [See also Gloucestershire Earth Mysteries 3 (1987) 6-7, 14 (1992) 5 and 15 (1993) 4]. There are 99 trees on the summit, the hundredth (planted by Queen Victoria) having died. Locations:- Gloucestershire.

1974ii   Chris Lee, ‘The secrets of the Orkneys’, The Ley Hunter 56: 7-10 - On Midsummers Eve a bonfire is lit on the summit of Ward Hill on Hoy. The hill aligns with the entrance to the mound at Maes Howe. Locations:- Scotland - Orkney.

1975   Paul Devereux and Andy York, ‘The forgotten heart of Albion I: terrestrial omphalos’, The Ley Hunter 66: 10-12 - Festivities were held at the Shepherds Tables adjoining Croft Hill. [See also Bob Trubshaw, ‘The quest for the omphalos III: Croft Hill’, Mercian Mysteries 4 (1990) 12-14]. Locations:- Leicestershire.

1978i   Guy Ragland Phillips, ‘Blacko’, The Ley Hunter 82: 17 - Malkin Tower, where the Pendle witches met, was near Colne on the Lancashire side of the county boundary. [See also 1987iii below]. A secret tunnel runs from the nearby Blacko Tower to a farm. Locations:- Lancashire.

1978ii   Ferd Le Vere, ‘In the light of Avalon’, Picwinnard 5: 3-6 - Saint Collen dined with Gwynn ap Nudd, king of the fairies, on Glastonbuy Tor. Recognising his host as a devil, he exorcised him by sprinkling holy water. Locations:- Somerset.

1978iii   Vince Russett, ‘Ley for issue 7’, Picwinnard 7: 12-13 - A cruciform earthwork on Banwell Hill lies on a ley. It was made to replace a stone cross put up in the village below, which the Devil kept blowing over. Locations:- Somerset.

1979i   Nigel Pennick, ‘Secret of a Cambridgeshire hillside’, Albion 2: 3-9 - The legend of combat between a knight and a ghostly warrior at the hillfort of Wandlebury may have been inspired by hill figures at that site. [See also 1984ii below]. Locations:- Cambridgeshire.

1979ii   Vince Russett, ‘The Uffington enigma’, Picwinnard 9: 20-23 - Fairs were held at the scouring of the White Horse for a hundred years until 1857; it is lucky to stand on the eye of the hill figure and wish. Saint George slew the dragon on Dragon Hill: there are bare patches where its blood fell. [See also 1982 below]. An invisible smith, shoeing horses at Waylands Smithy long barrow, is recorded from 1738. King Alfred called his soldiers to battle at the Blowing Stone. Locations:- Berkshire.

1980i   John Billingsley, ‘Stumbling on cats’ tales in Japan’, Ancient Mysteries 17: 38-42 - Nekodake, the mountain which lies within the volcanic crater of Mount Aso, is inhabited by a cat spirit who summons an annual gathering of local cats. A lost traveller entered a house kept by cats in the form of women, who pursued him. Locations:- Asia - Japan.

1980ii   George Trevelyan, ‘Holy mountains’, The Ley Hunter 89: 4-5 - The cleft in the Skirrid formed at the Crucifixion. Earth taken from the summit of the mountain guards against evil, and was scattered during funerals. [See also 1983i below]. Locations:- Wales - Monmouthshire.

1980iii   Dorothy Phillips, ‘Blakey Topping’, Northern Earth Mysteries 6: 5-6 - This hill was made by the Devil, or the Cleveland giant, with the earth from the Hole of Horcum. Motifs:- Devil’s spade. Locations:- Yorkshire (North Riding).

1980iv   Phil Reeder, ‘Sun dancing’, Northern Earth Mysteries 7:3 - People from Castleton used to climb the hill to Peveril Castle at dawn on Easter Day, when the rising sun could be seen to dance for joy. Locations:- Yorkshire (North Riding).

1981   Chris Ashton, ‘The Wolstonbury enigma’, Quicksilver Messenger 4: 6-9 - At Clayton Hill, which is haunted by ufos, a knight is buried in a silver coffin. The Devils Dyke was cut by the Devil attempting to flood the Weald; ghosts have been seen here and at Pyecombe, New Timber Place and Wolstonbury Hill. Hundredal moots were held at Buttinghill crossroads. These sites lie in geomantic relationships with Wolstonbury Hill, and the legends are seen as recording disturbances in terrestrial energy around it. Motifs:- Devil’s spade. Locations:- Sussex.

1982   Mike Day, ‘A dragon and a stone’, Earth Giant 3: 7-9 - The hill figure at Uffington was not regarded locally as a horse, but as the dragon slain by Saint George. [See also Earth Giant 1 (1982) 9-10; and 1979ii above]. Locations:- Berkshire.

1983i   Laurence Main, ‘Walking the border’, Earth Lines 2: 5-6 - The preaching stone at Llantilio Crossenny was taken from a holy mountain, the Skirrid. [See also 1980ii above]. At the holy well of Pengoes the head of a chieftain is buried under a grove of oak trees. [See also The Ley Hunter 100 (1986) 6]. Locations:- Wales - Monmouthshire.

1983ii   Arthur O’Neill, ‘Bees, wasps and silver horseshoes’, Northern Earth Mysteries 21: 10-11 - Personal experiences at South Cadbury tie in with the folklore of the site, with its fairies, treasure and secret tunnels. There is a King Arthurs Well; the king rides out from the hill, like a Wild Hunt, on the night of the full moon, his followers carrying flickering lights, and a silver horseshoe has been found afterwards. [See also Jeremy Harte, letter, Northern Earth Mysteries 22 (1983) 26; and Arthur O’Neill in Earth Giant 4 (1984) 16-18]. Locations:- Somerset.

1984i   Alan Cleaver, ‘The secret of the Whiteleaf Cross’, Earthquest News 9: 29-31 - Human sacrifices were held on Bledlow Hill, the heads being rolled down. Juniper grows at Aston Rowant because blood was spilt there. Locations:- Buckinghamshire.

1984ii   Jeremy Harte, ‘Wandlebury folklore’, Symbol 3: 5-10 - Traditions of a golden chariot burial and a giant horse may be memories of the hill figures at Wandlebury: but these have no connection with the story of a knight’s battle with a ghost in the hillfort, one of many similar tales of supernatural conflicts at lonely places. [See also 1979i above]. A legend of Wandil recorded at Stroud is not a memory of paganism but a modern folk reworking of the Scandinavian myth. Locations:- Cambridgeshire, Gloucestershire.

1985   Charles Hay, letter, The Ley Hunter 98: 24 - He heard the sound of bells on White Sheet Hill. Locations:- Wiltshire.

1987i   Paul Bennett, ‘The strange life of an idle hill’, Earth 6: 12-14 - Apparitions on Idle Hill include a flying creature called the Gabbleratchet, glowing figures and a tall black entity that walks in a robotic style. The modern phenomena are associated with ufos. [See also Paul Bennett, ‘Events from an idle hill’, Earth 7: 3-6]. Locations:- Yorkshire (West Riding).

1987ii   Danny Sullivan, ‘The Severn Bore, the river god and the Chinese connection’, Gloucestershire Earth Mysteries 3: 30-33 - The hill on which the Roman temple stands at Lydney is Dwarfs Hill, and part of it is called the Dwarfs Chapel. Locations:- Gloucestershire.

1987iii   Norman Darwen, letter, The Ley Hunter 104: 24 - Planning permission was refused for a giant cross on Pendle Hill, intended to counteract witches and Hallowe’en revellers. [See also 1978i above].  People visit the hill to see the sun rise on Midsummer Day. Locations:- Lancashire.

1987iv   Jimmy Goddard, moot report, Northern Earth Mysteries 34: 4-7 - At the 1987 Northern Earth moot, Anthea Wilbie-Chalk spoke on Callaly Hill, which is on a ley. The castle here was supernaturally demolished when originally built on Beacon Hill. [See also Touchstone 16 (1988) 1-3]. Motifs:- Disputed site. Locations:- Northumberland.

1990   Pauline A. Smith, ‘Wychbury Hill’, Mercian Mysteries 4: 28-29 - The hillfort at Wychbury near Stourbridge is haunted by the sound of battle, and the ghost of a Roman soldier has been seen. [See also Mercian Mysteries 7 (1991) 15]. Locations:- Worcestershire.

1992i   Ulrich Magin, ‘The old straight track on Dragon Mountain’, The Ley Hunter 117: 16 - A stone enclosure on the Wurmberg in the Harz Mountains is approached by a path called the Hexentreppe, ‘witch stairs’. Locations:- Europe - Germany.

1992ii   Peter Morris, ‘The anatomy of a hill, Cam Peak’, Gloucestershire Earth Mysteries 13: 10-14 - Cam Peak (sometimes called Devils Hill) was formed from earth carried by the Devil, when talked out of blocking the Severn by a shoemaker; or, a giant’s wheelbarrow broke down at the spot. Services are held on the hill for the first Sunday in May. [See also Gloucestershire Earth Mysteries 18 (1994) 11]. A cross is carried here in procession from Dursley on Good Friday. [See also Peter Morris, ‘Cam Peak - a psychic perspective’, Gloucestershire Earth Mysteries 14 (1992) 37-41 - intuitive imagery and psychic experiences reinforce the folklore themes of death and transformation; and Danny Sullivan, ‘A symbolic landscape’, Gloucestershire Earth Mysteries 17 (1994) 11 - the Peak and Long Down have been regarded as a dragon hill; see also 1994ii below]. Motifs:- Devil’s spade. Locations:- Gloucestershire.

1992iii   John Hall, field trip, Northern Earth Mysteries 50: 30-31 - Egg-rolling took place on Bidston Hill, which is connected by secret tunnels to caves in New Brighton and Wallasey. The hill is also a centre for ufos and psychic experiences. Another secret tunnel links Eastham church with Jobs Ferry. Debbinsdale Bridge is haunted by a white nun going from Birkenhead Priory to St. Werburghs church in Chester. Locations:- Cheshire.

1992iv   Bob Dickinson, ‘From Threekingham to Ingoldsby’, Markstone 7: 26-29 - The fair on top of Stow Green Hill takes place at Midsummer. It started with the gypsies, and if they ever go the fair will end. [See also Mercian Mysteries 14 (1993) 3-4]. Locations:- Lincolnshire.

1992v   R. Hippisley Cox, ‘Arbury Hill’, Mercian Mysteries 11: 32; originally published in The Green Roads of England (1914) - Lovers used to meet at the oak tree on Borough Hill in the Nene Valley, believed to be the centre of England. Locations:- Northamptonshire.

1992vi   Moira Jamieson, field trip, Northern Earth 52: 17-18 - Castle Hill at Almondbury contains a golden cradle guarded by a dragon. Underneath the hill are tunnels, where the Devil wandered after his leap from Scar Top at Netherton. [See also David and Lynn Patrick, field trip, Northern Earth Mysteries 21 (1983) 14-15; there were batttles nearby]. Locations:- Yorkshire (West Riding).

1993   Norman Darwen, letter, Northern Earth 55: 29 - At Rivington, local church members climb to the tower on top of Rivington Pike on Good Friday afternoon to eat hot cross buns. [See also Touchstone 45 (1996) 10; an archaic head is preserved in a nearby pub]. Locations:- Lancashire.

1994i   Bob Trubshaw, letter, Gloucestershire Earth Mysteries 17: 9-10 - Robin a Tiptoe Hill is named after a criminal condemned for stealing sheep who cheated the hangman by standing on tiptoe. Locations:- Leicestershire.

1994ii   Jo-Anne Wilder, ‘Nwyvre path to the sun’, Gloucestershire Earth Mysteries 17: 12-13 - Cam Peak is seen as a solar site where sinuous energies were followed by walking ritual paths. Mazes at Dursley and Cam support this, as do the May Day gatherings at the hill; the role of the shoemaker in outwitting the devil recalls the involvement of shoemakers in maintaining mazes elsewhere. [See also 1992ii above]. Motifs:- Devil’s spade. Locations:- Gloucestershire.

1994iii   Brian Hoggard, ‘Bredon Hill’, Gloucestershire Earth Mysteries 18: 22-25 - The Bambury stone, above Westmancote on the hill, goes to drink on hearing the bells of Pershore Abbey; it has healing powers and should be kissed on Good Friday for luck. Nearby stones are called the King and Queen. A witch from Overbury used to turn children into wolves, hunt them over the hill, and return them to the form of children; after that they could not leave the hill. [See also Bob Trubshaw, ‘Warwickshire corpse ways’, Mercian Mysteries 11 (1992) 36-37 for a corpse way to Bredon Hill]. Motifs:- Drinking stone. Locations:- Worcestershire.

1994iv   Mike Howard, ‘Contacts with unreality’, 3rd Stone 19: 4-5 - Horsa rides out with the Wild Hunt from Horsendon Hill, near Harrow, on nights when the moon is bright; his wife was a witch and danced with the fairies. Cley Hill was the home of the king of the Wiltshire fairies, who was responsible for the lights seen there. Longleat Woods are haunted. The Ghost Light Road at Hebron in Maryland is haunted by a cat and a headless ploughman. Locations:- North America - USA; Middlesex, Wiltshire.

1995i   David Clarke, field trip, Mercian Mysteries 24: 26-29 - High Bradford church was supernaturally moved to its site below Bailey Hill, which contains treasure and a secret tunnel to Castle Hill at Loxley. The Dragon of Wantley lived in a den by the well at Wharncliffe Crags and flew across to Allman Well Hill. Bradfield parish council have promoted well-dressing at Saint James Well in Midhope. Above Bradfield, near a stone circle called the Apronful of Stones, there was a great battle. Motifs:- Disputed site, Skirtful of stones. Locations:- Yorkshire (West Riding). 

1995ii   John Billingsley, ‘Boulsworth Hill: keep out!’, Northern Earth 62: 22-24 - Robin Hoods House and Well are in Black Clough near Trawden; a stone called Lad Oscar marks the grave of a boy who died in a snowstorm and was buried at the boundary of three parishes. Locations:- Lancashire.

1995iii   Steven Shipp, ‘East Devon hillforts’, Wisht Maen 4: 17-18 - Hawkesdown hillfort is haunted by a warrior and a fire-breathing dog. Sidbury Castle has a cairn full of treasure inside it, and a secret tunnel to the manor house; in the Napoleonic wars it was defended by women dressed as men. Locations:- Devon.

1996i   Lionel Beer, ‘Holy wells field trip’, Touchstone 44: 1-3 - Saint Catherines Hill at Guildford is haunted. A fair was held near the saint’s well. Locations:- Surrey.

1996ii   Craig Weatherhill, ‘The first and last hill’, Meyn Mamvro 31: 14-16 - Bonfires are lit on Chapel Carn Brea at Midsummer. A hermit from the chapel was a wizard who raised storms to harass fishermen who witheld tithes, and conjured boats out of sheeps’ bones. A ghost rider haunts a nearby crossroads. Locations:- Cornwall.



I: Mounds

1972   John Bradley, ‘Salt Hill, the Montem and Stabmonk’, The Ley Hunter 35: 6 - The Montem is a procession made until 1847 by Eton scholars; they went to a barrow at Chalvey, selling salt to raise money. Chalvey people (especially those who have fallen in the village stream) are called Stabmonks after an ancestor who killed an organ-grinder’s monkey. A mummified calf, supposed to have been this monkey, featured in the procession. The barrow is on a ley. [See also The Ley Hunter 37 (1972) 9-11]. Locations:- Buckinghamshire.

1977i   Phil Taylor, ‘Weston’s prehistory’, Picwinnard 1: 3 - A cairn near Worlebury was known as Picwinnard; fishermen threw a stone on it for good luck in fishing. It was demolished and rebuilt in 1965. [See also Picwinnard 2 (1977) 6, 18]. Locations:- Somerset.

1977ii   Ferd Le Vere, ‘Barrow lore’, Picwinnard 1: 10-11 - Somerset barrows are associated with fairies (including a cake in the furrow story at Hinkley Point), giants, and golden coffins. When treasure was excavated at Castle Rach, a man swore in surprise and all the diggers died. Elsewhere stones have tipped down to crush desecrators. The tree on Round Hill Tump, if pricked, would bleed. Throwing stones on cairns is seen as an acknowledgement of earth energy. Motifs:- Fate of sacrilege. Locations:- Somerset.

1981   Chris Ashton, ‘The destruction of Hove’s great mound’, Quicksilver Messenger 3: 5-8 - Until 1856, Hove people used to dance on a barrow on Good Friday and play a game of Kiss in the Ring. This is interpreted as a springtime fertility ritual, and grave goods found in the barrow are identified as the regalia of a solar king. [See also The Ley Hunter 41 (1973) 3; Essex Landscape Mysteries 5½: 4 - the mound is on a ley]. Locations:- Sussex.

1984   Chris Ashton, ‘Celebrating death’, Quicksilver Messenger 9: 11-13 - Loud lamentation and celebration at funerals were kept up in Ireland until the 1920s; wakes were occasions for therapeutic drinking, dancing and making love. It is suggested that the dances on the barrow at Hove had the same symbolism of life in the face of death. Locations:- Sussex.

1986   Roger Cudby, ‘Ramblings with Roger’, Gloucestershire Earth Mysteries 2: 21-22 - Barrows at Money Tump and the Giants Stone are haunted by headless men. Lamborough Banks barrow lies over a secret tunnel: here and at Oakridge golden coffins are buried. The Tingle Stone at Avening runs round the field when it hears the clock strike. A stone at Bishops Cleeve was thrown at Evesham Abbey by the Devil. Motifs:- Stone-throwing, Turning stone. Locations:- Gloucestershire.

1987   Roger Cudby, ‘Digging into the past’, Gloucestershire Earth Mysteries 3: 4-5 - In a seventeenth-century story, two Cirencester labourers discovered rooms in the Tar Barrows containing urns, treasure and an automaton statue holding a perpetual light. Locations:- Gloucestershire.

1989   Clive Potter, ‘The lost researches of the late Frank Strongman I’, Mercian Mysteries 1: 7-10 - Shepherds celebrated May Day on a mound called Church Hill at Crawe. Locations:- Leicestershire.

1991   Jimmy Goddard, field trip, Touchstone 30: 1-3 - Kings Hill barrow near Tealby is associated with bad luck. A visit to it was followed by rain and illness. Locations:- Lincolnshire.

1992   Frank Earp, ‘Thrumpton - Gotham - Wyfordby: a ley with lots of folklore’, Mercian Mysteries 11: 1-4 - Village fairs were held on Cross Hill barrow; attempts to loot its treasure were thwarted by spirits, as were similar attempts on the Roman ruins at Vernemetum, where a church full of gold lay buried. [See also an extract from Stukeley’s Itinerarium Curiosum, 1724, reprinted in Mercian Mysteries 24 (1995) 23-25; and further transcripts of the same in Lincolnshire Dragon 7 (1982) 10]. Sites of  two Gotham fool stories - the cheese rolling and the cuckoo penning - are linked by a ley. A secret tunnel runs from Gotham church to the Cuckoo Bush pub, or to the manor house; the ghost of a naked man has been seen in the churchyard. [See also Mercian Mysteries 19 (1994) 27]. The maypole stood nearby. Locations:- Nottinghamshire.

1994   Danny Sullivan, ‘Shamanic gateways to the Other World?’, Gloucestershire Earth Mysteries 17: 2-4 - The folklore of long barrows in the Cotswolds has themes of treasure, secret tunnels, ghosts and moving stones. These are interpreted as survivals in tradition from the original use of these monuments for rituals and visions. Motifs:- Turning stone. Locations:- Gloucestershire.

1995   Jonathan Mullard, ‘Leslie Grinsell: an appreciation’, The Ley Hunter 123: 8 - After the funeral of Leslie Grinsell, the authority on the folklore of prehistoric sites, his ashes were scattered on a Mendip barrow. Locations:- Somerset.



J: Churches

1972   ‘Circumlibra’ (Frank Lockwood), ‘Black and bright’, The Ley Hunter 35: 2-3 - The ceremony of clipping the church is practised at Wirksworth and Tankersley. Locations:- Derbyshire, Yorkshire (West Riding).

1979i   Andrew Pickering, letter, Journal of Geomancy 4i: 25-26 - Breezes around the Boston stump were originally raised by the Devil after a fight with Saint Botolph. The same story is told of the wind at Lincoln Cathedral and other churches. Locations:- Lincolnshire.

1979ii   Nigel Pennick, ‘Ley and solar year lines around Stonehenge’, Picwinnard 8: 3-5 - The site of Salisbury Cathedral was determined by shooting an arrow from Old Sarum, two miles away. It is suggested that this legend was inspired by the similarity of the baculum, a surveying instrument, to a crossbow. Locations:- Wiltshire.

1980i   H. Ibbeken, ‘The church in Blexen (Oldenburg)’, Journal of Geomancy 4ii: 3-4; originally published in German in Armanen (1940s) - At Blexen near Bremen, Saint Willehad opened up a well with his staff to baptise converts. A bronze club of Saint Hippolytus, kept in the church, was seen attacking Frisian invaders in 1368. The church tower was built by three spinsters for the benefit of sailors. The Devil interfered in the building of Ganderkesee church. Motifs:- Disputed site. Locations:- Europe - Germany.

1980ii   Phil Reeder, ‘Folklore in the landscape’, Northern Earth Mysteries 7 (supplement): 8 - Secret tunnels run from Roche Abbey and Rotherham church. There was a wishing well at Roche Abbey and a dragon at Conisbrough. The Thorpe Hesley boggart is proverbial. Locations:- Yorkshire (West Riding).

1980iii   Chris Ashton, ‘The Alfriston ley line’, Quicksilver Messenger 1: 11-15 - Alfriston church, which has a disputed site legend, is on a ley. There is a secret tunnel from the Star Inn to the sea. Motifs:- Disputed site. Locations:- Sussex.

1981i   Jim Kimmis, ‘Runwell and St. Osyth: sacred well and severed head’, Essex Landscape Mysteries 1: 18-20 - A flint nodule in Runwell church was the head of a priest or magician claimed by the Devil, who left a scorch mark on the door. [See also Bernard Gowing, letter, Essex Landscape Mysteries 2:6; and see 1982ii below]. At St.Osyth a well sprang up where the saint was beheaded in Nuns Wood, and she carried her head to the nunnery church, where it was kept as a relic. The village was partly burnt by a dragon in 1171 and hosted a witchcraft trial in 1582. Locations:- Essex.

1981ii   D.R. Mott, ‘The vanished church of Walton-on-the-Naze’, Essex Landscape Mysteries 3: 25-26 - The church of Walton-on-the-Naze was engulfed by the sea in 1800, but its bell and choir are still heard underwater. Locations:- Essex.

1981iii   Philip Heselton, moot report, The Ley Hunter 92: 16-19 - At the 1981 Ley Hunter moot, Nigel Pennick spoke on lost lands; legends of ghostly bells heard underwater can derive from actual losses of churches in coastal erosion. Jeff Saward spoke on the history of mazes.

1981iv   Philip Grant, ‘Christchurch alignment, Dorset’, The Ley Hunter 92: 33 - The stones of Christchurch Priory were moved from Saint Catherines Hill: the two sites are on a ley. Motifs:- Disputed site. Locations:- Hampshire.

1982i   Jeremy Harte, ‘St. Catherine’, Earth Giant 2: 3-7 - Girls wanting a husband go to Saint Catherines chapel at Abbotsbury, put their hands and knees into holes in the stonework, and recite a rhyming prayer. There is a similar custom for ensuring marriage in Brittany. Locations:- Europe - Brittany; Dorset.

1982ii   Andy Collins, ‘Mysteries of the running well’, Earthquest News 2: 9-12 - Runwell church was haunted by the Devil, who left claw marks on the door while pursuing a wicked priest or magician, and who can be raised by circling the building. The churchyard is haunted by a horse and a monk. The growth of these legends was encouraged by the speculations of a previous rector. [See also 1981ii above and 1983i below; and see Essex Landscape Mysteries 5½ (1982) 6-11 - the legend of the wicked priest, interpreted as a survival of pagan customs, was revived or invented after the discovery of a skull-shaped flint in 1944].

1982iii   Ben Fernee, ‘The Saxon crypt of Ripon Minster’, Northern Earth Mysteries 16: 10-13 - A cleft in the crypt, called Wilfrids Needle, proved a woman’s chastity if she could be drawn through it. By interpreting the dimensions of the feature in terms of male and female measures, it is suggested that its original purpose was to promote fertility. Locations:- Yorkshire (West Riding).

1982iv   Julia Smith, ‘Seekers after sanctuary’, Northern Earth Mysteries 19: 2-6 - The sanctuary at Beverley Minster was granted by King Athelstan, who was instructed by a vision of Saint John of Beverley before the battle of Brunanburh. (In Victorian retellings this vision is made out to be a deception by the monks). The boundary stones which marked the area of sanctity were also attributed to Athelstan. Locations:- Yorkshire (East Riding).

1982v   Jeff Saward, ‘Bowmore church’, Templar 3: 23 - Bowmore church on Islay was built as a circle so that the Devil could not hide in the corners. Locations:- Scotland - Argyllshire.

1983i   Andy Collins, ‘Runwell update’, Earthquest News 8: 23-26 - A phantom coach haunts the lane where it crashed at Runwell; the noise of the accident can be heard if you run circling the church on Christmas Eve. [See also 1982ii above]. Locations:- Essex.

1984   Nigel Pennick, ‘Bell lore’, Symbol 3: 12-17 - Legends of bells heard ringing in drowned churches may derive from their association with storms, or from the practice of throwing pagan bells into water to exorcise them. Blasphemers’ boats, wrecked while carrying a church bell, occur at Rostherne Mere, Combermere, Canewdon and Bosham. Ghostly bells are often heard at sea; in Jersey this is a sign of bad luck. Saints’ bells in Ireland were the focus of cults. They rang automatically on reaching the site destined for their church; the location of a monastery at Falmouth was divined in this way. Locations:- Ireland; Channel Islands - Jersey; Cornwall; Cheshire, Essex, Sussex.

1985   Ian Taylor, ‘The lost chapel of Chapel Hill’, Northern Earth Mysteries 28: 5-9 - On Easter Day, people from Pocklington visited the well of Saint Helen on a hill above the town. Nearby, where the chapel stood, fires were lit on Bonfire Night. [See also Northern Earth Mysteries 30 (1986) 28]. Locations:- Yorkshire (East Riding).

1986   Danny Sullivan, ‘The ancient ceremony of clipping carried out at Painswick church’, Gloucestershire Earth Mysteries 2: 9 - An account of the 1986 ceremony. After circling the church in procession, hymns are sung and local children make a human chain, clipping the church. [See also Gloucestershire Earth Mysteries 15 (1993) 3]. Locations:- Gloucestershire.

1987i   D.N. James, ‘The Devils Churchyard’, Gloucestershire Earth Mysteries 3: 8-13 - Minchinhampton church was supernaturally moved to its present site from Cherrington Common, where rocks are called the Devils Churchyard, and a ghost rider has been seen. The Longstone at Gatcombe went to drink at Minchinhampton spring, and there is a Black Dog at Woefuldane Bottom. Motifs:- Disputed site, Drinking stone. Locations:- Gloucestershire.

1987ii   ‘Llowarch’ (Keith Stevenson), ‘At Strata Florida’, The Ley Hunter 103: 5-7 - A secret tunnel runs from the abbey at Strata Florida to the sea; this has been identified with a ley. After circling a yew tree and entering a chapel here, you will see a ghost. The Mad Monk appears on Christmas Eve. During ghost-watches, white shapes and a light were seen, and a sudden calm felt: a boy went into trance. Locations:- Wales - Cardiganshire.

1987iii   Andy Collins, ‘Mount Athos’, The Ley Hunter 104: 15-23 - Monks have had visions of light around sacred places on the mountain: these are interpreted through the symbolism of Hesychast meditation. Colchester Abbey was founded after a similar vision. Locations:- Europe - Greece; Essex.

1987iv   Arthur O’Neill, ‘Church mysteries’, Northern Earth Mysteries 32: 6-10 - Wawne church is haunted by a lady who plays organ music. A secret tunnel runs from Meaux to Beverley Minster. Locations:- Yorkshire (East Riding).

1988   Jimmy Goddard, field trip, Touchstone 18: 1-3 - Farnborough church forms the centre of a network of secret tunnels; there was a procession from the church through the village in August. Locations:- Hampshire.

1989   Nigel Pennick, ‘The Zurich Lindenhof alignment’, The Ley Hunter 109: 16-17 - The Frauminster in Zurich was founded by two ladies who, lost in the fog, were saved by the apparition of a stag glowing with light. Saints carried their severed heads from the Wasserkirche to the Grossmunster. Locations:- Europe - Switzerland.

1992   John Palmer, ‘A Spanish ley’, The Ley Hunter 116: 5 - An image of the Virgin, rescued from Montserrat, miraculously refused to move beyond the site of the monastery there. Locations:- Europe - Spain.

1993   Norman Darwen, letter, The Ley Hunter 118: 33 - Ritual processions at churches include rush-carting, clockwise circling of the church by funerals, and visions of next year’s dead by those keeping vigil on Saint Marks Eve.

1994i   Glenford Bishop, ‘The Thriplow ellipse’, Gloucestershire Earth Mysteries 17: 5 - Thriplow church was moved by the Devil from the village to the top of a hill. This site lies on a web of alignments within the figure of an ellipse. Motifs:- Disputed site. Locations:- Cambridgeshire.

1994ii   John Billingsley, notes, 3rd Stone 19: 3 - The number of yew trees in Painswick churchyard, traditionally limited to 99 by the Devil, has now reached 101. Ragged Stone Hill in the Malverns is haunted by a monk made to climb it as a penance for some crime; he appears as a column, or smell, of woodsmoke. Locations:- Gloucestershire, Worcestershire.

1994iii   Mary Coombs, ‘Plymouth’s ancient trackways’, Wisht Maen 3: 10-12 - The site of Plympton church was disputed. Dorsmouth Rock, formerly a beacon, is now the centre for an Easter service of witness. The river Tamar requires one life a year. The Wild Hunt haunts the Dewer Stone. The giant hill figures of Gog and Magog were cut on Lambhay Hill. Motifs:- Disputed site. Locations:- Devon.

1994iv   Steven Shipp, ‘East Devon ways II’, Wisht Maen 3: 27-28 - The north aisle of Farway church was paid for by treasure dug up at Money Acre Corner. Fairs were held on the north side of East Budleigh churchyard, which was not used for burials; Ralph Node flew to his death from the church tower. A witch was scratched to neutralise her spell at Sidbury. Locations:- Devon.

1995   Roy Palmer, ‘Fact and folklore - the man without a shirt’, 3rd Stone 20: 11 - Taunts about ‘the man without a shirt’ were thrown at Dymock villagers in 1879 after they buried a naked pauper suicide in a north-facing grave. No dust collects on the beam from which he hanged himself. Locations:- Gloucestershire.

1996   Mike Haigh, ‘Lastingham church’, Northern Earth 67: 23-24 - The crypt of Lastingham church is haunted; it is also known for feelings of supernatural power, and for energy anomalies. Locations:- Yorkshire (North Riding).



K: Mazes

1978   Nigel Pennick, ‘Troytowns’, Albion 1: 10-13, 20 - There are turf mazes at Saffron Walden, Comberton, Banbury, Breamore, Winchester, Alkborough, Boughton Green, Hilton and Wing. Cut on common land, they were a focus for games or fairs in spring and summer. Locations:- Cambridgeshire, Essex, Hampshire, Huntingdonshire, Lincolnshire, Northamptonshire, Oxfordshire, Rutland.

1980i   Haye Hamkens, ‘Troy Towns’, Ancient Mysteries 16: 26-36; originally published in German in Germanien (1935) - At the maze in Visby a king’s daughter was held prisoner by pirates; in East Prussia knights fought in the mazes to fulfil their vow to liberate Jerusalem. Tales of knights who deliver maidens from mazes or dragons are interpreted as allegories of the rescue of the sun from winter. Mock dragon fights were held at Magdeburg and other towns in the Middle Ages; the knight might be Saint George, and the maiden the May Queen. Locations:- Europe - Denmark, Germany.

1980ii   Nigel Pennick, moot report, Ancient Mysteries 17: 6-7 - At the 1980 symposium of the Institute of Geomantic Research, Jeff Saward spoke on mazes and described the work of the Caerdroia Project.

1981i   Jeff Saward, ‘The Hilton turf maze’, Cambridgeshire Ancient Mysteries 1: 4 - The maze at Hilton was cut in 1660, although an earlier date has been suspected. The central circuits were incorrectly recut after they had become worn. Locations:- Huntingdonshire.

1981ii   Daryl Potter, ‘Dowsing at Hilton maze’, Cambridgeshire Ancient Mysteries 1: 5-6 - Dowsing results showed that Hilton maze was divided into forty sectors. A second visit found a different pattern. Locations:- Huntingdonshire.

1981iii   Nigel Pennick, ‘Further dowsing observations at Hilton’, Cambridgeshire Ancient Mysteries 1: 7 - New dowsing results found that Hilton maze lay over energy spirals. They ran through nearby oak trees. [See also Ancient Mysteries 17 (1980) 43-44]. Locations:- Huntingdonshire.

1981iv   Barry Barker, ‘The Comberton ‘mazles’ turf maze’, Cambridgeshire Ancient Mysteries 1: 7-8  - First recorded in 1836, this maze was included in the grounds of the village school and covered up. Associations with the Sparrow family suggest that this site, like Hilton, was cut at the Restoration. Locations:- Cambridgeshire.

1981v   Jeff Saward, ‘Saffron Walden turf maze’, Essex Landscape Mysteries 1: 12-13 - This maze is first recorded in 1699; there was an ash tree in the centre, and boys raced to reach a girl there. The four corner bastions are named after nearby towns. The geometry of the maze can be interpreted astrologically. Locations:- Essex.

1982i   Jeff Saward, ‘Wessex troytowns’, Earth Giant 1: 7-9 - The Breamore maze is associated in tradition with nearby monks; it is said that one person can run a mile to Gallows Hill and back while the other threads the maze. Another survives at Saint Catherines Hill, Winchester. Other maze sites in Dorset and Wiltshire have been lost. The association of the Leigh maze with witches is based on a mistaken reading of an early reference. [See also Earth Giant 3 (1982) 15 - the Puddletown maze was still visible in 1913]. Locations:- Dorset, Hampshire, Wiltshire.

1982ii   Prudence Jones, ‘The shoemaker as angel’, Templar 5: 11-13 - The dance of shoemakers at Stolp maze is interpreted as a ritual return to paradise. A tradition attributed by Wagner to Hans Sachs identifies shoemaking as a heavenly trade which rectifies the consequences of the Fall. Locations:- Europe - Germany.

1985   Jeff and Deb Saward, ‘Labyrinth layout’, Practical Geomancy 1i: 22-25 - Mazes can be laid out from a basic cross-and-dots pattern using string and pegs. The use of such a pattern can be detected in early maze drawings.

1988   Jeff and Deb Saward, ‘The riddle of the mazes’, Meyn Mamvro 5: 15-19 - The rock carvings of mazes at Tintagel are probably eighteenth century. [See also 1994 below]. There is a stone labyrinth at St. Agnes in the Scillies. [See also Meyn Mamvro 16 (1991) 16-17]. A Manx labyrinth carving in the Boscastle Witchcraft Museum has been identified as a Troy-stone, like those used by witches or magicians for attaining altered states through hypnotism. Locations:- Isle of Man, Cornwall.

1989   Bob Dickinson, ‘Some lost Lincolnshire mazes’, Markstone 1: 3-4 - A maze at Appleby was called Julians Bower or Troys Walls in 1697; there is a Julian Bower Close at Horncastle, from which young people carried flowers to the maypole on May Day. Louth had a site so named, and a tradition of Roman chariot racing at Kirton-in-Lindsey has been interpreted as remembering a maze. Locations:- Lincolnshire.

1990i   Michael Behrend, ‘More notes on Lincolnshire mazes’, Markstone 3: 11 - Appleby maze survived until 1719. The sites called Julians Bower at Horncastle and Louth (first recorded as a cross in 1536) may not have been mazes. Locations:- Lincolnshire.

1990ii   Bob Dickinson, ‘The lost Lincoln Cathedral maze’, Markstone 3: 12 - It is suggested that Bower Hill off Lincoln High Street may have been a Julians Bower maze site. Locations:- Lincolnshire.

1990iii   Chris Jenkins, letter, Markstone 4: 25 - The placename Troyswood near Coningsby may record a maze. Locations:- Lincolnshire.

1990iv   Bob Morrell, ‘Mysteries and mazes in Nottingham’, Mercian Mysteries 2: 21-31 - Mazes were cut at Clifton and Sneinton, both associated with Robin Hood. There was a third Nottingham maze. The complexity of the design, and the use of heraldic motifs, suggests that these were the work of leisured people rather than labourers. The Louth maze was centred on a stone, described as a bluestone. [See also Mercian Mysteries 21 (1994) 17]. Locations:- Nottinghamshire.

1993   Jo-Anne Wilder, ‘Gloucestershire mazes’, Gloucestershire Earth Mysteries 16: 11-12 - Turf mazes were cut at Hailes Abbey (recorded in 1586) and Dovers Hill (part of the games founded in 1604). The maze at Wyck Rissington was laid out by the rector of the church following a dream in 1950. Locations:- Gloucestershire.

1994   Cheryl Straffon, ‘Cornwall’s mysterious places’, Meyn Mamvro 24: 12-13 - The Tintagel and Hollywood maze carvings seem both to be the work of a single hand; this is one of several proposed links with Ireland in the early Middle Ages. [See also 1988 above]. Locations:- Ireland; Cornwall.

1995   Cheryl Straffon, notes, Meyn Mamvro 27: 24 - Maureens Mump, a supposed turf labyrinth at Crackington Haven, has been identified as a hoax. Locations:- Cornwall.



L: Maypoles

1984   Jonathan Mullard, ‘Shropshire maypole’, Earth Lines 3: 23 - May Day celebrations were revived at Broseley with morris dancing, children as the May King and Queen, and fancy dress. The original maypole on this site had been taken down by 1879. Locations:- Shropshire.

1985i   Frank Earp, notes, Northern Earth Mysteries 5: 13 - A proposed survey of maypoles begins with ten in Yorkshire. [There are other references to maypoles, from Coopers Hill - Gloucestershire Earth Mysteries 2 (1986) 18; St. Maryhans - Northern Earth Mysteries 31 (1986) 10; Slingsby and Aldborough - Northern Earth Mysteries 35 (1988) 26; Hexton (an Easter pole) - Northern Earth Mysteries 39 (1989) 16; Greatham - Northern Earth Mysteries 40 (1989) 23; on the mound at St. Weonards - Northern Earth Mysteries 41 (1990) 12; Otley - Northern Earth Mysteries 47 (1991) 7; and at Belton and the fair on Breedon Hill - Mercian Mysteries 12 (1992) 14]. Locations:- Wales - Monmouthshire; Durham, Gloucestershire, Herefordshire, Hertfordshire, Leicestershire, Yorkshire (East Riding, North Riding, West Riding).

1985ii   Ian Taylor, ‘Leys and maypole sites’, Practical Geomancy 1iii: 33-37 - Five maypole sites in the Pocklington area were found to be on leys, some of these corresponding to astronomical alignments which were valid in the second millenium BC. Locations:- Yorkshire (East Riding).

1987i   Danny Sullivan, ‘Some May Day customs’, Gloucestershire Earth Mysteries 3: 6-7 - On May morning, greenery was gathered from the woods at Minchinhampton and Wotton-under-Edge. At May Hill (formerly Yartleton Hill) young people from Newent enacted the fight between Summer and Winter, while their elders negotiated grazing rights. [See also Gloucestershire Earth Mysteries 14 (1992) 5 and 15 (1993) 4]. At Payford Bridge people gathered overnight so that they could drink the waters of a laxative spring on May morning. Locations:- Gloucestershire.

1987ii   Alan Bleakley, ‘Fires of Bel: the Celtic Midsummer’, Meyn Mamvro 2: 14-17 - A account of pagan May Day bonfire and maypole ceremonies established in 1986. Locations:- Cornwall.

1989   Ian Taylor, ‘Yorkshire maypoles’, Northern Earth Mysteries 37: 16-19 - Dancing is still held at six of Yorkshire’s nine surviving maypoles. At Berwick-in-Elmet the pole is ceremonially re-erected every three years. [See also Northern Earth Mysteries 39 (1989) 16 - the Barwick maypole knocked people silly if it fell on them while being raised; 43 (1990) 26, an account of the 1990 ceremony; see also 1994 below]. Locations:- Yorkshire (West Riding).

1990   Cheryl Straffon, notes, Meyn Mamvro 13: 1 - The custom of maypole dancing on the hill of Carn Bosavern, in St. Just, was established in 1989. Locations:- Cornwall.

1991   Cheryl Straffon, ‘Maypoles and mazes’, Meyn Mamvro 16: 16-17 - A placename at St. Marys in the Scillies records a maypole; afterwards the site was used on Bonfire Night. The stone maze on St. Agnes was cut in 1729 by Amor Clarke, and destroyed in 1989 by four dowsers who wished to renew the monument. Locations:- Cornwall.

1994   Brian Taylor, letter, Northern Earth 57: 22 - The 1993 ceremony of raising the maypole at Barwick-in-Elmet is seen as a channelling of male violence. [See also Raphaela Summers, letter, Northern Earth 57 (1994) 23 - the 1993 ceremony is seen as an apathetic attempt at community involvement; see also Northern Earth 56 (1993) 18; and see 1989 above]. Locations:- Yorkshire (West Riding).



M: Customs

1973i   Doreen Valiente, ‘Nine Men’s Morris: a game with an inner meaning?’, The Ley Hunter 40: 3-6 - Boards for Nine Mens Morris have been found dating from Egyptian times; the earliest in the British Isles was Manx, from the Viking period. The game is seen as embodying esoteric geometry. [See also The Ley Hunter 114 (1991) 20; mediaeval boards were excavated at Tintagel]. Locations:- Isle of Man; Cornwall.

1973ii   John Radford, ‘Hood Day’, The Ley Hunter 46: 2-3 - An account of the 1973 Haxey Hood game. The boggans begin by leading singing in the pubs before the smoking of the fool; the game is played on Haxey Hill with substitute hoods before the real one comes into play, and it is contested until evening when the pubs re-open. [See also 1987iv below]. Locations:- Lincolnshire.

1973iii   John Radford, ‘May Day in Padstow’, The Ley Hunter 49: 1-3 - An account of the 1972 and 1973 ceremonies. The maypole is decorated with flowers and a model of the hobby horse or Oss, as well as greenery. There are three Osses - the original, the temperance and the children’s. The original lives in the Golden Lion pub, is preceded by a teaser, and followed by young people in white; the young man carrying him is rumoured to have formerly gone naked. The ceremony is accompanied by a funfair and by a gathering for alternative lifestyles. [See also 1989i below]. Locations:- Cornwall.

1974i   John Radford, ‘Hare Pie Scrambling and Bottle Kicking’, The Ley Hunter 52: 8-9 - An account of the 1973 ceremony at Hallaton. At Easter, after a service of blessing, hare pies are brought to the church, cut up and thrown to the crowd. The pies do not contain hare meat, which is out of season. Three casks are carried from the village cross to a field where they are used as footballs, two streams serving as goals. [See also 1990ii below]. Locations:- Leicestershire.

1974ii   John Radford, ‘The Britannia Coconut Dancers of Bacup, Lancashire’, The Ley Hunter 55: 2-3 - An account of the 1974 ceremony. The dancers, or Nutters, wear mostly black with blacked faces. Accompanied by a brass band, they perform clog and Morris dances on Easter Saturday. The present dancers get their tradition from one of four Victorian teams: it is supposed to derive from Moorish pirates via the Cornish mining industry. Locations:- Cornwall; Lancashire.

1974iii   John Radford, ‘The Abbots Bromley Horn Dancers’, The Ley Hunter 58/59: 8-9 - An account of the 1973 ceremony. Six dancers - with a fool, a Maid Marian and a bowman - perform in the High Street on Wakes Monday. Money is collected for the upkeep of the church. [See also 1983i below]. Locations:- Staffordshire.

1975   Paul Devereux and Andy York, ‘The forgotten heart of Albion II: traditional rituals and assemblies’, The Ley Hunter 67: 5-6 - Leicestershire customs include the Hallaton Hare Pie Scramble, the Black Annis Hare Hunt, Riding the George and the Whipping Toms game at Leicester; rush-carting or hay-bearing (in a straight line) at Braunstone church; and the distribution of oranges under an elm tree by the vicar of Sileby. Moots were held at Gartree, Stanywell, Framland and Spelthorn; the three swanimotes of Charnwood met at open sites. Locations:- Leicestershire.

1977   Morris Cluse, ‘Who was the man of straw?’, The Ley Hunter 77: 20-21 - The placename Jack Straws Castle appears at Mere, Hampstead and Islington. The Jack in question may have been an archetypal peasant figure, or a figure like Guy Fawkes in early ceremonies on Bonfire Night. [See also Daniel Collier, and Peter Greig, letters, The Ley Hunter 78 (1977) 18 - the figure may be connected with the Straw Bear dancers of East Anglia; and see Simon Crook, letter, The Ley Hunter 81 (1978) 14 - the original Jack Straw may have been the Jack o’ Lent who was burnt after being ritually scorned on Ash Wednesday]. Locations:- Cambridgeshire, Middlesex, Wiltshire.

1978i   Michael Behrend, ‘The Girton hobby horse and others’, Albion 1: 4-9 - Hobby horses feature in mediaeval graffiti from Girton and Wallington. They appear in traditional dances in Staffordshire, including Abbots Bromley: a horse made from a head mounted on a pole was carried round villages in Kent and Cheshire. The hobby horses of Padstow and Minehead are developments of this custom. They are known throughout Europe. Comparison with customs in central India and Bali suggests that the horse symbolises divine possession - journeys to the otherworld could be made by riding one, in the same way that witches rode sticks. [See also Albion 2 (1979) 23]. Locations:- Asia - Bali, India; Cornwall; Cambridgeshire, Cheshire, Kent, Somerset, Staffordshire.

1978ii   Jeremy Harte, ‘Old games and rituals’, The Ley Hunter 82: 3-6 - A ritual origin is proposed for games including fives, croquet, Nine Mens Morris and throwing at cocks. Bulls were baited at Chester cross; cricket was played in the hillfort on Cley Hill. Shrove Tuesday football involves a contest along alignments: at Corfe Castle the football is kicked in procession. Games at Hallaton, Haxey and Abingdon seem to refer to a sacrificed ox. A moralised version of skittles was played in German churches. Cheese rolling takes place on Coopers Hill. Locations:- Europe - Germany; Berkshire, Cheshire, Dorset, Gloucestershire, Leicestershire, Lincolnshire, Wiltshire.

1978iii   Jane Lilly, ‘The pagan festival of Easter’, Picwinnard 3: 7-8 - Easter customs include egg-shackling - rolling boiled eggs in a sieve till only the winner is unbroken. This was done at Stoke St. Gregory, Langport, Martock and Exeter, and has been revived at Wedmore. Primroses were fed to chickens for a good yield of eggs; children ate the flowers to see fairies. At Goblin Combe in Clevedon a goblin appeared out of a stone to a lost child. Ritual skipping was practised in Sussex to ensure the fertility of the harvest. Locations:- Devon, Somerset, Sussex.

1978iv   Vince Russett, ‘Fairs’, Picwinnard 3: 16-17 - Bridgwater and Priddy fairs have mediaeval origins. The date of Priddy Fair is used for seasonal predictions; a pile of hurdles is left untouched on the Green from year to year, either because it guarantees the survival of the Fair, or because the Black Death would come back to Wells and Priddy if they were moved. Locations:- Somerset.

1978v   Vince Russett, ‘Minehead’s May celebrations’, Picwinnard 4: 3-10 - An account of the 1977 ceremony. There are two hobby horses, one for the town and one for the sailors. Beginning at White Cross, they dance through the town to music; the Gullivers (men in disguise) solicit money from bystanders, booting them if they don’t pay. A maypole, formerly at White Cross, now stands on the seafront. There are similarities with the Padstow Obby Oss and with one at Combe Martin. These customs are interpreted as fertility rituals, since they involve a horse catching women, attendants with clubs, maypoles, death and resurrection dramas, and reference to a mysterious ship. [See also Picwinnard 5 (1978) 23]. Locations:- Somerset.

1978vi   Jane Lilly, ‘Midsummer’, Picwinnard 5: 7-8 - On Quantock, stones were decorated with offerings of flowers at Midsummer. Burning branches were passed over cattle in Somerset; bonfires were lit and blazing tar barrels were carried at Penzance. In Glamorgan birch trees were set up, and sometimes stolen by neighbouring parishes, in the same way as maypoles. Locations:- Wales - Glamorgan; Cornwall; Somerset.

1978vii   Vince Russett, ‘The Dorset Ooser’, Picwinnard 5: 8 - A ritual mask of a man with the horns of a bull was worn in May Day and Christmas ceremonies at Melbury Osmond. A similar but inferior mask is now used by morris dancers at Cerne Abbas. [See also Picwinnard 5 (1978) 23]. Locations:- Dorset.

1978viii   Karen Routledge, ‘Christmas past’, Picwinnard 7: 24-25 - Christmas traditions include Lords of Misrule, mummers and holly and ivy. In the West Midlands a hawthorn globe was plaited, baked in the oven and hung up for good luck, while the last year’s globe was burnt to promote the fertility of the fields.

1979   John Billingsley, ‘Plot Week’, Northern Earth Mysteries 3: 8 - In the Calder valley, Guy Fawkes celebrations last for a week around the time of Hallowe’en and Bonfire Night. [See also Journal of Geomancy 2iii (1978) 73]. Locations:- Yorkshire (West Riding).

1980i   Jim Kimmis, ‘The point of centre’, Journal of Geomancy 4iii: 12-15 - Otmoor is identified as the omphalos of Celtic Britain. In the nineteenth century a figure garlanded with greenery was carried in procession across the moor. Locations:- Oxfordshire.

1980ii   Ward Rutherford, ‘Druids among the fireworks’, Quicksilver Messenger 1: 6-9 - Bonfire Night at Lewes is seen as a survival of the pagan Celtic feast of Samhain. The modern festival is associated with the dead, since it involves placing wreaths on the war memorial. In Jersey the New Year custom of burning a tree trunk dressed as a man has been transferred to Bonfire Night. Locations:- Channel Islands - Jersey; Sussex.

1981   Janet and Colin Bord, ‘Britain’s mysteries IV’, The Ley Hunter 91: 8 - Calendar customs including May Day at Padstow, the Arbor Tree ceremony at Aston-on-Clun, and the Abbots Bromley Horn Dance are identified as survivals of fertility rituals. The South Shropshire Morris Men have begun to dance on the neearest hill, the Long Mynd, at dawn on May Day. Locations:- Cornwall; Shropshire, Staffordshire.

1982i   Trevor Hopkins, ‘The dancing stones’, The Ley Hunter 93: 20-21 - Morris dances are identified as prehistoric survivals, and the underlying patterns are compared to the geometry of stone circles. Legends that stones move may be memories of ritual dances performed at them. Modern Morris sides now dance at daybreak on May Day at stone circles and other ancient sites; Derby Morris do so at the Nine Ladies on Stanton Moor. Motifs:- Turning stone. Locations:- Derbyshire.

1982ii   Paul Screeton, ‘Kicking a few ideas around’, Northern Earth Mysteries 19: 9-11 - Stories involving severed heads include the legend which attributes Shrove Tuesday football to Saxons kicking the head of a defeated Dane. The role of streams in these games is seen as evidence of a Celtic pagan origin. In the Calder valley an archaic head is associated with a secret tunnel. Urban legends of decapitated motorists are modern versions of the apparition of headless horsemen.

1983i   Chris Fletcher, ‘Abbots Bromley ’83’, Earth Lines 2: 7-9, 16 - An account of the 1983 ceremony. Two dances - one sinuous, and one involving opposite lines of black and white horn carriers - were held in the morning at the butter cross, a housing estate, old houses and Blithfield Hall (which is haunted); then, in the afternoon, up and down the village street. [See also 1974iii above and 1989ii below]. Locations:- Staffordshire.

1983ii   Andy Collins, ‘Do the Green Man’, Earthquest News 6: 27 - A children’s game at Handleigh involved dressing a child up in greenery and playing hide and seek. Locations:- Essex.

1983iii   Frank Earp, ‘The magic of Morris’, Northern Earth Mysteries 22: 2-16 - The pagan atmosphere and fertility associations of Morris are seen as Celtic survivals. Some dances form circles, others are processions; figures imitate sacrifice and animal movements. Fools and man-animal characters occur in Morris, as they do in archaic religions. Dances are performed on dates associated with fertility or sacrifice, and at sites including the hill at Castle Ring near Lichfield and a well at Tideswell. Locations:- Derbyshire, Staffordshire.

1983iv   Frank Earp, ‘The vessel-cuppers of Holderness’, Northern Earth Mysteries 24: 3-7 - Early this century, migrating labourers performed a simple Morris dance when they came to Roos each Martinmas. They wore rag jackets decorated with feathers and blacked their faces. It is suggested that this tradition originates in Celtic calendar rituals. [See also Northern Earth Mysteries 25 (1984) 11-12, 44 (1990) 6]. Locations:- Yorkshire (East Riding).

1983v   Simon Crook, ‘The Owslebury horse head’, Quicksilver Messenger 8: 9-12 - A terrestrial figure of a horse’s head near Twyford is associated with the celebration of Saint Clements Day by blacksmiths and farriers. At Ringmer, also on a horse’s head, hobby horses paraded on Bonfire Night. Locations:- Hampshire, Sussex.

1984   Nigel Pennick, notes, Symbol 3: 27 - A Muslim pancake race was planned for Shrove Tuesday 1984 in Peterborough, tossing chapatis instead of pancakes. Locations:- Cambridgeshire.

1985i   Jonathan Mullard, ‘Nightmare near Bridgend’, Earth Lines 4: 9-11 - The Mari Llwyd was a horse’s skull with its lower jaw made to snap, decorated with ribbons and glass, and set on a pole. Attendants carried it round houses and pubs, singing and exchanging impromptu Welsh verse with the occupants. The custom was revived to collect for charity at Bridgend in 1985. Locations:- Wales - Glamorgan.

1985ii   John Goulstone, ‘Midsummer observance at Stonehenge’, The Ley Hunter 99: 7-8 - Games were held at Stonehenge on Old Midsummer Day in 1781; these seem to derive from a midsummer festival at the monument, absorbed after 1870 into the watching for the sunrise practised by druids and others. The festival was associated with a turf mark called the Shepherds Crook. Locations:- Wiltshire.

1985iii   Ben Fernee, ‘Geomancy in York’, Practical Geomancy 1i: 10-12 - There were twelve days of sanctuary in York following Saint Thomas Day on 22nd December. A ritual proclamation allowed thieves, whores and other criminals into the town as a subversion of order. Locations:- Yorkshire (North Riding).

1986i   Danny Sullivan, ‘Coopers Hill cheese rolling’, Gloucestershire Earth Mysteries 1: 5-6 - An account of the 1986 ceremony. Four races are held, following a cheese rolled from the maypole at the top of the hill. At this and other rolling sites, a spring lies at the foot of the hill. [See also 1996i below; and see Gloucestershire Earth Mysteries 1 (1986) 17; 2 (1986) 17]. Locations:- Gloucestershire.

1986ii   Danny Sullivan, ‘Randwick cheese rolling’, Gloucestershire Earth Mysteries 1: 6-8 - An account of the 1986 ceremony. Each May, three cheeses are brought into church, rolled around the building  three times anticlockwise, then cut up and distributed among parishioners. Suppressed late in the nineteenth century, the custom was revived in 1971. Along with other circling rituals, it is identified as a pagan survival. Locations:- Gloucestershire.

1986iii   Roger Cudby, ‘Randwick Wap’, Gloucestershire Earth Mysteries 1: 9-11 - An account of the 1986 ceremony. The Wap is a village fair revived in 1972, involving a mock-Mayor, a procession with Morris dancing and a May Queen, and getting sprinkled with Randwick well water, which is good for fertility. Locations:- Gloucestershire.

1986iv   Philip Rush, ‘A few thoughts about the Cotswold Morris’, Gloucestershire Earth Mysteries 1: 11-12 - Modern Morris is compared unfavourably with the traditional sides of Chipping Camden, Abingdon, Headington and Bampton. These are purely local, seldom perform, and keep up associations with fertility. The Ducklington dance is thought to preserve the original style of maypole dancing. Locations:- Berkshire, Gloucestershire, Oxfordshire.

1986v   Christine Rhone, moot report, The Ley Hunter 101: 22-24 - At the 1986 Ley Hunter moot, mummers enacted an Oxfordshire version of their play. Locations:- Oxfordshire.

1986vi   Ian Taylor, ‘The Burning of Bartle’, Northern Earth Mysteries 30: 10-16 - An account of the 1985 ceremony, which took place in West Witton and involved burning the effigy of a giant on Saint Bartholomews Day. The rhyme shouted during the procession refers to Bartle being chased through the landscape and killed; in a Victorian version, he is a tyrannical giant who kept a herd of pigs. It is suggested that the legend has a mystical significance, the giant being a terrestrial effigy. There is another legend of a giant from Skipton burying treasure in the hill at Addleborough. [See also 1987v below; and see Northern Earth Mysteries 41 (1990) 8 and 3rd Stone 23 (1996) 11]. Locations:- Yorkshire (West Riding).

1986vii   Jimmy Goddard, ‘Customs in a Lancashire village’, Touchstone 10: 5-6 - The ritual calendar of Chipping included life-cycle customs, pancake races, and animal disguise. Processions along corpse ways stopped for prayer at wayside crosses, there was beating of the bounds, and bonfires were lit on hills for Hallowe’en. Locations:- Lancashire.

1986viii   Cheryl Straffon, ‘Paganism in West Penwith I’, Meyn Mamvro 1: 18-21 - The calendar rituals of Cornwall, Hallowe’en to Christmas, are interpreted as pagan survivals. Devils were seen at the mound of Carn Kenidjack; divination was practised at the holed stone of the Men-an-Tol as well as at Madron Well and Morvah. At St. Just there is a tradition of human sacrifice on the Tom Thumb rock at Christmas. Ghosts and the Devil are seen at Christmas in Pendeen and Boleigh fogous. Locations:- Cornwall.

1987i   Cheryl Straffon, ‘Paganism in West Penwith II’, Meyn Mamvro 2: 18-21 - Further calendar customs, May Day to Midsummer, include blowing a horn on the Carn, a hill at Pendeen, to announce the Spring; the hobby horse at Padstow; visiting Madron and Carn Euny wells for divination; a tradition of witches meeting on Midsummer at Zennor; and the modern custom of lighting a chain of bonfires through Cornwall on that night. Locations:- Cornwall.

1987ii   Hugh Miners, ‘Old pagan customs’, Meyn Mamvro 3: 20-21 - At Penzance in the 1920s, May Day was celebrated by children blowing feepers, which were whistles made from twists of sycamore (here called ‘may’). Until 1950 boys formed a procession into town making music on these, or on May horns made of tin. Since then the custom of lighting Midsummer bonfires, which used to be general, has been kept up by the Old Cornwall Societies. Locations:- Cornwall.

1987iii   Jan Gendall, ‘Corn dollies - a pagan origin’, Meyn Mamvro 4: 18-20 - Several regional styles of corn dolly existed in Cornwall, some ‘big enough to kiss the maids through’. Harvest ceremonies included ritualised horseplay, Cornish songs, and special recipes for food and drink. Authentic corn dolly designs have been passed down by a few octogenarians. Locations:- Cornwall.

1987iv   Rob Wilson, ‘The Haxey Hood Game in 1987’, Northern Earth Mysteries 32: 23-24 - An account of the 1987 ceremony. Eleven Boggins, a Lord and a Fool sing at a pub and wine bar; the Fool reads a speech standing on a cross base while a fire is lit under him; twelve substitute hoods are wrestled for in a nearby field, followed by the Hood itself, which is contested by the rival villages of Haxey and Westwoodside. [See also 1973ii above; and see Northern Earth Mysteries 35 (1988) 3 - a photograph of the 1988 ceremony]. Locations:- Lincolnshire.

1987v   Ian Taylor, ‘A report on the Burning of Bartle ceremony 1987’, Northern Earth Mysteries 33: 26-27 - An account of the 1987 ceremony. The carriers and chanter in the procession are drawn from specified local families. [See also 1986vi above, and 1989iii below]. Location:- Yorkshire (West Riding).

1988i   Ian Cooke and Cheryl Straffon, ‘The Celtic year’, Meyn Mamvro 6: 16-19 - Cornish festivals, Hallowe’en to May Day, are seen as survivals of calendar rituals from Celtic paganism. [See also Cheryl Straffon, ‘The ritual cycle’, Meyn Mamvro 10 (1989) 16-20 - the same, Christmas to Harvest Festival]. Locations:- Cornwall.

1988ii   Rob Wilson, field trip, Northern Earth Mysteries 36: 28-30 - An account of the 1988 Ashford-in-the-Water well dressing and the Castleton Garland Ceremony. At Castleton a man rides in procession through the village covered in a garland of flowers which is then hauled to the top of the church tower. [See also 1993iii below]. Locations:- Derbyshire.

1989i   Paul Devereux, moot report, The Ley Hunter 109: 13-15 - At the 1988 Ley Hunter moot, Peter Kennedy showed his 1950s film of the Padstow May Day ceremony with the Obby Oss. [See 1973iii above and 1995ii below; see also Gloucestershire Earth Mysteries 9 (1989) 2-8]. Locations:- Cornwall.

1989ii   Bob Trubshaw, ‘Abbots Bromley Horndance’, Mercian Mysteries 1: 27-28 - An account of the 1989 ceremony. The team consists of six dancers carrying reindeer horns, a fool, a man/woman called Maid Marian, a hobby horse and a lad with bow and arrow; music is provided by accordion and triangle. The dance was performed throughout the village, starting at the church. [See 1983i above; see also Mercian Mysteries 21 (1995) 11 - the reindeer horns were imported in the early Middle Ages, and apparently added to an existing hobby horse dance in the seventeenth century]. Locations:- Staffordshire.

1989iii   Lucy Crawford and Ian Taylor, ‘Burning of Bartle ’88’, Northern Earth Mysteries 37: 20-23 - An account of the 1988 ceremony. There was a custom of addressing verses as a punishment to social transgressors during the procession, which has been left off in living memory. [For these verses, see Touchstone 20 (1989) 4; and see 1987v above and 1993iii below; see also Northern Earth 67 (1996) 31 for a photograph of the 1995 ceremony]. The village also has a Robin Hoods Well and a road haunted by ghostly pigs. Locations:- Yorkshire (West Riding).

1990i   Rob Wilson, ‘Lincolnshire Wassailing Day’, Markstone 2: 3-4 - An account of the 1989 ceremonies at Carhampton and Waddingham. In Somerset, guns were fired through the branches of a tree behind the Butchers Arms, while in Lincolnshire a Wassail Queen and morris dancers were present. The custom was introduced by the landlord of the Anchor Inn, who planted an orchard for it. Locations:- Lincolnshire, Somerset.

1990ii   Bob Trubshaw, ‘Hallaton Hare Pie Scramble and Bottle Kicking ceremony’, Northern Earth Mysteries 41: 17-20 - An account of the 1989 ceremony. On Easter Monday a hare pie is distributed in the churchyard, and three bottles (one wooden) are decorated by the vicar at the cross on the green. At Hare Pie Bank the wooden bottle is contested between Hallaton men and everyone else, the goals being a ditch and Medbourne village. Penny loaves used to be distributed as a charity, and a hare was carried on a pole. There are other Easter customs involving hares. [See also 1974i above]. Locations:- Leicestershire.

1990iii   Edna Whelan, ‘Goathland’, Northern Earth Mysteries 44: 4-8 - An account of the 1990 ceremony of the Plough Stots. Sword dancers perform a range of seven dances in front of occupied houses, and a plough is carried round. The gardens of non-contributors are no longer ploughed up, as Goathland has become a holiday village and most houses stand empty in winter. Other elements, including a mummers’ play, had died out by 1900. Until the 1930s the village had a wise man or wizard who countered the spells of witches. Locations:- Yorkshire (North Riding).

1991i   John Palmer, ‘The Wieuwert mystery’, The Ley Hunter 115: 1-3 - Bonfires on May Day and Saint Martins Day, banned by Calvinism, were reintroduced into Friesland in the nineteenth century. Horns were blown at Midwinter. Locations:- Europe - Holland.

1991ii   Jane and Bob Dickinson, ‘The Green Man in Lincolnshire’, Markstone 5: 6-17 - Cut bracken was called Robin-Hood-and-his-sheep. May Day customs included milkmaids’ garlands at Winteringham and Brigg, a maypole at Grimsby, and a procession to Maypole Hill at Horncastle. The heath at Metheringham was haunted by witches and fairies. Locations:- Lincolnshire.

1991iii   Cheryl Straffon, ‘The isles of the Goddess’, Meyn Mamvro 16: 6-8 - The custom of releasing paper boats onto the sea, practised in the Scillies on Good Friday up to this century, is regarded as a survival of votive offerings to a pagan goddess of the sea. Locations:- Cornwall.

1991iv   Chris Hall, moot report, Northern Earth Mysteries 45: 4-8 - At the 1990 Northern Earth moot, Julia Smith spoke on Yorkshire folk customs. Skipping on Good Friday,  mummers’ or pace-egg plays, feast days, ritual disguise at Hallowe’en and rush-carting are still practised. Touching the rush-cart as it is brought in at Sowerby Bridge leads to pregnancy. [See also Northern Earth 66 (1996) 27 on rush-carting and fertility]. Locations:- Yorkshire (West Riding).

1991v   Chris Hall, ‘Cakin’ Neet’, Northern Earth Mysteries 47: 16 - An account of the 1990 ceremony at Stannington in Sheffield. Six people turn up in disguise at the Crown & Glove, wearing Hallowe’en costume, and keep silent while others try to get them to speak or guess who they are. There used to be a mumming play as well, and soul cakes. [See also Northern Earth Mysteries 48 (1991) 31]. Locations:- Yorkshire (West Riding).

1992   Cheryl Straffon, ‘Goddesses and gods of the Celts’, Meyn Mamvro 17: 6-10 - Some Cornish customs and traditions are identified as survivals of the cults of pagan Celtic deities. Locations:- Cornwall.

1993i   Bob Dickinson, ‘Ritual sweeping’, Markstone 8: 11-12 - A character called Besom Betty sweeps the ground to make room for the Crosby Plough Jags and the Normanby Plough Play. A besom bound with willows was carried in the Haxey Hood game procession in 1932. These customs are identified as survivals of the ritual sweeping of sacred space. Locations:- Lincolnshire.

1993ii   Mike Haigh, ‘The Bishop Blaize procession’, Northern Earth 53: 16-20 - The feast of Bishop Blaize was celebrated by the northern textile towns. At Bradford the procession, held every seven years, had hundreds of costumed figures at its height in 1825, representing every division of the wool trade. The celebration of the saint ended in the 1830s, following disputes between capital and labour, although there were Victorian revivals. Locations:- Yorkshire (West Riding).

1993iii   John Billingsley, ‘Around the events - Castleton, Barwick-in-Elmet and West Witton’, Northern Earth 56: 18-19 - An account of the 1993 ceremonies. The Castleton garland has had its Morris dancing replaced by a children’s routine, and the maypole dance at the end is also performed by children. [See also 1988ii above]. The raising of the maypole at Barwick requires several men and is dangerous, the maypole having fallen through the roof of the pub one year. The Burning of Bartle is noticeable for its communal nature, outside visitors to the ceremony being few. [See also 1989iii above]. Locations:- Derbyshire, Yorkshire (West Riding).

1994i   Rogan Taylor, ‘Who is Santa Claus?’, The Ley Hunter 122: 1-4; originally published in Sunday Times Magazine 21 Dec.1980 - Modern traditions that Santa Claus arrives on a sledge drawn by flying reindeer, and descends the chimney, stem from a poem of 1823 using Dutch-American imagery. It is suggested that the tradition was influenced by knowledge of shamanism in Siberia, where smokeholes are used as entrances, reindeer provide transport, and visions of flying are induced by red fly agaric. Locations:- North America - USA.

1994ii   Danny Sullivan, moot report, The Ley Hunter 122: 5-7 - At the 1994 Ley Hunter moot, Ronald Hutton spoke on the origins of customs. The Jack-in-the-Green derives from street dances by seventeenth-century London milkmaids, and the Morris is a Tudor courtly dance. Their interpretation as pagan survivals by Frazer was a response to the effects of the Industrial Revolution on the countryside.

1995i   ‘Polly Brodie’, ‘Shrovetide street football in Atherstone’, Mercian Mysteries 24: 30 - An account of the 1995 ceremony. The game is played between Warwickshire and Leicestershire, and claims to go back to King John’s days. The ball, made for the occasion, is thrown out of a window by a sporting personality, and kicked along Long Street until the afternoon, when it is deflated and played for, whoever holds it when a klaxon sounds being the winner. Locations:- Warwickshire.

1995ii   Andy Norfolk, letter, Northern Earth 62: 32 - The Padstow Obby Oss may not be a hobby horse at all, but the dragon led away to the sea by Saint Petroc. [See also 1989i above]. Locations:- Cornwall.

1995iii   Mary Coombs, ‘Sacrifice and wheels of fire’, Wisht Maen 4: 7-10 - A burning wheel was rolled from a bonfire down a hill near Buckfastleigh,  towards the river; it is suggested that this custom links with the Holne ram roasting. Ufo sightings of the kind seen on Scorriton Down have been associated with burning wheels. Locations:- Devon.

1996i   John Billingsley, notes, Northern Earth 68: 2-6 - Two people were injured during the 1996 Coopers Hill cheese rolling. [See also 1986i above]. Women are campaigning to join the men-only Common Riding at Hawick, a procession celebrating a sixteenth-century battle. Morris has been danced 3000 feet below ground in a mine near Whitby. A housing estate at Gerton near Stockport is full of ghosts and poltergeists.  Locations:- Scotland - Roxburghshire; Cheshire, Gloucestershire, Yorkshire (North Riding).

1996ii   John Billingsley, notes, Northern Earth 68: 14 - The practice of collecting wood for Bonfire Night in the Bradford and Manchester areas has several distinct local names. Locations:- Lancashire, Yorkshire (West Riding).



N: Territory

1977   Nigel Pennick, ‘Boundaries, metrology and the implications of ancient remains’, Journal of Geomancy 2i: 9-14 - Rogationtide processions are seen as the successors of the pagan Roman feast of Terminalia, and the beating of children at boundary points is an echo of human sacrifice. Boundaries were followed exactly, with children being made to crawl along the roof-beams of houses in Devon. It was believed in Cambridgeshire that beating the bounds helped the fertility of the crops. [See also Mercian Mysteries 4 (1990) 25 - beating the bounds of Lichfield involved visiting holy wells]. Locations:- Cambridgeshire, Devon, Staffordshire.

1978   Sam Wildman, ‘A forerunner of the zodiac’, The Ley Hunter 79: 11-12 - The hundredal moot at Oswaldslow Hill near Bredicot is on an apparent ring of calendrical sites. Locations:- Worcestershire.

1980   Jeremy Harte, ‘Boundary legends’, The Ley Hunter 88: 28-31 - Legends in which land is acquired by circling it occur at Pollards Dene, Haverah Park near Knaresborough, Bromfield, Tichborne, Dunster and Otmoor. Often the protagonist is a woman who must crawl along the route. Boundaries at Minster in Thanet and Llangar were fixed by the running of a deer. At Margam and West Witton a human victim was pursued. It is suggested that these legends derive from the pursuit of a sacrificial victim in a pagan ritual. Locations:- Wales - Glamorgan, Merionethshire; Durham, Hampshire, Kent, Oxfordshire, Shropshire, Somerset, Yorkshire (North Riding).

1981i   Wilhelm Brockpaehler, ‘The proclamation-stone in Westphalia’, Ancient Mysteries 18: 5-6; originally published in German in Germanien (1943) - In the Munster area, public announcements and news were read from stone blocks or boulders roughly worked into a pedestal. Sometimes these stood under a lime tree. Locations:- Europe - Germany.

1981ii   Glen Mead, ‘Landscape geometry - reality or illusion?’, Essex Landscape Mysteries 1: 14-17 - Tendring Hundred met on Hundred Heath, north of the church. [Other hundredal moots include the green at Newham - The Ley Hunter 28 (1972) 2; a farm at Layer Marney - Essex Landscape Mysteries 2 (1981) 24; a mound at Uttlesford - Journal of Geomancy 1iii (1977) 53; another mound at Great Oxenden - Mercian Mysteries 2 (1990) 13; another mound at Alstoe - Mercian Mysteries 7 (1991) 12; a  hill at Singleton - Gloucestershire Earth Mysteries 14 (1992) 14; the Fairy Hill at Great Driffield - Northern Earth Mysteries 32 (1987) 21; a tree at Gartree - Gloucestershire Earth Mysteries 16 (1993) 30 and 17 (1994) 9; another tree at Brigstock - Mercian Mysteries 22 (1995) 24; and a grove at Framland - Gloucestershire Earth Mysteries 17 (1994) 9].  Locations:- Cambridgeshire, Essex, Gloucestershire, Leicestershire, Northamptonshire, Rutland, Yorkshire (East Riding).

1983   Andy Collins, notes, Earthquest News 6: 41 - The bounds of Stanford were beaten by parishioners on New Years Day to mark the eight hundredth anniversary of the church’s construction. Locations:- Essex.

1984   Rupert Pennick, ‘The secret Vehm’, Symbol 3: 20-23 - The ritual of the Vehmic courts, which had an extensive secret jurisdiction in mediaeval Westphalia, was derived from the same Teutonic forms of law as are found in Anglo-Saxon local government. Locations:- Europe - Germany.

1985   Andy Collins, notes, Earthquest News 14: 7 - The custom of beating the bounds was revived at High Wycombe by an earth mysteries group. Locations:- Buckinghamshire.

1989i   Danny Sullivan, ‘Kiftsgate Stone’, Gloucestershire Earth Mysteries 9: 31 - This stone, near Broadway, was a hundredal moot. Later on, the accession of kings was proclaimed from it, George III being the last. [See also Gloucestershire Earth Mysteries 7 (1988) 12]. Locations:- Gloucestershire.

1989ii   John Palmer, letter, The Ley Hunter 111: 19 - The judicial stone of the bishops of Speyer stands in front of the cathedral. Locations:- Europe - Germany.

1990   John Hall, field trip, Northern Earth Mysteries 41: 26-28 - Hundredal moots were held at the Allerton Oak in Calderstones Park, a tree which is haunted by a white horse. Robin Hoods Stone at Allerton has grooves said to be caused by sharpening arrows. Locations:- Lancashire.

1994   Tracey Brown, notes, Wisht Maen 2: 28 - The custom of beating the bounds on Rogation Sunday has been revived by the Open Spaces Society since 1990. Bounds at four Devon villages or commons were beaten in 1994. Locations:- Devon.

1995i   Bob Trubshaw, ‘The metaphors and rituals of place and time’, Mercian Mysteries 22: 1-8 - In rites of passage people leave society and pass through a transitory state before embracing a new role. The same applies to ‘placeless places’ such as boundaries and crossroads; sacred sites do not occupy ordinary space but occur either at borders or at ritual centres. Liminal people, such as witches, belong to the wilderness outside boundaries and are most powerful at moments of transition. Geomantic research is itself a borderline study.

1995ii   Jeremy Harte, ‘The power of lonely places’, Mercian Mysteries 23: 8-13 - Early political assemblies, including the stannators’ court on Dartmoor and Anglo-Saxon hundredal and shire moots, were deliberately held in obscure places. Dorset, Worcestershire and Norfolk moots lie away from settlements. Other marginal places associated with law include gallows, islands and hillforts. The ritual status of isolated sites would explain fairs held on hills, as well as settlement drift of Saxon towns from their Roman originals. Locations:- Devon, Dorset, Norfolk, Worcestershire.

1995iii   Bob Trubshaw, ‘Six Hills - an Anglo-Saxon moot site’, Mercian Mysteries 23: 21-24 - The extra-parochial area around a mound at Six Hills near Willoughby may have been a pre-hundredal moot site. It is near placenames indicating Saxon and Celtic paganism. Locations:- Leicestershire, Nottinghamshire.

1995iv   Bob Trubshaw, ‘The illusion of landscape’, Mercian Mysteries 24: 5-9 - Langley Bush in John Clare’s village of Helpstone was the moot of Nassaburgh Hundred as well as a meeting-place for gypsies. Locations:- Northamptonshire.

1996   Jimmy Goddard, ‘Easton church - ley centre’, Touchstone 44: 3-5 - Bounds were beaten at Easton parish in 1752. Locations:- Somerset.



O: Heads

1977   Don Robins, ‘Images in stone’, The Ley Hunter 76: 11-13 - The house of Anne Ross in Southampton was haunted by a werewolf figure after two archaic heads were brought there from Hexham. It is suggested that images had been encoded electrically in the crystalline structure of the stone. The heads are modern. [See also Paul Screeton, ‘The Long Man of Wilmington VI’, The Ley Hunter 77 (1977) 8]. Locations:- Hampshire, Northumberland.

1978   Vince Russett, ‘Two stone heads’, Picwinnard 6: 3 - A carved head from Glastonbury, identified as mediaeval, resembles the archaic stone heads of Yorkshire. Locations:- Somerset.

1980   John Billingsley, ‘Celtic survivals in the Upper Calder Valley’, Northern Earth Mysteries 7 (supplement): 7 - The tradition of carving archaic stone heads persists around Halifax, where they are used as protective talismans. Locations:- Yorkshire (West Riding).

1981   Glen Mead, ‘Guardians of St.Albrights’, Essex Landscape Mysteries 3: 22-24 - Two mediaeval stone heads kept in the porch of Stanway church may have been intended to guard the  doorway. Locations:- Essex.

1982   Phil Reeder, letter, Quicksilver Messenger 6: 27 - An archaic stone head is set above a doorway in Wilmington. Locations:- Sussex.

1984   Jonathan Mullard, notes, Earth Lines 3: 17 - Archaic stone heads are common in walls and hedges around All Stretton. Locations:- Shropshire.

1986   John Billingsley, ‘Celtic survivals threatened’, Northern Earth Mysteries 30: 17-22 - In 1983 an archaic stone head was stolen from its place by the stone trough of a well at Green Springs in Calderdale. Locations:- Yorkshire (West Riding).

1988   David Clarke, ‘Celtic heads in the Peak District’, Northern Earth Mysteries 36: 13-17 - The tradition of carving archaic stone heads survived until recently in northern England, most commonly in the West Riding. They were used to cure illness, promote fertility, and exorcise ghosts. [See also Northern Earth Mysteries 37 (1989) 7 and Touchstone 20 (1989) 1-6]. Locations:- Yorkshire (West Riding).

1989   Steve Jones, ‘Haunted skulls of England’, Earth 14: 6-8 - Haunted skulls are most common in Lancashire but are also found as far south as Sussex. Misfortune strikes if the head is removed from the house. An origin is proposed in the pagan Celtic cult of the head. Turton Tower, which has a skull, is also haunted by a phantom coach. Locations:- Derbyshire, Dorset, Lancashire, Lincolnshire, Somerset, Sussex, Westmorland.

1992i   Danny Sullivan, moot report, Gloucestershire Earth Mysteries 14: 30 - At the 1992 Ley Hunter moot, Andy Roberts described hauntings and bad luck associated with the discovery of an archaic stone head in a Calderdale garden. The head was carved and buried in the 1930s. Locations:- Yorkshire (West Riding).

1992ii   Paul Screeton, ‘Strange Seaton Carew’, Northern Earth Mysteries 50: 25-27 - Several archaic heads are built into a house in Byland Grove, having been given to the manager of a demolition firm as decorations. Locations:- Durham.

1992iii   Cath Sykes, ‘Mysterious remains in Fall Spring Wood, Stainland’, Northern Earth 51: 7-10. An archaic head is set in the boundary of an undated enclosure here. [See also Northern Earth 51 (1992) 10]. Locations:- Yorkshire (West Riding).

1992iv   David Clarke, ‘Screaming skulls’, Northern Earth 52: 4-9 - Skulls which cannot be moved from a farm or country house are common in north-east England, with outlying variants in Cornwall and Dorset; the earliest mention, at Tunstead, is in 1790. If they are removed, the crops fail, bad luck strikes and the house is disturbed by poltergeists. Historic legends explain the skulls, but forensic examination at Tunstead and Bettiscombe has shown that these legends ascribe the wrong sex to the dead. The skulls are regarded as a survival of the pagan Celtic cult of the severed head. Locations:- Cornwall; Dorset, Lancashire.

1993i   Sharon Higgins, ‘Carvings and cairns in Rivington’, Northern Earth 54: 14-15 - There are archaic stone heads at Rivington Lower Barn and the former Blackamoors Head. A head by Yarrow Reservoir is a likeness of a foreman who haunts the bridge there. Locations:- Lancashire.

1993ii   John Billingsley, notes, Northern Earth 56: 7 - An archaic head at Cloghane in the Dingle peninsula, identified as Chrom Dubh, was kissed as a cure for toothache during a patron festival. This was held at Lughnasad and involved climbing a nearby hill, Mount Brandon. The head has now been stolen. [See also Northern Earth 57 (1994) 11]. Locations:- Ireland - Co.Kerry.

1993iii   John Billingsley, ‘The myth of the ‘Celtic’ head’, Northern Earth 56: 14-17 - The carving of archaic stone heads, as practised in West Yorkshire, is not a survival of Celtic tradition but a practice which came back into use in the seventeenth century. The grounds for identifying heads from elsewhere as Celtic are weak, and many of these carvings may also be post-mediaeval. Locations:- Yorkshire (West Riding).

1993iv   John Billingsley, field trip, Northern Earth 56: 20-21 - An archaic stone head at Fryupdale, called the ‘aud man’s face’, was carved in the nineteenth century. The Templars Bath, a Roman villa in Scunthorpe, is haunted, and Queen Maud walks near Maud Hole at Santon. There is a Dragon Stone at Dragonby, near a hollow called Sunken Church where singing is heard. Locations:- Lincolnshire.

1994i   John Billingsley, notes, Northern Earth 60: 2-6 - Two archaic stone heads at Pendle Heritage Centre were found to be caricatures of Hitler and Mussolini when their carver recognised them on display in the Celtic section. The White Wells bath house on Ilkley Moor, where fairies were seen, has been restored. King Arthur sleeps beneath hills in north and west Britain. Motifs:- Sleeping king. Locations:- Lancashire, Yorkshire (West Riding). 

1994ii  Norman Darwen, ‘Robin Hood’s Bay’, Touchstone 39: 3 - There is an archaic stone head above a garage in Whitby. Locations:- Yorkshire (North Riding).

1995i   John Billingsley, ‘Archaic heads: guardians of the boundaries’, Mercian Mysteries 24: 1-4 - Archaic heads, which appear in cultures from prehistory to the seventeenth century, are found at water sites and on bridges, doorways, roofs and weapons. They serve as protective talismans at these marginal locations.

1995ii   David Clay, ‘Leicestershire miscellany’, Mercian Mysteries 24: 31-32 - A carving of a head was set into the wall of the Manor House at Aylestone as a fertility charm, successfully. Locations:- Leicestershire.

1995iii   David Clarke, ‘The ambiguous ‘head’ ’, Northern Earth 62: 13-15 - Placenames containing the element ‘-head’ may record a custom of ritually placing heads on stakes: there are two hundredal moots called Manshead. Ceremonial football and other games have been identified as survivals of pagan contests over the heads of sacrifices. [See also Northern Earth 63 (1995) 23 - Westhoughton people are called Cow-heads because a farmer, finding his cow’s head stuck through a gate, sawed it off; the same blason populaire occurs at Tideswell]. Locations:- Bedfordshire, Derbyshire, Lancashire, Nottinghamshire.



P: Magic

1972   Colin Bord, ‘Thoughts, crystals and cosmic energies: shape power and the Aetherius Society’, The Ley Hunter 32: 2-7 - The healing rituals at the Men-an-Tol holed stone are discussed in a context of universal energy and spiritual engineering. [See also 1992ii below]. Locations:- Cornwall.

1974   Paul Screeton, notes, The Ley Hunter 58/59: 18 - The world will end if a boulder above Glenelg in Wester Ross is dislodged. Locations:- Scotland - Inverness-shire.

1975   Paul Screeton, notes, The Ley Hunter 65: 5 - A Harrogate postman who refused to buy a gypsy talisman was bitten by a dog. Locations:- Yorkshire (West Riding).

1978   Ann Pennick, ‘Step charms’, Albion 1: 14-15 - Patterns were ritually drawn on doorsteps in Scotland until forty years ago, using pipeclay or limestone. They featured endless lines, thistles, swastikas and horseshoes. Like similar doorway designs in India, they acted as talismans.

1979i   Nigel Pennick, ‘Bible sortilege’, Albion 2: 11 - Divination by ritual consultation of random passages in the Bible was current in Cambridgeshire in 1895. On several occasions the results proved meaningful. Locations:- Cambridgeshire.

1979ii   Nigel Pennick, notes, Albion 4: 11 - In Wiltshire, beds should point east and west to avoid nightmares. Elsewhere it is unlucky to cut a loaf at both ends, to put it on the table upside-down, to take the last slice, or to throw bread on the fire. Locations:- Wiltshire.

1979iii   Nigel Pennick, ‘Foundation sacrifice’, Albion 4: 13-14 - People and animals have been killed and buried under the floors, walls and posts of buildings as talismans to ensure their stability. Human sacrifice continued for this purpose in Alaska until 1867 and Ghana until 1881, while animals are still killed in Brazil, Haiti and Turkey. Animal skulls were found under a Devon house and at Holsworthy a human body had been buried under the church wall. When a mummified cat was removed from the wall of a mill at Sudbury, bad luck followed until it was replaced. [It was redeposited under a glass panel in the floor - The Ley Hunter 122 (1994) 29; see also 1985i below]. Locations:- North America - USA; Central America - Haiti; South America - Brazil; Africa - Ghana; Asia - Turkey; Devon, Suffolk.

1981   Paul Screeton, ‘Stones and healing’, Lincolnshire Dragon 6: 10-12 - The healing reputation of stone monuments is attributed to earth energy fixed at particular sites, and to negative ions generated by running water. Healing stones occur throughout Britain; people crawled or were lifted through holed stones; rituals at the holy pool of Strathfillan healed madness, and other sites cured children of rickets and whooping cough. Locations:- Scotland - Aberdenshire, Argyllshire, Orkney, Perthshire; Wales - Carmarthenshire; Cornwall; Gloucestershire, Northumberland.

1982i   Jeremy Harte, notes, Earth Giant 2: 17-18 - A Weymouth palmist has made successful predictions. A white dove boarded HMS Ambuscade before attacks in the Falklands war, and on return to harbour in Plymouth. A naked ghost was seen at Beaminster. The hillfort at Eggardon is haunted by voices and impulses towards suicide. Locations:- Devon, Dorset.

1982ii  Derek Banks, ‘Earth mysteries in New Zealand’, The Ley Hunter 93: 17-19 - On the Titi Islands there is a holy sandstone boulder which it is bad luck to touch. Attempts to remove it led to death at sea, skin disease and storms. Motifs:- Fate of sacrilege. Locations:- Australasia - New Zealand.

1983   Andy Collins, notes, Earthquest News 8: 28 - The earls of Craven were cursed to die young by a witch who had suffered from an ancestor’s crime. The 7th Earl committed suicide aged 26 in 1983. His baby son, the child of a former girlfriend, announced the death on the night that it happened. Locations:- Sussex.

1984i   E. Godbolt, letter, Earthquest News 9: 37 - A prophecy of the end of the world, made by the witch Mother Shipton, is supposed to come from a gravestone in an Essex churchyard. Locations:- Essex.

1984ii   Paul Screeton, ‘Railway rites - the renumbering of 47216’, Symbol 4: 11-12 - A diesel-electric locomotive was given a new number by British Rail to break the run of bad luck in which it had been involved.

1985i   Andy Collins, ‘The guardian dog of Leigh’, Earthquest News 13: 9-18 - A whippet was found deposited as a talisman by the fireplace of some stables behind a pub at Leigh. Bad luck followed its disclosure, which was compared with the finding of a cat at Sudbury in 1975. [See also 1979iii above]. The dog was ritually reburied with a letter of apology. Locations:- Essex, Suffolk.

1985ii   Andy Collins, notes, Earthquest News 13: 22 - Near Florence a man kept a two-tailed lizard for luck. Later, in a dream of Roman soldiers, he was instructed to dig for treasure in a field behind his house and found a coin hoard. Locations:- Europe - Italy.

1985iii   Andy Collins, notes, Earthquest News 14: 25 - When a road was built across a Delaware burial ground in New Jersey there were several accidents to site workers. Motifs:- Fate of sacrilege. Locations:- North America - USA.

1985iv   Amber Lee, letter, The Ley Hunter 97: 39 - In Manx tradition, white stones brought into the house attracted lightning; they were associated with spirits, lights and magic. They are now used for dowsing and healing energies. Locations:- Isle of Man.

1985v   Nigel Pennick, ‘Weathercocks’, Practical Geomancy 1i: 20-21 - Wonders were prohecied for the time when the dragon weathervane of Bow church should touch another one. Locations:- London.

1985vi   Nigel Pennick, notes, Practical Geomancy 1i: 33-34 - A mummified cat was found built as a talisman into a Cambridge store. The custom of egg rolling down Fleet Street was introduced by the vicar of St. Brides in 1985. Locations:- Cambridgeshire, London.

1986   Jo O’Cleirigh, ‘Milpreves - or adders beads - a possible connection with the Druids’, Meyn Mamvro 1: 10-11 - Glass beads used for healing by Cornish pellars or wizards were supposed to have been formed by gatherings of adders. This seems to be a survival of a Celtic belief about snakes meeting to form a crystal which was used as a good luck charm. Locations:- Cornwall.

1987   Paul Bennett, notes, Earth 9: 17 - Scrolls summoning demons were found on the rock face of Scafell Pike where climbers had fallen off the mountain to their deaths. Locations:- Yorkshire (West Riding).

1990i   Bob Dickinson, ‘Sounding the landscape’, Markstone 4: 17-21 - The sound of wind in the reeds at Gunthorpe is said to be a death song calling the living. Locations:- Lincolnshire.

1990ii   Chris Hall, ‘John Aubrey’s Surrey’, Touchstone 24: 5-6 - A stream at Caterham rose as an omen of political changes. There was a fair on Saint Georges Hill at Walton-on-Thames. Treasure is hidden under the Devils Stone on Saint Annes Hill at Chertsey. [See also Touchstone 26 (1990) 5-6]. Locations:- Surrey.

1991i   Bob Dickinson, notes, Markstone 5: 22-23 - In a seventeenth-century cottage at Barton-on-Humber, an Anglo-Saxon weaving sword was found bricked into the wall. It had been deposited as a talisman after disturbance of a nearby archaeological site. Locations:- Lincolnshire.

1991ii   Rob Wilson, field trip, Northern Earth Mysteries 48: 21-22 - A mummified cat was found deposited as a talisman in Heptonstall church tower. Rochdale Rushbearing Folk Festival is now a two-day event, with the rush-carting supplemented by Morris teams coming from all over the country. Locations:- Lancashire, Yorkshire (West Riding).

1992i   Bernadette Thomas, notes, The Ley Hunter 117: 7 - Bad luck was dispelled on Man by a sweeping ritual at the crossroads. Locations:- Isle of Man.

1992ii   Cheryl Straffon, ‘Guide to holed and cup-marked stones’, Meyn Mamvro 17: 11-15 - The holed stone at the Men-an-Tol is associated with rituals for healing and divination; the Tolvan Stone, with healing. [See also 1972 above and 1993i below]. Locations:- Cornwall.

1992iii   John Billingsley, notes, Northern Earth 52: 15-16 - South Shields people say that, where a tree has been patched with cement, there is a dead dog, cat or baby underneath it. A hooded ghost floated across a back road at Barnsley. Locations:- Durham, Yorkshire (West Riding).

1993i   Matt Chapman, letter, The Ley Hunter 120: 25 - His broken leg, held together with metal pins, was made warmer by crawling through the Men-an-Tol; this effect may be related to the traditional healing power of the holed stone. [See also 1992ii above]. Locations:- Cornwall.

1993ii   Bob Dickinson, ‘An eighteenth century vision of a spirit line?’, Markstone 8: 9-10 - A prophecy from Gedney Church End, dated 1745, refers to apparitions of lights and fire above the church and the raising of ghosts. Locations:- Lincolnshire.

1993iii   Philip Heselton, ‘In search of the water goddess of the Wolds’, Markstone 9: 3-9 - A bottomless pit in Morton is haunted by a White Lady; it is suggested that this symbolises the moon reflected in water. The traditional mystique of dewponds is associated with traditions of the moon and of dew. The Gipsey Race of the Great Wolds valley rises as an omen of national events and was ceremonially met by local people. [See also 1994iii below]. Locations:- Lincolnshire, Yorkshire (East Riding).

1993iv   Bob Trubshaw, notes, Mercian Mysteries 14: 22 - A ritual deposit of three cats was found in a Victorian mine at Great Orms Head. Locations:- Wales - Caernarvonshire.

1993v   Anthony Roe, ‘Every which way’, Mercian Mysteries 16: 14-19 - Superstitions connected with the cardinal points include fear and distrust of the north. North doors in churches were reserved for funerals, or at least for the exit of funerals, and social outcasts were buried to the north of the church. [See also Mercian Mysteries 17 (1993) 37].

1993vi   Cheryl Straffon, notes, Meyn Mamvro 22: 3 - A High Sheriff of Cornwall was cursed in 1720 for washing mangy dogs in Phillack Well: the family died out in a few years. The well has been restored. Locations:- Cornwall.

1994i   England Howlett, ‘Sacrificial foundations’, Mercian Mysteries 18: 29-32; originally published in William Andrews’ Ecclesiastical Curiosities (1899) - Local legends suggest that children and animals were sacrificed at the foundation of buildings in early mediaeval Europe. Finds of bodies, or ritual substitutes for them, in foundations support this theory.

1994ii   Julia Smith, ‘A walk round Killin’, Northern Earth 58: 5-8 - The ritual healing stones of Saint Fillan are kept in Killan Tourist Information Centre. The straw on which they rest is changed every Christmas Eve. [See also The Ley Hunter 121 (1994) 11]. Locations:- Scotland - Perthshire.

1994iii   Mike Haigh, ‘The Gypsey Race and the Great Wolds sacred landscape’, Northern Earth 58: 9-13 - Legends of the theft of the fairy cup from the barrow at Willy Howe, and of the Devil’s hurling a standing stone at Rudston church, belong to a series of Neolithic monuments in the valley of the Gypsey race. This intermittent stream was ceremonially met by local youngsters when it rose in flood, and its rising was an omen of calamities. [See also 1993iii above; and for Rudston see Northern Earth Mysteries 3 (1979) 2]. Motifs:- Stolen cup; Stone-throwing. Locations:- Yorkshire (East Riding).

1995i   Bob Trubshaw, ‘Dream incubation’, Mercian Mysteries 23: 30-33 - Those who sleep at certain Welsh monuments, including the mound at Tinkinswood chambered cairn, will either die, go mad, or become a poet. These traditions recall the sacred dreaming which may have been practised at Lydney and other Roman sites. Altered states like this may result from the brain’s responsivity to magnetic fluctuation. Locations:- Wales - Glamorgan; Gloucestershire.

1995ii   John Billingsley, notes, Northern Earth 62: 2-6 - The walling up of mummified cats as talismans may be connected with a cat ghost at Lydney. The jinxed ship Achille Lauro was broken up in 1994. Irish earth laid in a trench around a house in India repelled snakes. A ghost bus at Garrowby Hill near York was investigated by a diocesan exorcist; a poltergeist at Sheffield was accompanied by an apparition. Locations:- Asia - India; Ireland; Gloucestershire, Yorkshire (North Riding, West Riding).

1995iii   Jeremy Harte, ‘To be a joyful mother of children’, Northern Earth 64: 7-13 - Fertility is assured by sitting on certain chairs and rock seats; placing the foot in stone footprints; rubbing yourself against stones; and performing rituals at holy wells. These customs occur in Brittany, Man, Aberdeenshire and Cornwall as well as other Scottish and English sites. The rituals are intended to procure a miraculous implantation of children, rather than healing an organic disease of infertility. Motifs:- Stoneprint. Locations:- Asia - China; Europe - Belgium, Brittany; Scotland - Aberdeenshire, Inverness-shire, Mid-Lothian, Perthshire; Wales - Monmouthshire; Isle of Man; Cornwall; Buckinghamshire, Cheshire, Cambridgeshire, Derbyshire, Dorset, Kent, Lancashire, Northumberland, Oxfordshire, Somerset, Staffordshire.

1995iv   Jeremy Harte, notes, Wisht Maen 4: 21 - Ridge tiles in the shape of a horse and rider, which existed in Devon up to 1900, have been associated with foundation sacrifices of horses. The skeleton of an unborn child was found deposited as a talisman in a Brixham cottage. Locations:- Devon.

1996i   Cheryl Straffon, notes, Meyn Mamvro 30: 24 - Children’s shoes of 1840s style were found bricked up in an oven at Nantjulian; talismans of this kind have been found before at Luxulyan and Polperro. At Falmouth a rabbit was buried in the wall in a little coffin. Locations:- Cornwall.

1996ii   John Billingsley, notes, Northern Earth 67: 2-6 - The haunted room at Newburgh Priory near Thirsk would bring bad luck to the family if it were ever to be finished. A well at a Stamford Bridge pub was found to contain a treasure hoard of coins. Locations:- Lincolnshire; Yorkshire (North Riding).

1996iii   Anne Hewland, note, Northern Earth 68: 14 - In the Middlesbrough area, metal detectors find crooked sixpences in the fields; these may have been deposited for luck. Locations:- Yorkshire (North Riding).

1996iv   John Billingsley, ‘More news from Japan’, Northern Earth 68: 22-23 - Home cursing kits are now marketed in Japan. They consist of a straw doll and instructions on how to fix the curse by nailing it to a wooden plate. Locations:- Asia - Japan.

1996v   John Billingsley, notes, Northern Earth 68: 32 - A house sign at Rishworth pepetuates the local image of the swift as a bird of ill omen. Locations:- Yorkshire (West Riding).

1996vi   Eileen Roche, ‘Earth energies and beliefs in West Africa’, Touchstone 45: 4-8 - In Nigeria a village is under a curse, so that any soldier or other person entering it in uniform will die. A valley is occupied by spirits who kill witches when they are exposed there overnight. The origin legend of Benin sees it as the first land. Locations:- Africa - Nigeria.



Q: Witches

1970   Paul Screeton, ‘Bats, ghosts, Old Mother Midnight and the Wishing Stone’, The Ley Hunter 8: 2-3 - A witch is buried in the path to Hart church, as a form of exorcism. Secret tunnels run from the church to caves by the sea, and to a leper house at Monk Hesleden. Children spit on a stone in the village to make a wish [see also The Ley Hunter 9  (1970) 13]. Locations:- Durham.

1973   Paul Screeton, notes, The Ley Hunter 43: 6 - In California, a witch put a curse on Shell in order to support strikers. Locations:- North America - USA.

1976   John Wilcock, ‘In Hardy country’, The Ley Hunter 72: 16 - A farmer was cursed by a witch at Winterborne Houghton. Children were dipped in a well at Cerne Abbas. The dead were buried with a penny and a hammer at Lulworth. In 1872 quicksilver in a loaf of bread was used (unsuccessfully) to locate a body drowned in the river at Sherborne. Locations:- Dorset.

1977   John Steadman, ‘Ley for issue 2’, Picwinnard 2: 19 - A ley runs through Wookey Hole Cave, where a witch was turned to stone by a monk from Glastonbury. The legend is though to have been confirmed by the discovery of a burial with a crystal ball. Motifs:- Petrifaction. Locations:- Somerset. 

1979   Prudence Jones, ‘Broomsticks’, Albion 4: 8-10 - At Gosfield a broomstick was suspended above the sign of the Green Man to indicate that the landlady was away from the pub. The use of broomsticks in magic suggests that they are symbols of both the phallus and the world tree. An old design of corn dolly, now made and sold at Bungay, is said to be phallic in order to increase the fertility of the earth. Locations:- Essex.

1980   Andrew Pickering, ‘Dorrington’, Lincolnshire Dragon 1: 3-4 - A witch was shot flying over Everby Waithe and dropped stones on the Common. [See also Markstone 8 (1993) 8]. Dorrington church, which is haunted, was a disputed site; it is now said to stand on a pagan temple. Fairs were held in May and November at the Playgarth here. Motifs:- Disputed site. Locations:- Lincolnshire.

1981   Mike Howard, ‘Legends of Canewdon’, Essex Landscape Mysteries 2: 11-13 - Canewdon became notorious after a witchcraft trial in 1580. As long as the church tower stands, there will be six witches in the village, and if you walk circling the church at night you will join them. The Devil lives in the churchyard, which is haunted by a witch. George Pickingill, cunning man and local eccentric, was the master of the witches; when the wizard died, his cottage was haunted by his imps. Canewdon is now regarded as the seat of a coven whose spells stopped work on an airport at Maplin Sands. Locations:- Essex.

1984   Nigel Pennick, ‘Old Mother Redcap: notes towards the history of post-1850 witchcraft’, Symbol 4: 26 - Village witches at Wallasea Island and Horseheath adopted the name of Old Mother Redcap, and another witch of the same name is commemorated in a Blackburn pub. The uniformity of name suggests a national procedure for giving titles. The Horseheath witch was buried in the middle of the road, which remains dry even when it rains. Locations:- Cambridgeshire, Essex, Lancashire.

1985   Jeremy Harte, notes, Earth Giant 5: 25-28 - Fundamentalist literature is spreading a fear of the apocalyptic number 666, said to be coded on credit cards, computers, and the barcodes on shop goods.

1986i   Rob Stephenson, ‘Mother Ludlam’s Hole, near Farnham, Surrey’, Touchstone 11: 6-7 - A cave, converted to a grotto in the eighteenth century, housed a witch or fairy who lent out kitchenware until a cauldron was not returned, when she disappeared. The cauldron is in Frensham church. Motifs:- Stolen cup. Locations:- Surrey.

1986ii   Chris Hall, ‘The cauldron and the cave’, Touchstone 12: 1-5 - The Frensham kettle-borrowing legend is first told of fairies living at Stony Jump near Churt. Afterwards it was transferred to Ludwell, a cave dug to supply water to Waverley Abbey and named after either King Lud or the witch Mother Ludlam. In later versions the kettle chases the offending borrower until he dies in the church; or, the Devil stole it from Mother Ludlam and formed the hills called the Devils Jumps in his flight. A rock nearby was thrown by Thor at the Devil. [See also Journal of Geomancy 2ii (1978) 48; and a field trip in Touchstone 14 (1987) 1-3]. Motifs:- Stolen cup, Stone-throwing. Locations:- Surrey.

1987   Sylvia Ross, ‘The Lancashire witches’, Earth 6: 17-21 - The Pendle witchcraft case of 1612 involved accusations between local families. A witch’s son confessed to dealing with the Devil in the form of a brown dog, and her grand-daughter set a spirit like a black dog onto her enemies. Locations:- Lancashire.

1992   Paul Devereux et al., ‘Witch ways’, The Ley Hunter 117: 17 - Witches were originally night riders, trance travellers who flew across the land by night and were associated with wild geese; the Old English haegtessa, ‘hedge-rider’, expresses their ability to cross barriers and boundaries.

1993i   Craig Weatherhill, ‘The Zennor churchway’, The Ley Hunter 118: 28-29 - A witch at Trewey turned herself into a hare; witches met at Midsummer by a rock above Tregerthen. Locations:- Cornwall.

1993ii   Paul Devereux, ‘Spanish witch-flight?’, The Ley Hunter 118: 32 - Witches assembled at a dolmen near Vallgorguina to raise hailstorms; a secret tunnel runs from this stone to a nearby church. Locations:- Europe - Spain.

1993iii   Wolf Storl, letter, The Ley Hunter 120: 25 - Spirit traps of bristly roots or cat’s cradles are used in the Algerian mountains. Sand was strewn before doors at night to delay witches, who would have to count each grain before entering. Locations:- Africa - Algeria.

1994i   Gavin Mackie, ‘The Burslem ‘witch’ ’, Mercian Mysteries 19: 17-18 - Molly Leigh, the witch of Burslem, lived 1685-1748; it is suggested that she was a misunderstood character. She had a blackbird as familiar, and was on bad terms with the vicar. After her death she haunted her cottage and was therefore reburied on a north and south alignment, with the blackbird in her coffin. The site of the cottage is still haunted by the sound of her knitting. Locations:- Staffordshire.

1994ii   Bob Trubshaw, field trip, Mercian Mysteries 21: 19-21 - Brailes had a witch called Nancy who turned into a white hare and was able to suspend girls from the ceiling by their hair. The custom of throwing at cocks, practised after harvest here, has been interpreted as a sacrifice to the corn spirit. Castle Hill is haunted and contains treasure. Rights of way are said to have been created as corpse ways, by the passage of funeral processions [see also Mercian Mysteries 11 (1992) 36-37]. Locations:- Warwickshire.

1995i   John Billingsley, field trip, Northern Earth 63: 32 - The Reverend Thomas Eyre was said to have worked witchcraft in his landscape garden at Rowtor Rocks. Locations:- Derbyshire.

1995ii   Mike Howard, ‘The Charles Walton mystery: a ritual murder on Meon Hill?’, 3rd Stone 21: 18-19 - Charles Walton, killed at Lower Quinton in 1945, may have been murdered by someone who feared his powers as a wizard. Other theories involve secret magical societies and the sacrifice of sacred kings. Meon Hill is haunted by a Black Dog, seen both by Walton and by the detective investigating his death. Locations:- Warwickshire.

1995iii   Brendan McMahon, ‘A Cornish shaman’, Meyn Mamvro 28: 9-11 - A nineteenth-century droll features a tinker who dresses in a black bull’s hide and performs feats of magic. He is identified as an ancestral shaman. Locations:- Cornwall.

1995iv   Cheryl Straffon, ‘Cornish sites and their names’, Meyn Mamvro 29: 12-13 - Sites with names suggesting folklore include Crows an Wra, ‘witch’s cross’ [see also Meyn Mamvro 6 (1988) 13] as well as Bartinney, ‘hill of bonfires’, Dawns Men, ‘dance of stones’, and Sperris, ‘spirit’. Locations:- Cornwall.

1995vi   Kelvin Jones, ‘Witchcraft in Cornwall: the early persecutions’, Meyn Mamvro 29: 14-17 - Prosecutions for injury caused by witchcraft were brought from 1426 onwards. Late seventeenth-century documents show that a suspected witch was brought from Zennor to Launceston for trial and a Looe woman was accused of political crimes, using witchcraft, in 1671. A witch is said to have been burned at Witches Tower in Launceston Castle. Locations:- Cornwall.

1996i   Kelvin Jones, ‘Witchcraft in Cornwall: the aftermath’, Meyn Mamvro 30: 14-16 - Fear of witches existed in Cornish society throughout the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, some sufferers finding relief in Methodism and others in counter-magic. A dead man’s finger was a protective charm, as were horseshoes above the door. Locations:- Cornwall.

1996ii   Anne Hewland, ‘In search of Sybil’, Northern Earth 67: 7-10 - In the legend of Eagles Crag near Todmorden, a witch was caught in the form of a doe by her intended husband, and afterwards lost her hand while marauding as a cat. The story fails to match up with facts about local landowners, but may involve motifs transferred from the Pendle Hill witch trials. Locations:- Lancashire.



R: Ghosts

1971   Janet Roberts, ‘The Yarley Cross ley’, The Ley Hunter 22: 2-4 - The ghost of a white horse walks through Wrington. Locations:- Somerset.

1972   Jimmy Goddard, ‘Britain - the haunted island’, The Ley Hunter 36: 8-10 - Phantom vehicles haunt roads at Melrose and in Kent and Warwickshire; phantom horses have been seen in Suffolk and Somerset. Ghostly horses at Enfield and Markgate appear a few feet off the ground. The screaming at Uphill hillfort is due to spectral pigs; a racing driver appears below the hillfort at Brooklands; a bright figure sits on Arthurs Stone at Llanrhidan. The spirits of Welsh bards drive climbers into madness or inspiration at Cader Idris. A hotel at Hartlepool was haunted during an archaeological excavation, and a church nearby has a Grey Lady. Locations:- Scotland - Roxburghshire; Wales - Merionethshire, Pembrokeshire;  Durham, Kent, Middlesex, Somerset, Suffolk, Surrey, Warwickshire.

1973i   Patrick Benham, ‘The ancient site of Brighton’, The Ley Hunter 41: 2-4 - Near Brighton, the ghost of a witch walks to Saint Annes Well at midnight. Locations:- Sussex.

1973ii   Phil Grant, ‘Lines of thought’, The Ley Hunter 50: 11-12 - Of 146 ghosts recorded near Bournemouth, 90% proved to be on leys, as were sightings of ufos and alien big cats. It is suggested that apparitions are entities from higher dimensions manifesting through areas of altered perception. Locations:- Dorset, Hampshire.

1975i   Jennifer Huitt, ‘Thanet leys’, The Ley Hunter 64: 11-12 - The Hermitage at Bairds Hill, said to be a pilgrims’ rest house, is haunted. Locations:- Kent.

1975ii   Paul Screeton, notes, The Ley Hunter 65: 15 - Toilets at a factory near Gateshead are haunted by eerie cries, thumps and whistles. Locations:- Durham.

1975iii   Paul Devereux and Andy York, ‘The forgotten heart of Albion III: loose ends’, The Ley Hunter 68: 7-11 - Beacon Hill is haunted. Blood appears on the grave of a murdered man at Hinckley, and marks the tomb of a witch at Edmundthorpe. Moats at Hinckley hum because a child’s ghost was exorcised here. Fairies danced on Mill Hill at Stoney Stanton. A secret tunnel links the Temple at Rothley with Nottingham Castle. Locations:- Leicestershire, Nottinghamshire.

1976i   Paul Devereux, ‘Alignment for issue 72’, The Ley Hunter 72: 10 - The Britella factory at Leicester is haunted. Locations:- Leicestershire.

1976ii   Paul Devereux, notes, The Ley Hunter 72: 15 - Gatcombe Park is haunted by a headless dog. Locations:- Gloucestershire.

1976iii   Paul Devereux, notes, The Ley Hunter 73: 16 - A sentry at Windsor Castle fainted when a statue of Herne the Hunter came to life. Locations:- Berkshire.

1978i   Colin Wilson, ‘A Windsor investigation’, The Ley Hunter 79: 6-9; afterwards reprinted as ‘The Windsor horror’ in The Ley Hunter 118 (1993) 16-18 - An experience of inexplicable horror at Frogmore took place near Windsor’s Long Walk, which is on a ley. Herne’s oak tree and the Fairy Dell are nearby. Herne the Hunter haunts the park, riding along the Walk, and the ghost of a headless poacher appears in the Great Park. Windsor Castle is haunted by various kings and soldiers. A Grey Lady appears in a Windsor hotel. A similar horrifying haunt, of a crawling woman, appeared at Ardachie Lodge next to Loch Ness. [See also The Ley Hunter 81 (1978) 11 - the ley continuing the Long Walk heads towards Saint Leonards Forest, where the dragon of the forest is still commemorated  in the name of a pub]. Locations:- Scotland - Inverness-shire; Berkshire, Sussex.

1978ii   ‘Steven Peterson’, letter, The Ley Hunter 81: 16 - A hillfort in Northumberland is haunted by the sound of cries for help. Locations:- Northumberland.

1978iii   Clive Smith, letter, The Ley Hunter 81: 19-20 - A ghost cloaked in gold, like that seen at Mold, appeared at St.Albans. Locations:- Wales - Flintshire; Hertfordshire.

1978iv   Richard Crowe, letter, The Ley Hunter 81: 20 - A road near Chicago is haunted by a phantom hitch-hiker and a black animal; it passes a church where phantom monks have been heard. Motifs:- Phantom hitch-hikers. Locations:- North America - USA.

1978iv   Alan Bullion, letter, Journal of Geomancy 2iii: 77 - At Tonbridge the Cardinals Error pub is haunted by a lady in a tall hat, and Hartlake Bridge by a party of East-Enders who fell off and drowned at hopping time; a song recalls the story. Both hauntings are on leys. Locations:- Kent.

1978vi   Vince Russett, ‘Ghosts’, Picwinnard 5: 19-20 - He saw a road ghost, said to be a murdered traveller, at Lower Weare [see also Picwinnard 6 (1978) 11]. At Barrow Gurney a gripper ghost fastens onto bikers. A field at Shute Shelve near Axbridge is haunted by the noises of gibetted felons; but this may have been a traditional trick by villagers. [See also Picwinnard 10 (1979) 21 - Shute Shelve was the site of a boundary cross and of ritual bull-baiting]. The Wild Hunt was heard in Somerset in 1960. Contemporary ghosts stories mix old and new themes, but are less blood-curdling than they used to be. Place-memory may account for some of them. Locations:- Somerset.

1981   R.A. Walton, ‘The haunted Stour’, Essex Landscape Mysteries 2: 17 - Hauntings in the Stour valley tend to occur on boundaries. Locations:- Essex.

1982i   Jeremy Harte, ‘A ghost in Dorchester’, Earth Giant 1: 15-18 - The Royal Oak in Dorchester is haunted by a grey outline in hat and cloak, and a poltergeist. The Town Crier saw the figure when he spent a night in the pub cellar as a charity stunt: it had mist where the face should be, and gave him a message. The church nearby is haunted, and spectral footsteps are heard in the Old Mill House. Locations:- Dorset.

1982ii   Jeremy Harte, notes, Earth Giant 1: 18 - The railway station at Powerstock is haunted by the smell of tobacco, and a council house in Weymouth by heavy breathing. Will o’ the wisps have been seen in Dorset, Somerset and Wiltshire. There were complaints about the commercialisation of Ansty maypole. Locations:- Dorset, Somerset, Wiltshire.

1982iii   Andy Collins, ‘A ghost story’, Earthquest News 5: 17-22 - A house in Plymouth was haunted by the sound of chanting, screams and footsteps. Two witnesses saw what they thought was a scene from the past. The haunting is attributed to place-memory of an emotional incident. Locations:- Devon.

1983i   Jonathan Mullard, ‘Phenomena’, Earth Lines 2: 19 - A phantom army was seen at Weston in 1661, being taken for contemporary soldiers. Locations:- Wales - Montgomeryshire.

1983ii   Andy Collins, ‘The reality of rescues’, Earthquest News 7: 24-29 - A poltergeist at Forest Gate appeared to a young girl in the form of a monk. After a psychic rescue ceremony in which the figure was identified as a troubled soul, it was exorcised from the house. Locations:- London.

1983iii   Nigel Pennick, ‘Round churches, earth energies and their subversion’, Templar 4: 2-6 - Spirits seen in mines may have been visions induced by earth energy channelled by underground structures and released along fault lines. The ghost seen on the stairs of Covent Garden tube station is interpreted in the same way. Locations:- London.

1984i   Jeremy Harte, ‘Strange sleepers, and other early forteana’, Earth Giant 4: 10-11 - A phantom army was seen on Mortimer Common near Reading in 1778, being mistaken for contemporary soldiers until it vanished. [See also Touchstone 19 (1988) 5]. Locations:- Berkshire.

1984ii   Jeremy Harte, notes, Earth Giant 4: 21-24 - A Weymouth pub is haunted by a woman in white and a man in black. The ghost in a restaurant at Cerne Abbas is a tall, thin gentleman called Philip. Locations:- Dorset.

1984iii   Jonathan Mullard, ‘Phenomena’, Earth Lines 3: 18 - There was a poltergeist at Woods Farm near Wem in 1884. Locations:- Shropshire.

1984iv   Brian Larkman, ‘A Bradford-Ilkley ley’, Northern Earth Mysteries 25: 13 - A White Lady appeared to General Fairfax in Bradford at Bolling Hall, from which a secret tunnel runs to the church. Locations:- Yorkshire (West Riding). 

1985   Paul Screeton, ‘Seaton Carew - graveyard thoughts’, Northern Earth Mysteries 28: 4-5 - The churchyard at Seaton Carew is haunted by a small woman and black figures; one gravestone moves of its own accord. At Hartlepool two stone statues of lions roar whenever a virgin passes by. Motifs:- Turning stone. Locations:- Durham.

1986i   Sylvia Ross, ‘Spectral armies from Yorkshire’s past’, Earth 1: 10 - Phantom armies were seen near Harrogate in 1812 and on two successive years (1743-4) on Southerfell near Pickering. They seemed like contemporary soldiers. An army in the sky was seen at Stockton-on-the-Forest in 1792. Locations:- Yorkshire (North Riding, West Riding).

1986ii   Sylvia Ross, ‘Strange goings-on at number 11’, Earth 2: 9-11 - A house at Bolton Woods near Bradford was haunted by a poltergeist which shook beds and boiled kettles. There was also an apparition of a man. Locations:- Yorkshire (West Riding).

1986iii   Paul Bennett, ‘An early encounter in Calverley Woods and district’, Earth 3: 2-3 - The ghost of Walter Calverley, who killed his family after a breakdown in 1604, was seen leading a troop of phantom riders in the woods. At Calverley Hall the ghost made blood ooze from the walls and threw people out of bed. Calverley Woods are haunted by a Black Dog called the Guytrash, and by ufos. [See also  1989ii below]. Locations:- Yorkshire (West Riding).

1986iv   Laurence Main, ‘Wild wonders’, Northern Earth Mysteries 31: 16-17 - The Dyfi valley was haunted in the late nineteenth century by a figure in workman’s costume who showed lost travellers the way to safety. An apparition like a wild man was seen in the area in 1914. [See also The Ley Hunter 102 (1986) 6]. Locations:- Wales - Montgomeryshire.

1987i   Paul Bennett, ‘Close encounters from days gone by’, Earth 6: 10-11 - At Addingham the apparition of a dying farmer in 1889 took the form of a rider on a grey horse who could not cross water. In the same year a screaming head was seen in a caravan on Haworth moor. Locations:- Yorkshire (West Riding).

1987ii   Paul Bennett, ‘A spooky encounter from Wyke’, Earth 8: 7 - The ghost of a man in wet clothing grabbed hold of a woman at Wyke near Bradford in 1972. Locations:- Yorkshire (West Riding).

1987iii   Danny Sullivan, ‘Investigating the paranormal at Littledean Hall’, Gloucestershire Earth Mysteries 5: 11-13 - Two rooms at the Hall are haunted by a poltergeist associated with stories of murder. A team of four dowsers identified negative energies in these rooms. [See also Gloucestershire Earth Mysteries 9 (1988) 32-33]. Locations:- Gloucestershire.

1987v   Rob Wilson and David Clarke, notes, Northern Earth Mysteries 34: 26 - A hooded figure and dancing children were seen on the Stocksbridge by-pass while it was under construction in 1987. Locations:- Yorkshire (West Riding).

1988i   Iain Johnston, ‘Weird war tales’, Earth 11: 16-18 - Battlefields haunted by soldiers include Sedgemoor and Shiloh; a prisoner of war at Changi died after painting an indelible cross in his blood on the wall of the cage. A phantom World War I biplane was seen in 1941 over the Scottish coast, after which the original crashed machine was discovered. The RAF base near Darlington is haunted by a pilot, a poltergeist and a formless black shape. Locations:- North America - USA; Durham, Somerset.

1988ii   Danny Sullivan, ‘Investigating the paranormal at Bledisloe’, Gloucestershire Earth Mysteries 7: 38-41 - Two rooms at Bledisloe house near Cirencester are haunted by an unseen presence. Cameras and tape equiment were set up, and recorded nothing. Documentary research, aided by a dowsing pendulum, found out the names of previous occupants. Locations:- Gloucestershire.

1989i   Paul Bennett, ‘Fable from a Scottish past’, Earth 13: 6 - A minister, walking beside the Devils Cauldron at Comrie, met a man who vanished. Locations:- Scotland - Fifeshire.

1989ii   Paul Bennett, ‘A Calverley ghost story’, Earth 13: 9 - In 1981 three boys saw a ghostly lantern outside a house in Calverley Woods. They ran off and told about the light to an old man, who vanished. The hauntings may be connected with fault lines. [See also 1986iii above]. Locations:- Yorkshire (West Riding).

1989iii   David Medina, ‘Phantom vibes’, Earth 13: 16-17 - It is suggested that ghostly noises are produced by imprints of the body’s electricity made at the time of death.

1989iv   Danny Sullivan, notes, Gloucestershire Earth Mysteries 8: 31-35 - A sponsored vigil was held at an office in Gloucester haunted by a poltergeist. Other poltergeists hant a studio at Tewkesbury and offices at Littledean. A man in black was seen at the Cattle Stone in the Forest of Dean. Locations:- Gloucestershire.

1989v   Ulrich Magin, ‘The Speyer Cathedral ley’, The Ley Hunter 110: 15 - Ghosts of German emperors cross the river Rhine near Speyer. Locations:- Europe - Germany.

1989vi   Cheryl Straffon, ‘The Tinners Way - pathway to the past’, Meyn Mamvro 9: 18-19 - The folklore of sites along this path includes the hauntings at the stones of Carn Kenidjack [see also Meyn Mamvro 2 (1987) 6], healing and divination at the holed stone of the Men-an-Tol, a meeting place for witches at Zennor, and a pent cuckoo legend at Towednack. Locations:- Cornwall.

1990i   Catherine Wells, ‘Bingley and its ghosts’, Earth 15: 27 - The ghost of a man in a dark suit has been seen in the cellars of a hi-fi shop, now called Spectre Music. Locations:- Yorkshire (West Riding).

1990ii   Iain Johnston, ‘Spectral soldiers of the Maginot line’, Earth 17: 20 - Ghosts seen on the Maginot line include a battalion of sappers and a convoy of equipment; the sound of trucks was heard in 1975, and a man tuned in to dialogue between soldiers on his radio. Locations:- Europe - France.

1990iii   Laurence Main, ‘Down to earth XX’, The Ley Hunter 113: 15-16 - Reeth Bay on the Isle of Wight is named after the wraiths of dead sailors. There is a ghostly gallows at Dodpits Cross, and a phantom army was seen in battle at Gallows Hill. The statue of a dog on a funeral monument at Gatcombe comes alive and dances with fairies when full moon falls on Saint Johns Day. Godshill church was supernaturally moved. Motifs:- Disputed site. Locations:- Isle of Wight.

1990iv   Bob Dickinson, ‘A domestic situation’, Markstone 3: 26 - Two adjoining houses in Kirton Lindsey are haunted by a lady, flashes of light, and noises. The ghost is associated with an energy line running from the church; a secret tunnel follows this line. Locations:- Lincolnshire.

1990v   Mary Bonney, letter, Markstone 4: 25 - She heard the hoofbeats of invisible horses between Caversham and Mapledurham. Locations:- Oxfordshire.

1990vi   Ashley Jones, field trip, Mercian Mysteries 3: 23-25 - Tamworth castle is haunted by a White Lady, identified as the mistress of Tarquin, who was killed by Sir Lancelot; and also by a black lady identified as Saint Edith, who appeared to Marmion in a dream and wounded him until he made amends to Polesworth Abbey. [See also Mercian Mysteries 10 (1992) 32 - something was recorded on security cameras in 1991]. Locations:- Staffordshire.

1990vii   D.A. Watkins, ‘Dowsing for a monastery’, Mercian Mysteries 3: 26-27 - A house at Pedmore was haunted by a monk, and a pub at Kinver by a monk and Lady Jane Grey. Locations:- Staffordshire, Worcestershire.

1990viii   Bob Trubshaw, ‘Grace Dieu’s ghost’, Mercian Mysteries 4: 22 - There is a secret tunnel between Grace Dieu Priory and Ashby-de-la-Zouch castle (not on a ley) down which the last prioress fled with treasure, and was killed. She haunts the site and was seen in the 1970s waiting for a bus. A monk was also seen in the back seat of a police car. [See also Mercian Mysteries 1 (1989) 19; 2 (1990) 18]. Locations:- Leicestershire.

1990ix   Rosemary Robb, ‘Lady Ossington’s revenge’, Mercian Mysteries 5: 13-14 - The Ossington Hotel, established by Viscountess Ossington as a temperance coffee house, was haunted by her when drink was first served on the premises. Poltergeists opened doors and threw a picture off the wall. Locations:- Nottinghamshire.

1990x   Jimmy Goddard, moot report, Northern Earth Mysteries 41: 8 - Tezzy Parlour in Swaledale is haunted by spectral pigs. Locations:- Yorkshire (North Riding).

1990xi   Jimmy Goddard, ‘Ghosts of Brooklands’, Touchstone 27: 2-3 - The motor track at Brooklands, now a museum, is haunted by a man in cap and goggles, the sound of motorbikes and cars crashing, and a black blob. Locations:- Surrey.

1991i   Adela  Butler, ‘A man upon a good mare’, Mercian Mysteries 6: 6-8 - A phantom rider was seen at Belvoir Castle in 1968; this, and other ghosts in the area, have been identified as Royalist soldiers. Locations:- Leicestershire.

1991ii   David Taylor, field trip, Mercian Mysteries 7: 15-17 - A murderer, hung on the gibbet at Stourbridge, haunts the nearby road. Locations:- Worcestershire.

1991iii   Laurence Main, ‘Down to earth XXIII’, The Ley Hunter 116: 22 - The Old Corner Cupboard Inn at Winchcombe is haunted. Locations:- Gloucestershire.

1992i   Simon Crook, letter, The Ley Hunter 117: 26 - A ghostly monk haunts the road at Little Petherick; it was a priest’s path, and there is a wayside grave nearby. Locations:- Cornwall.

1992ii   John Glover, letter, The Ley Hunter 117: 26 - He was woken in the night by the voice of a screaming woman in a house at Drewsteignton, known to be haunted by a young woman and a dog. It is on a road alignment with the church. Locations:- Devon.

1992iii   J.R., ‘The ghost of Danesgate House, Lincoln’, Markstone 7: 14-15 - He saw a cloaked figure in an office basement in Lincoln. Locations:- Lincolnshire.

1992iv   Bob Dickinson, notes, Markstone 7: 25 - A figure robed in black appeared to motorists on the road from Stellingborough to Great Coates in 1992. Houses along a road in Bottesford are haunted by poltergeists, banging noises, misty apparitions and disappearing objects; the Templars Bath nearby is rumoured to contain treasure. Locations:- Lincolnshire.

1992v   ‘Penny Drayton’, ‘The shoes, the picture and the well’, Mercian Mysteries 10: 1-5 - Pamp, the Lord of Papillon Hall, was a magician who could fix people to the spot. His mistress’ shoes  are kept in the house; bad luck and poltergeist effects follow their removal. Pamp’s apparition came out of a picture, which was sent to Crowhurst Park and initiated hauntings there. Saint Marys Well was better known as Pamp’s magic well; it had healing powers. [See also 1993viii below]. A secret tunnel runs from the Hall to the river Welland. Locations:- Leicestershire.

1992vi   Bob Trubshaw, field trip, Mercian Mysteries 13: 10-11 - The Raven at Brinklow is a haunted pub. At Fillongley church there are ghost monks who have been repeatedly exorcised. Locations:- Warwickshire.

1993i   Danny Sullivan, ‘Gloucestershire leys: headless men and phantom coaches’. Gloucestershire Earth Mysteries 15: 2-4 - A ley passes through the Giants Stone long barrow near Cirencester, haunted by headless figures; then Wittantree hundredal moot; then Bulls Cross, haunted by a phantom coach, where there was a gibbet (and another one stood at Tom Longs Post in Minchinhampton); then Painswick, where they practice clipping the church; then May Hill, a centre for gatherings on May Day. Locations:- Gloucestershire.

1993ii   Danny Sullivan, ‘Haunted highways’, Gloucestershire Earth Mysteries 16: 4-6 - A survey of road ghosts in the Cotswolds finds monks, a white calf, will o’ the wisps, a phantom funeral, ghost riders and a wool-pack as well as the usual phantom coaches. Some haunted routes lead to or from churches, pubs, manor houses and graves: there are apparitions on straight stretches of road. These stories are seen as part of a tradition of spirit paths, not unlike leys. [See also Ruth Hirst, ‘Ancient crosses of Gloucestershire’, 3rd Stone 19 (1994) 10-11 - a headless horseman rides up and down at Deadmans Cross]. Locations:- Gloucestershire, Oxfordshire, Warwickshire, Worcestershire.

1993iii   Mel McClellan, letter, The Ley Hunter 118: 33 - She saw a phantom car on the road at Rollright. Locations:- Oxfordshire.

1993iv   Bob Dickinson, ‘A spirit line and a spirit trap’, Markstone 8: 10-11 - Pilford Bridge is haunted by a witch, now imprisoned in an iron pot. The bridge is on a ley. Another ghost at East Halton was exorcised by being confined to an iron pot. Locations:- Lincolnshire.

1993v   Helen Boynton, letter, Mercian Mysteries 15: 32 - The Bredwardine area, rich in fault lines, is both haunted and geopathically stressed. Locations:- Herefordshire.

1993vi   David Taylor, ‘Earthing the paranormal’, Mercian Mysteries 17: 12-14 - Tectonic stress and geomagnetic activity may be associated with hauntings. Four haunted sites were considered - Chingle Hall near Preston, the Dick Whittington pub near Kidderminster (with two haunted roads adjoining), a house in Stourbridge, and Haden Hill House. Each site was within two miles or less of a fault line. Locations:- Lancashire, Worcestershire.

1993vii   Gavin Mackie, ‘Some ghosts in Staffordshire’, Mercian Mysteries 17: 14-16 - Broughton Hall is haunted by the master of the house, shot while defending it from Roundhead soldiers, and now known as Redsocks. Elizabeth Yonge, heroine of a sexton and lady story, haunts New Charnes Hall looking for her ring. Locations:- Staffordshire.

1993viii   Robert Stevens, ‘Papillon Hall’, Mercian Mysteries 17: 16-18 - The legends of Papillon Hall [see 1992v above] have no basis in history, but may draw on family connections with the Smiths of Husbands Bosworth, whose boy made false accusations against witches in 1616. Estate cottages in the area are haunted by poltergeists and a bad atmosphere. Locations:- Leicestershire.

1993ix   Val Buffey, ‘Sysonby spirits’, Mercian Mysteries 17: 19-23 - Hauntings at Sysonby Lodge were identified by a medium as the ghosts of individuals involved in a romantic tragedy at the site, and exorcised. Locations:- Leicestershire.

1993x   Eileen Grimshaw, ‘Mysterious Guildford’, Touchstone 35: 7-10 - Guildford shops are haunted by a poltergeist and a man walking down an invisible staircase. The Angel has a shadow in the crypt, and the figures of soldiers have been seen in the pub. A ghost rider has been seen in the Grammar School, a piano-player next to the museum, and Lord Monmouth in the hospital. Locations:- Surrey.

1994i   Jeremy Harte, ‘Haunted roads’, The Ley Hunter 121: 1-7 - Dorset ghosts haunt particular stretches of road, and are recorded from personal experience as well as tradition. The form taken by a ghost at any one place can vary. Haunted roads do not link up, are not straight, and are not connected with leys, spirit lines or corpse ways. Liminal positions such as gates or bridges are favoured, and a typical location is on the slopes of the hills adjoining a village. Haunted roads tend to be on parish boundaries. [See also The Ley Hunter 122 (1994) 29 - at Litton Cheney the sound of galloping hooves was heard before a phantom horse appeared through a hedge]. Locations:- Dorset.

1994ii   Paul Devereux, notes, The Ley Hunter 121: 7 - He overtook a phantom pick-up truck on the M6 north of Birmingham. Locations:- Warwickshire.

1994iii   John Hall, letter, The Ley Hunter 122: 30 - A White or Green Lady crosses the road at Ince Blundell; a lady in black appears on the road near Crosby Hall. A crossroads near Ramsey, swept by witches, is on a boundary. Locations:- Isle of Man; Lincolnshire.

1994iv   Gavin Mackie, ‘Unusual events at Stafford Castle’, Mercian Mysteries 18: 8 - The castle is haunted by Sir William Stafford, beheaded for treason in 1680. After evidence for a fire in the thirteenth century was made public, the ghosts of those who had died in it were seen. Locations:- Staffordshire.

1994v   Cheryl Straffon, ‘Haunted highways’, Meyn Mamvro 25: 18-19 - Cornish road ghosts are most common on straight stretches of old trackway. They can take the form of phantom horses, cyclists, a monk, a white hare and something like a fox; she saw a troop of old-fashioned miners. At the Dog & Dragon restaurant at Porthtowan, the ghost of a dog is associated with a dragon legend. Locations:- Cornwall.

1994vi   Jimmy Goddard, field trip, Touchstone 41: 3-5 - The road at Bluebell Hill is haunted by a girl who runs in front of cars. Locations:- Kent.

1994vii   Mark Turner, ‘Folklore and mysteries of the Cotswolds’, Gloucestershire Earth Mysteries 18: 2-3 - The place-memory theory of Oliver Lodge is suggested as an origin for hauntings in the Cotswolds, while telepathy accounts for crisis apparitions, and poltergeists can be attributed to unconscious psychokinesis by disturbed adolescents.

1994viii   Jeremy Harte, letter, 3rd Stone 19: 9 - Lodge’s ‘recording’ theory is dismissed since it implies energies for which there is no independent evidence. Ghosts are probably not produced by experiences of suffering, since they occur more frequently at pubs and in socially privileged backgrounds than among the wretched and poor.

1995i   Andrew Green, letter, 3rd Stone 20: 15 - Lodge’s ‘recording’ theory is supported by new techniques for measuring grief. Ghosts are seen more often in pubs because there are more people around to see them there. Hauntings are to be thought of as mental images formed by those shocked to hear of the death of someone close to them.

1995ii   Jeremy Harte, letter, 3rd Stone 20: 15 - Statistical evidence suggests that ghosts are not caused by personal trauma: if this were so, they would not be more common in pubs than in jails, and there would not be an excess of gentry over commoners, or of Civil War over World War II deaths. Apparitions in the costume of previous historical eras were not seen until after the Reformation.

1995iii   Andrew Green, letter, 3rd Stone 21: 10 - Ghosts are believed to be caused by intense and unexpected shock. They appear at sites where people have suffered, as well as at those where they have enjoyed themselves. Surveys of haunted places are unrepresentative, since they exclude private houses.

1995iv   Brian Hoggard, ‘Dead straight’, 3rd Stone 22: 17-20 - A geometrical figure connects sites of mysterious murders, including an alleged witch at Long Compton. Meon Hill is haunted by a huntsman and a White Lady. A headless woman walks at Bretforton, and the pub there has apotropaic witch marks. Ragged Stone Hill was placed under a curse by a monk killed through arduous penance for his crimes; another monk haunts Hellens near Halwood Green. Ettington Park is haunted by two children, and Ettington by a white calf The Red Barn near the site of the battle of Edgehill drips blood. Locations:- Herefordshire, Worcestershire.

1995v   ‘Broc Beag’, ‘Did Boudica die in Flintshire?’, Mercian Mysteries 25: 9-13 - Tradition locates Boudica’s last battle near Trelawnyd, supported by placenames as well as the ghosts of the Roman army, Paulinus and Boudica in her chariot. Locations:- Wales - Flintshire.

1995vi   Andy Norfolk, ‘Encounters in Riffa Wood’, Northern Earth 63: 10 - A phantom standing stone and ghostly riders were seen at Tunnel How Hill near Leeds. Locations:- Yorkshire (West Riding).

1995vii   Mike Haigh, ‘Middle Saxon church alignments’, Northern Earth 64: 24 - The ghost of Saint Cuthbert was seen celebrating mass at Lindisfarne in the twelth century. Locations:- Northumberland.

1995viii   Tracey Brown, ‘A sacred bus journey’, Wisht Maen 4: 11-16 - William de Tracy haunts Braunton Burrows, making ropes of sand. Becket’s ghost, a rider on a white horse, appears each year at Lapford. Fears that ill luck would follow the moving of Copplestone cross were followed by the contractor’s death. Motifs:- Fate of sacrilege. Locations:- Devon.

1996i   Jimmy Goddard, notes, Touchstone 44: 10 - A ghost seen at Winterfold may have been on a ley. [See also hauntings in a manor at Leigh - Touchstone 42 (1995) 8; a hall at Nunnington - Northern Earth Mysteries 35 (1988) 26; a house at Hereford - Templar 2 (1982) 9; tunnels at High Wycombe - Symbol 3 (1984) 31; a church at Warleggan - Meyn Mamvro 23 (1994) 4; and Kirkstall Abbey - Northern Earth Mysteries 45 (1991) 5]. Locations:- Cornwall; Buckinghamshire, Herefordshire, Surrey, Yorkshire (North Riding, West Riding).



S: Lights

1977   Janet and Colin Bord, ‘Ghost lights’, The Ley Hunter 75: 15 - Strange lights moving from hillforts, traditionally attributed in Ireland to fairies, have been seen at Wester Ross and near Leyburn without receiving cultural interpretation. Locations:- Ireland; Scotland - Ross & Cromarty; Yorkshire (North Riding).

1978   Don Robins, ‘Earth light’, The Ley Hunter 79: 4-5 - Ghost and fairy lights, as reported in tradition, may be the result of energy at sacred sites converting into light.

1979   Richard Batchelor, letter, The Ley Hunter 86: 12-13 - Stories of ghost lights could be sightings of clouds of charged particles formed in areas of tectonic stress.

1982   J. Danesbury Halton, letter, The Ley Hunter 94: 41-42 - At Loch Ness in the early 1930s there were kelpies, and stories of how witches floated upwards from the loch as balls of light. They had been made to carry stones as a punishment. Bad luck followed appearances of the water monster. Locations:- Scotland - Inverness-shire.

1983   Jeremy Harte, letter, The Ley Hunter 95: 40 - Lights appear at the foot of Mount Catalat near Beauvais, a hill inhabited by spirits. The druids buried a golden calf here. Locations:- Europe - France.

1984   Jonathan Mullard, ‘Phenomenal Borrow’, Earth Lines 3: 29-30 - George Borrow wrote in 1854 of a corpse candle seen at Portfadog. Maes y Llyn, a pool near Tregaron, was the home of a water cow; a sea serpent was encountered on the Menai. Locations:- Wales - Caernarvonshire, Cardiganshire.

1985i   Paul Devereux, ‘The Linley lights’, The Ley Hunter 97: 42 - A White Lady haunts Linley. The area has both earth lights and geological faults. Locations:- Shropshire.

1985ii   Paul Devereux, ‘New Jersey light’, The Ley Hunter 98: 32 - A railway track in Washington township is haunted by a light, said to be a lantern carried by the ghost of a brakeman looking for his severed arm. Locations:- North America - USA.

1985iii   David Clarke, ‘Cotswolds lights’, The Ley Hunter 99: 36 - A phantom army haunts the battlefield at Edgehill; the area has earth lights known as Jenny Burntail. Locations:- Warwickshire.

1986i   Chris Hall, letter, The Ley Hunter 100: 15-16 - Lights seen at Harlech in 1692 were attributed to witchcraft and dispelled by firing guns. Locations:- Wales - Merionethshire.

1986ii   Patricia Cantor, ‘The Brown Mountain lights’, The Ley Hunter 100: 60 - Lights in North Carolina are said to be the ghost torches of Cherokee women searching for their dead husbands after a battle, or of a slave searching for his master. Locations:- North America - USA.

1986iii   Geoff Bird, ‘Mining lights’, The Ley Hunter 102: 42 - A glowing shape as large as a man was encountered in a disused mine at Dylife. Lights were seen emerging from the shaft. Locations:- Wales - Montgomeryshire.

1986iv   Phil Reeder, ‘Will o’ the wisp (apt to lead researchers astray)’, Northern Earth Mysteries 30: 4-10 - The phenomenon traditionally called will o’ the wisp occurs in marshy ground and has been explained as burning methane. However, this gas will not form the long-lasting cold light reported by witnesses, nor will glow-worms or ball lightning. The apparent intelligent behaviour of the light may be real, or a geophysically induced misperception.

1987i   Paul Bennett, ‘An experience with will o’ the wisp’, Northern Earth Mysteries 32: 24-26 - He saw two balls of light form, one after the other, on Bingley Moor in 1980. They drifted towards him and returned into the ground. He felt a great calm and sense of union. Locations:- Yorkshire (West Riding).

1987ii   David Clarke, ‘Longdendale mysteries’, Northern Earth Mysteries 34: 11-15 - The ghosts of Roman soldiers have been seen on the Pennine Way near Glossop. Phantom lights in the same area include a huge glowing egg and a black wall moving like a massive slug. At the road bend called the Devils Elbow, two young lovers were saved from the Devil by a flash of light, and Worm Stones is nearby [see also David Clarke, ‘Pennine lights’, The Ley Hunter 104 (1987) 52]. Farming families around Hadfield claim to have preserved ancient Celtic paganism, and archaeologists received death threats after excavating archaic stone heads at Mouselow [see also Northern Earth Mysteries 36 (1988) 16]. Locations:- Derbyshire.

1988   Danny Sullivan, notes, Gloucestershire Earth Mysteries 6: 39 - Hauntings at Temple Guiting include a cluster of small white lights in the churchyard and the apparition of an old man’s face in a nearby house. Locations:- Gloucestershire.

1991   Paul Devereux, notes, The Ley Hunter 115: 11 - Death candles used to be seen at Nevern. The area is now known for earth lights. Locations:- Wales - Pembrokeshire.

1993i   John Palmer, ‘Earth lights in Dutch geomyth’, The Ley Hunter 119: 31 - Lights and a ghost dog appear at a tree in the Veluwe, beside which a treasure is hidden in the Heidens Gat, ‘heathen hole’. Two brothers dug for it, guided by ravens, and lost it when they spoke. A monastery frequented by witches sank into the ground on Christmas Eve, and bells ring underground here. Lights and a ghost rider appear on the road to Wiesel. A gripper ghost was exorcised by a hermit but can be summoned back by a rhyme. The Wild Hunt abducted people into the air. Earth lights guard treasure but are dangerous. Locations:- Europe - Holland.

1993ii   Chris Fletcher, letter, Mercian Mysteries 17: 37 - The barrow called Saxons Lowe on Tittensor Chase was visited by a will o’ the wisp. Locations:- Staffordshire.



T: Black Dogs

1980   Janet and Colin Bord, ‘Briatin’s mysteries I’, The Ley Hunter 88: 6 - Black Dog sightings in Lincolnshire fall on leys. A boggart seen at Owston Ferry and the apparitons of the owlman at Mawnan also seem to be on leys. Locations:- Cornwall; Lincolnshire.

1981i   Ivan Bunn, ‘Phantom dogs in Essex’, Essex Landscape Mysteries 2: 10-12 - Black Dog traditions in Essex may derive from those of Suffolk. At Hatfield Peverel a man who struck one was said to have been burnt to ashes. A Black Dog at Hawkwell appeared before a death, as did a brown one at Ingrave. White ghost dogs, seen at Harwich before floods, meant bad luck for fishermen. A headless white dog is the death omen of a Mistley family. Locations:- Essex.

1981ii   Ivan Bunn, ‘The Black Dog in Lincolnshire’, Lincolnshire Dragon 6: 2-4 - Black Dogs are associated with pools, ditches and streams, as well as with gates and stiles: some have walked alongside travellers, in one case protecting a woman from assault. A lane in Bransby is haunted by a lady in rustling silk and a sow and piglets. Locations:- Lincolnshire.

1982   Jeremy Harte, letter, Essex Landscape Mysteries 5½: 5 - There is a Black Dog at Middleton and Hockley, and a ghost white dog at Manningtree. Around Chelmsford the Black Dog is a proverbial death omen, a tradition derived from mediaeval sayings about the black ox of death. Locations:- Essex.

1984   John Sanders, ‘Some New Forest mysteries’, Earth Giant 4: 3-4 - A Black Dog was seen near Burley Beacon in the 1970s, and nearby in Dragon Fields the Bisterne dragon was killed by a knight coated in birdlime. There are secret tunnels at Winkton and Burley. A ghost walks between the pub and the church at Bransgrove, and Thorney Hill is haunted by a weeping boy. Locations:- Hampshire.

1986i   Paul Bennett, ‘The strange tale of the Dob Park dog’, Earth 1: 18-19 - An eighteenth-century explorer of secret tunnels at Dob Park Lodge near Otley reported hearing sweet music and meeting a Black Dog which told him to choose between a drink, a sword and a chest of treasure. When he chose the drink, all the lights went out and the music changed to wailing. Locations:- Yorkshire (West Riding).

1986ii   David Pendleton, ‘Spectral brew’, Earth 3: 16 - Guytrash, a Black Dog, is seen on Baildon and Idle Moors. Padfoot is a dog with white, blue or black hair, seen at Westgate and Ilkley; he appears at Kirkstall Abbey as a three-legged blue donkey. Chatterchains lives under Baildon Bank. A woman died after seeing a Black Dog at Shipley. [See also Northern Earth 54 (1993) 12 - Guytrash is also seen at Thornton and Horton]. Locations:- Yorkshire (West Riding).

1987   Stephen Hart, ‘The beast of Bell Lane’, Earth 9: 8 - A black creature called Padfoot haunted Bramley near Leeds in the eighteenth century. He raided food from houses, and was hunted by local vigilantes, who identified him as a ghost or as a gorilla escaped from a circus. Locations:- Yorkshire (West Riding).

1987ii   Jimmy Goddard, notes, Markstone 15: 7 - A Black Dog haunts Keston Mark tree clump. Locations:- Surrey.

1988   Paul Bennett, ‘Spectral hounds’, Earth 12: 3-5 - The Barguest was seen at Leeds, and a Black Dog accompanied a traveller at Grassington. At Sheffield the Gabriel Hounds were heard overhead before tragedies. In the 1950s Donald Omand exorcised a huge black hound at Kettleness, where Dracula came ashore. Locations:- Yorkshire (East Riding, West Riding).

1989   Paul Thomas and Cheryl Straffon, ‘Spirits of West Penwith’, Meyn Mamvro 10: 8-9 - St.Ives had a haunted house: spirits and an anomalous red animal were seen on the moors nearby. Independent witnesses encountered a tall spirit at Bartinney. Black dogs are reported from Whiteborough barrow, Botterell, and Berriow, while a phantom bear walked through a gate at St.Blazey. Alien big cats have been seen since 1988. Locations:- Cornwall.

1990   Ian Taylor, ‘Otherworlds around us’, Earth 15: 8-9 - A Black Dog was seen in a Hull garden, an omen of death in the family; it looked flat, with a head like a lioness. The house also had a water poltergeist. Locations:- Yorkshire (East Riding).

1991i   Matthew Baldwin-Ives, ‘Black Dogs and boggards’, Markstone 5: 18-19 - Boggards scare travellers beside the Trent near Gainsborough, at Woofer Lane in Wildesworth and at a crossroads near Scawby. Black Dogs haunt Dragonby hillfort, Ash Hill long barrow and other hills, as well as appearing in or near villages. One was seen in 1983 at Barton on Humber, and several in 1977 on the road from Ulceby to Alford. Locations:- Lincolnshire.

1991ii   Bob Dickinson, ‘Black Walk Nook and beyond’, Markstone 5: 20-21 - A trackway haunted by a Black Dog at Kirton Lindsey is on a ley. The line runs through a healing well and Jenny Stanny Well, which is haunted by a young girl carrying her own head. Locations:- Lincolnshire.

1994i   Helen Woodley, letter, The Ley Hunter 122: 33 - A Black Dog was seen crossing the entrance to Little Cowarne churchyard in 1986. Locations:- Herefordshire.

1994ii   Bob Trubshaw, ‘Black Dogs in folklore’, Mercian Mysteries 20: 8-10 - Black Dogs occur under various names throughout the British Isles. Common in Warwickshire and Lincolnshire, they are rarer in the north Midlands. In the West Riding they are associated with wells. Stories of dogs disappearing in a flash of fire may be related to the demonic church visitants at Blythburgh and Bungay. Locations:- Lincolnshire, Suffolk, Warwickshire, Yorkshire (West Riding).

1994iii   Alby Stone, ‘Hellhounds, werewolves and the Germanic underworld’, Mercian Mysteries 20: 11-14 - Ancient images of a dog keeping watch over the realm of the dead, combined with the Germanic metaphor of the outlaw as a wolf, may have suggested canine or lupine demons with a marginal status between life and death. The identification of Saint Christopher as a dog-headed man in Old English texts could have been coloured by such beliefs. [See also Mercian Mysteries 21 (1994) 32 - blues lyrics about ‘a hellhound on my trail’ suggests a link with the belief that you could trade your soul to the Devil at a crossroads in return for musical proficiency].

1994iv   Bob Trubshaw, ‘Black Dogs: guardians of the corpse ways’, Mercian Mysteries 20: 16-27 - The dog is a guardian of the realm of the dead, and acts as psychopomp in many cultures. Heroes going to death are guarded by dogs. In a story from Fountains Abbey, Friar Tuck is introduced as the master of fifty hounds who attack Robin Hood when he comes to an island. Pipers have gone down secret tunnels with their dogs, only the dog emerging. The hellhounds of Norse literature stand between life and death, and this may explain the liminal associations of Black Dogs. [See also Mercian Mysteries 18 (1994) 34]. Locations:- Yorkshire (West Riding).

1994vi   Mike Howard, letter, 3rd Stone 19: 8-9 - Fishguard is haunted by a Black Dog. Black pumas have also been seen there, and other alien big cats were reported on the Welsh border in 1900. The hill at Carn Ingli has a phantom rider and a White Lady; fairies appear around the stones at Pentre Ifan, and a patch of mist full of light was seen on the road from Fishguard to Cardigan. Locations:- Wales - Cardiganshire.

1995i   David Taylor, ‘The hounds of Woden’, Mercian Mysteries 22: 18 - At Wednesbury, Woden’s burh, the cry of a spectral hound was heard before disasters. A brown dog haunts the King Hill area. This may be the survival of a Wild Hunt tradition. Locations:- Staffordshire.

1995ii   Dorothy Pyrah, letter, Mercian Mysteries 22: 33 - On Guernsey, roads are haunted by le chien bodu, the dog of death. There was a cross at Ville Baudu to keep him away. Other areas are haunted by Black Dogs, goats, hares and a sow with piglets. Locations:- Channel Islands - Guernsey.

1995iii   Jeremy Harte, ‘On the trail of the Black Dog’, Wisht Maen 4: 2-6 - Reports of a Black Dog running between Stopgate and Copplestone were collected in the 1920s to prove that the ghost ran along a ley. It is more likely that the hauntings follow the turnpike road from Bideford to Exeter. The Black Dog ran through the corner of a building each night, and the sound of it collapsing was heard. Black Dogs have also been seen at Torrington and St.Giles. [See also The Ley Hunter 119 (1993) 12 and 121 (1994) 13; also Philip Heselton in The Ley Hunter 125 (1996) 4 - Carbonell’s Black Dog line was later supplemented by other routes identified in Devon and Cornwall]. Locations:- Cornwall; Devon.



U: Devil

1977   Guy Ragland Phillips, ‘Magnet’, The Ley Hunter 78: 8-9 - Treasure is hidden under a deposit of lodestone at Rosedale, and the Devil was buried beneath it. Locations:- Yorkshire (North Riding).

1981   Andrew Millar, letter, Essex Landscape Mysteries 2: 7 - The Devil chose the site of Barn Hall at Wibborough by throwing a beam for the tower, and threw down the bells of East Bergholt church until they were housed in a separate bell cage. The ghost of a girl whose Spanish lover was killed by a local lad is seen in her cottage. Mersea Island is haunted by two Danes and a Roman soldier. Motifs:- Disputed site. Locations:- Essex.

1982   Mike Collier, ‘ ‘Mad’ Jack Fuller’, Quicksilver Messenger 6: 15-16 - Follies built at Brightling Park are said to have been put up to relieve unemployment, to imitate church spires for a wager, and to house a paid hermit. They were built for Jack Fuller, who was buried sitting up in a mausoleum lined with broken glass to deter the Devil. [See also Mike Collier, ‘John Fuller M.P.’, The Ley Hunter 56 (1974) 2-3]. Locations:- Sussex.

1989i   Bob Dickinson, ‘Hemswell: springs, stones and a maypole’, Markstone 1: 2-3 - A slab of oak above a rag well at Hemswell is called the Devils Pulpit. Children would prick pins into a nearby boundary stone, run circling around it, and listen for the Devil. Hemswell has a maypole, which featured until 1900 in the village feast. Locations:- Lincolnshire.

1989ii   Bob Dickinson, ‘Tealby: the Devils Pulpit’, Markstone 1: 5-6 - This is a rock outcrop with a cross cut in it; when the Devil hears the clock strike twelve, he comes here and drinks at the stream. Witches met here. [See also Markstone 2 (1990) 11]. Locations:- Lincolnshire.

1991   Danny Sullivan and A.P.A. Tucker, ‘A Wiltshire bluestone’, Gloucestershire Earth Mysteries 12: 26-28 - A stone near Seend was called the Devils Whetstone; a knife sharpened on it would never be lost. [Other such sites are the Devils Stone on Sedgemoor - Picwinnard 9 (1979) 19; the Devils Wishing Stone on Pennard Hill - Picwinnard 1 (1977) 5 and 10 (1979) 10; a barrow called Devils Hill at Egglescliffe - Northern Earth Mysteries 6 (1980) 20; Devilsden Wood at Coulsden - Touchstone 38 (1994) 3; and Devils Lane at the Lands End - Meyn Mamvro 7 (1988) 8]. Locations:- Cornwall; Durham, Somerset, Surrey, Wiltshire.

1993i   J. Lishman, letter, The Ley Hunter 118: 34 - In the blues tradition, the Devil plays music at crossroads. [See also Mercian Mysteries 21 (1994) 32].

1993ii   Kate Aimson, letter, The Ley Hunter 120: 26-27 - Northumberland houses have no windows to the south, so that the Devil cannot enter. Locations:- Northumberland.

1994   John Billingsley, notes, Northern Earth 59: 14 - At Dewsbury the church bell is tolled at Christmas to prevent the Devil from having free range in the parish. Locations:- Yorkshire (West Riding).



V: Monsters

1971   ‘Tribe of the Temple of the Stars’, letter, The Ley Hunter 24: 1 - Green eyes the size of saucers are seen in the village of Roche. Locations:- Cornwall.

1972   R. Dinnie, ‘The boatman and the water-kelpie’, The Ley Hunter 28: 9-10; originally published in A History of Bise (1864) - A kelpie haunted the river Dee at Inchbare, and was carried across by the ferryman, who saved himself by prayer. Locations:- Scotland - Forfarshire.

1976   Guy Ragland Phillips, ‘The black horse of Busha’, The Ley Hunter 72: 3-4 - Houses in Lancashire are haunted by dobbies - black misshapen horses living near water. They can be kept away by hanging up a perforated stone. Locations:- Lancashire.

1981   Frank Earp, ‘Of boggarts and things: or, close encounters of the ‘furred’ kind’, Northern Earth Mysteries 11: 7-11 - He saw a ball of light form above a disused Nottingham canal and follow him along the towpath. It was accompanied by a hairy humanoid figure. Three other hauntings from the same area share the same imagery of travelling along a path, lights and dark figures. [See also Northern Earth Mysteries 30 (1986) 8]. Locations:- Nottinghamshire.

1984i   Andy Collins, ‘The Horndon black panther’, Earthquest News 9: 6-24 - An alien big cat seen at Horndon is identified as a vampire spirit requiring flesh and blood to sustain its physical form. Like other anomalous creatures it was seen close to a river or pool. Locations:- Essex.

1984ii   Andy Collins, ‘Gateway to reality: further discussion on the parapsychological answer to mystery beasts’, Earthquest News 9: 25-28 - Ghosts and anomalous phenomena appear at gates; a Black Dog was seen at a gap in a hedge near Aylesbury. Field gates were left open for the Wild Hunt in Denmark. Ghosts sit on gates. It is suggested that alien big cats appear near gates since they are symbolic guardians of the underworld. Locations:- Europe - Denmark; Buckinghamshire.

1986i   Paul Bennett, ‘Tales from the Black Lagoon’, Earth 2: 4-7 - A house in Shipley was haunted in 1977 by a cloaked figure with red eyes which hid in cupboards and under beds. It appeared at full moon. Locations:- Yorkshire (West Riding).

1986ii   Jeff Tolley, ‘Remarkable visions’, Earth 3: 4-5 - An apparition with a blue face, donkey’s legs and a horned head came out of a wardrobe in Bradford in 1983. Locations:- Yorkshire (West Riding).

1986iii   Paul Bennett, ‘Two strange tales from the Black Lagoon’, Earth 3: 10-11 - Bedroom visitants at two Bradford houses took the forms of a green hand reaching out of a glowing hole, and a red figure with glowing eyes. In both cases the bed was found saturated with water in the morning. Locations:- Yorkshire (West Riding).

1987i   Paul Bennett, ‘Tales from Cuckooland’, Earth 7: 19 - Bedroom visitants in Yorkshire in 1977 took the forms of a floating face at Shipley, and a black pig at Bradford. Locations:- Yorkshire (West Riding).

1987ii   Paul Bennett, notes, Earth 8: 17 - A demon horse appeared in a storm at Scarborough in 1165, leaving footprints. Locations:- Yorkshire (North Riding).

1987iii   David Clarke, ‘Spring Heeled Jack’, Earth 8: 20-22 - A ghost seen near Sheffield’s Cholera Monument in 1873 was identified as Spring Heeled Jack. Crowds gathered to attack the figure, which was thought to be a hoaxer. Rumours of its appearance continued until 1926. Locations:- Yorkshire (West Riding).

1988i   Paul Bennett, ‘Just what was the freak of Grafton Street? - I’, Earth 11: 11-14 - A tall apparition in a white cloak was seen at Bradford in 1926, resembling earlier appearances of Spring Heeled Jack. It escaped all attempts at capture. At the same time flashing lights were seen in the sky. Locations:- Yorkshire (West Riding).

1988ii   Paul Bennett, ‘Just what was the freak of Grafton Street? - II’, Earth 12: 16-17 - The tall white figure seen in Grafton Street had glowing eyes and leapt over walls. Crowds of young men with clubs assembled to find it, after which sightings continued in other Bradford suburbs. Locations:- Yorkshire (West Riding).

1989   ‘Black Annis’ (Bob Trubshaw), ‘Black Annis of Leicestershire, by herself’, Earth 13: 10-11; afterwards reprinted in Mercian Mysteries 6 (1991) 14-17 - Black Annis lived in a cave to the west of Leicester, and her name was used to frighten children. A prophecy attributed to her concerns a stone on the bridge by Dane Hills, and the death of King Richard III. The mayor of the city held a ceremonial hare hunt here on Easter Monday. Traditions about Black Annis may have been derived from a hermit, Agnes Scott, who died in 1455, but an origin as a pagan goddess is preferred. Locations:- Leicestershire.

1990   Paul Devereux, letter, Earth 14: 11 - He saw the figure of a tall black woman on a road near Syston in the 1970s, shortly after researching Black Annis. The figure lunged towards the car as he drove over a bridge. Locations:- Leicestershire.

1992   Nigel Jackson, ‘Trance-ecstacy and the furious host’, The Ley Hunter 117 (1992) 8 - The Wild Hunt, as known in Devon and elsewhere, is regarded as a version of Woden’s ride with spirits of the pagan dead or trance travellers at liminal times such as Hallowe’en or Christmas. Locations:- Devon.

1993i   Ulrich Magin, ‘Ways of the Wild Hunt’, The Ley Hunter 118: 30-31 - The Wild Hunt is heard in Baden-Wurttemburg as a roaring noise or a sound of shouting riders; it appears on specific days, usually in winter. It follows known routes, none of them straight, some going through houses. It is preceded by a messenger telling people to hide, otherwise they will be carried off to the Otherworld. Trooping fairies and phantom armies are variant forms of the legend. Locations:- Europe - Germany.

1993ii   Filip Coppens, letter, The Ley Hunter 119: 20 - The ghosts of a criminal gang from Limburg ride goats through the sky as a Wild Hunt. Locations:- Europe - Belgium.

1993iii   Nigel Jackson, letter, The Ley Hunter 118: 34 - Romanian vampires cause eclipses by eating the sun and moon; they climb into the sky from their graves on thread spun by moonlight. Locations:- Europe - Romania.

1993iv   Liam Rogers, ‘The vampire as shaman’, The Ley Hunter 119: 8-11 - Vampires, like shamans, go through a death and resurrection, drink blood for magical power, and send their spirits out in flight. Romanian varcolaci leave their bodies in trance to eat the moon. In Bosnia thorns or poppy seeds are scattered on the path from the cemetery to the village to slow down vampires. Locations:- Europe - Bosnia, Romania.

1993v   Nigel Jackson, ‘Christmas as you never knew it’, The Ley Hunter 120: 22-24 - In Prussia and Lithuania, werewolves are transformed at the liminal time of Christmas to roam the countryside; they meet at crossroads, and can proceed along the path from the cemetery to the village unless impeded by thorns. In Bulgaria vampires meet at crossroads over Christmas. There may be links with Black Dog traditions such as those at Lyme Regis and Burnley. Locations:- Europe - Bulgaria, Germany, Lithuania; Dorset, Lancashire.

1994   Nigel Jackson, letter, The Ley Hunter 122: 31 - Guernsey traditions of the varou or werewolf are derived from Normandy. Wild gatherings of werewolves were held in lonely places; a phantom coach heard at Houmet as a death omen for the great was called le char des varous, and the Creux des Varous leads to a secret tunnel running to a mound or cromlech, Le Creux des Fees. Locations:- Channel Islands - Guernsey.

1995   Lionel Roithmeir, letter, The Ley Hunter 123: 27-28 - Hills and trees in Guernsey are associated with the varou. Fairies came from a cromlech at Le Creux des Fees to dance on a holy hill a mile away; it was unlucky to build on the site. Motifs:- Fate of sacrilege. Locations:- Channel Islands - Guernsey.

1996i   Liam Rogers, ‘Of darkness and light: the wheel of the year and the land’, The Ley Hunter 124: 7-8 - Vampire beliefs link with Indo-European ideas on blood, which belongs to spring when in the body, and to winter when shed; vampires are recalled in Rumanian and Czech customs of expelling death or winter. Gaelic versions of the Flight From The Enchanter may have been influenced both by vampire symbolism and by local landscapes: one version is placed at the lakes of Killarney. Locations:- Europe - Czech Republic, Rumania; Ireland; Scotland.

1996ii   Cheryl Straffon, ‘Mermaids and sea goddesses’, Meyn Mamvro 30: 18-20 - Cornish mermaids gave prophecies of shipwrecks and silted up harbours when offended; at Zennor the mermaid stole away with a singer from the choir. Mermaids are found inland at Marden (where one keeps the church bell in the river) and in Doxeys Pool. They have been identified as memories of pagan goddesses. Locations:- Cornwall; Herefordshire, Staffordshire.



W: Giants

1971   Janet Gregory (afterwards Janet Bord), ‘The days when giants threw rocks about’, The Ley Hunter 19: 2-3 - Legends of giants shaping the landscape occur at Saint Michaels Mount, Lands End, Wansdyke, the Wrekin, Pickering, Dornoch and Shetland. In Cornwall, Lancashire and Carmarthenshire the giants played at bowls or quoits. These stories are seen as memories of megalithic landscape engineering. Legends of storms and sickness following disturbance to old stones are interpreted as interruptions of earth current, and healing traditions record its effects. Motifs:- Devil’s spade, Fate of sacrilege. Locations:- Scotland - Inverness-shire, Shetland; Wales - Carmarthenshire; Cornwall; Lancashire, Shropshire, Somerset, Yorkshire (North Riding).

1972   Doreen Valiente, letter, The Ley Hunter 30: 10 - Giants were found buried on Lundy. Locations:- Devon.

1973   Ian Wright, ‘Pointers to an elusive giant’, The Ley Hunter 45: 4-5 - Jack o’ Legs, the giant of Weston, robbed bakers to feed the poor; captured, he fired an arrow from Baldock to Weston churchyard to mark his grave, which is twelve feet long. Another giant sleeps under the Weston hills until England’s hour of need. It is suggested that this was inspired by a lost hill figure. [See also 1978i below, and The Ley Hunter 84 (1979) 9-10]. Motifs:- Sleeping king. Locations:- Hertfordshire.

1975   Mike Collier, ‘The Long Man’, The Ley Hunter 65: 9-11 - The Long Man of Wilmington was killed in an exchange of boulders with the giant of Firle Beacon, and is buried under Hunters Burgh barrow. [See also Mike Collier, ‘The Long Man’, Quicksilver Messenger 4 (1981) 10-12]. It is suggested that the hill figure is connected with the processions of the bonfire societies nearby. Motifs:- Stone-throwing. Locations:- Sussex.

1977   Vince Russett and Ferd Le Vere, ‘Origins of Bristol’, Picwinnard 2: 16-17 - Bristol was founded by two giants, Vincent and Goram, who dropped a spadeful of earth to make Maes Knoll, dug the channel of the Avon, and threw a pickaxe between two hills until it hit and killed Goram. A giant’s chair, footprint and soapdish are still to be seen. Secret tunnels run beneath Brandon Hill. Associations with the gods or heroes Brennus and Belinus are suggested. [See also 1996v below]. Motifs:- Hammer-throwing, Giant’s spade, Stoneprint. Locations:- Gloucestershire.

1978i   Nigel Pennick, ‘Terrestrial zodiacs: iconographical research’, Journal of Geomancy 2ii: 39-41 - The legend of Jack o’ Legs at Benington is interpreted as a reference to a giant figure at Baldock. [See also 1973 above]. Locations:- Hertfordshire.

1978ii   David Tame, letter, The Ley Hunter 81: 16-17 - Legends of stones dropped or thrown by giants may be derived from visualised entities created by magicians as part of the psychokinetic rituals used to move megaliths. Motifs:- Stone-throwing.

1978iii   Anthony Roberts, ‘Giants’, Picwinnard 7: 3-6; originally published in Sowers of Thunder (1978) -   Giant legends are related to the shaping of the landscape by metaphysical energies. [See also 1990iii below]. Giant-killing at Gorran is seen as the sacrifice of a magical ruler, and there are stories of sacrifice by giants at Trencrom Hill, near which are the stones they used for playing bowls. It is suggested that the burial found at Glastonbury in 1190 was not King Arthur but an ancient giant. Motifs:- Stone-throwing. Locations:- Cornwall; Somerset.

1979i   Anthony Roberts, ‘Giants in the earth’, The Ley Hunter 84: 26 - Giant legends can be derived from the existence of physical giants in antiquity as well as from the exercise of magical powers by the ancients.

1979ii   Vince Russett, notes, Picwinnard 8: 16 - Long barrows in North Somerset and Wiltshire are called Giants Graves. Locations:- Somerset, Wiltshire.

1979iii   Vince Russett, ‘Sir John Hauteville: a Wessex giant’, Picwinnard 10: 20-23 - The stone called Hautevilles Quoit at Stanton Drew was thrown by him from Maes Knoll, a hill which he formed with the scrapings of his spade. He also had a throwing match with the Devil at Shute Shelve near Axbridge; but in neither case does the alignment make a good ley. The devil and others threw stones from Porlock Hill, East Harptree, Wiveliscombe and Cranmore. Sir John carried three sheepstealers to the top of Norton church as a punishment. There was no historical Sir John; it is suggested that Hackel may have been a local pagan god. Motifs:- Giant’s spade, Stone-throwing. Locations:- Somerset.

1980   Philip Heselton, field trip, Northern Earth Mysteries 6: 20-21 - A mediaeval mound at Swine is called Giant Hill. Locations:- Yorkshire (East Riding).

1981i   John Sharkey, ‘Mapping beyond the Minches’, The Ley Hunter 92: 5-10 - Hills to the south of Callanish are known as the Sleeping Beauty, since they form a female outline. They are associated with a giantess, the Cailleach Bheur. Locations:- Scotland - Ross & Cromarty.

1981ii   John Billingsley and Akiko Kuroda, ‘Japanese earth mysteries’, The Ley Hunter 92: 22-27 - Stones in the Kibi region were thrown by demons at a hero, who countered them by firing arrows. Shrines associated with the conflict form an alignment. [See also 1987i below].  Motifs:- Stone-throwing. Locations:- Asia - Japan.

1984   Nigel Pennick, notes, Symbol 3: 11 - Plasterwork on the Sun Inn at Saffron Walden depicts the conflict of Tom Hickathrift with a giant. Locations:- Essex.

1985   Rob Wilson, ‘The Staffordshire way’, Earth Lines 4: 12-14 - A giant stood with one foot on Shutlingsloe and the other on the Cloud, a hill whose summit was his shoe. [See also 1993i below]. Robin Hood was betrothed at Doveridge. The Staffordshire knot was devised by three men threatened with the gallows. Locations:- Staffordshire.

1987i   John Billingsley and Akiko Kuroda, ‘Return to Tatetsuki’, The Ley Hunter 103: 16-20 - The hillfort of Kinojo was built by ogres. The Kibi legend of conflict between a solar hero and an earth-based giant may record the fixing of earth energies as well as historical feuds. The giant’s severed head bellowed with rage, even when reduced to a skull and buried, until honoured at a shrine. [See also 1981ii above and 1996ii below]. Motifs:- Stone-throwing. Locations:- Asia - Japan.

1987ii   Helen Woodley, letter, Northern Earth Mysteries 32: 27-28 - The giant of Wharfedale could cross the Ilkley valley in one stride - one foot on the Cow & Calf rocks, the other on an outcrop towards Harrogate. [See also 1991 below, and Northern Earth Mysteries 33 (1987) 26]. Locations:- Yorkshire (West Riding).

1988   Hamish Miller, ‘Dowsing the earth energies’, Meyn Mamvro 5: 3-5 - Two giants, at Trencrom and Saint Michaels Mount, shared a hammer which they threw to and fro. The two sites are linked by an energy line discovered through dowsing. [See also 1990iv below]. Motifs:- Hammer-throwing. Locations:- Cornwall.

1989i   Phil Reeder, field trip, Northern Earth Mysteries 39: 27-30 - A giant, Owd Nick, stepped from Hameldon Hill to Pendle, dropped an apronful of stones and threw a boulder at Clitheroe Castle. [See also Northern Earth Mysteries 43 (1990) 27 - the giant or Devil landed at Deerstones quarry on the way to Pendle and picked up stones which were dropped at Apronful Hill. He left footprints in the stone floor of the quarry]. In Faughs Quarry is an archaic stone head carved to commemorate the death of a quarryman. Motifs:- Skirtful of stones, Stone-throwing, Stoneprint. Locations:- Lancashire.

1989ii   John Kennedy Ebbutt, ‘Giants in effigy and legend’, Northern Earth Mysteries 40: 14-21 - The hill figure on Shotover Hill was associated with giants - Sir Harry Bath or Bear, Robin Hood or Oliver Cromwell - who threw stones over the hill. It was here that a student killed a boar by stuffing Aristotle down its throat. A giant effigy has been identified at Penhill, with its Bartle legend. These stories are associated with alignments towards the sun, and with the spiritual benefits gained from rituals on leys. Motifs:- Stone-throwing. Locations:- Oxfordshire, Yorkshire (West Riding).

1989iii   Jimmy Goddard, moot report, Touchstone 20: 1-6 - At the 1988 Northern Earth moot, Jonathan Mullard described a standing stone in Gozo associated with a giantess who derived her strength from eating beans. Edna Whelan showed a video of the Burning of Bartle. David Clarke spoke on archaic heads in Derbyshire; a cave near Buxton is called Hob Hurst House. There was a visit to the Wishing Stone near Chesterfield, which grants wishes after a ritual of circling it three times. Locations:- Europe - Malta; Derbyshire, Yorkshire (North Riding, West Riding).

1990i   David Olmen, ‘Ley hunting in Gozo’, The Ley Hunter 113: 8-11 - Dolmens and standing stones were built by a giant woman who lived off beans. The temple at Tal Qighan is the grave of a foreigner who fought a mysterious ghost rider on his way to Qala church. Locations:- Europe - Malta.

1990ii   Marco Bischof, ‘Alpine lightshows’, The Ley Hunter 113: 12-13 - Saint Martins Hole, an astronomically aligned rock tunnel at Elm, was formed when the saint threw his staff at a sheepstealing giant. Locations:- Europe - Switzerland.

1990iii   Anthony Roberts, ‘Cornish giants in the landscape I’, Meyn Mamvro 13: 18-21; originally published in Sowers of Thunder (1978) - Giant legends are interpreted as records of geomantic practices. [See also 1978iii above]. Giant-killing at Gorran is seen as the sacrifice of a magical ruler, and the legend of Saint Michaels Mount as recording the construction of that monument; the story distinguishes between white granite, which has active energies, and greenstone, which does not. A giant skeleton was found on the Mount in the fourteenth century. Locations:- Cornwall.

1990iv   Anthony Roberts, ‘Cornish giants in the landscape II’, Meyn Mamvro 14: 15-19; originally published in Sowers of Thunder (1978) - Saint Agnes’ killing of a giant at Chapel Porth is seen as a record both of ritual sacrifice and of the Christian suppression of paganism. The giant’s stride between St.Agnes Beacon and Carn Brea is on a ley: the giants who assembled on the beacon hill at Carn Brea are seen as a memory of the megalith builders. Another ley is recorded in a hammer-throwing legend at Trencrom Hill and Saint Michaels Mount. [See also 1988 above]. Motifs:- Hammer-throwing. Locations:- Cornwall.

1991   Roy Barraclough, ‘Mysterious Wharfedale’, Northern Earth Mysteries 47: 4-11 - The giant Rombald fled from his wife, running from Ilkley to Almscliff, and she dropped an apronful of stones chasing him. The Devil stood on the hill at Almscliff, preparing to throw stones at Leathley. These stories are associated with a ley between the Cow & Calf rocks and Great Almscliff. A secret tunnel between Almscliff Crag and Harewood Bridge is derived from an astronomical sight-line. [See also 1987ii above, and Graeme Chappell, field trip, Northern Earth 51 (1992) 11-12 - a cave on Great Almscliff is the Fairies Parlour, while Little Almscliff lies near three barrows called Pippins Castle where a phantom army was seen in 1812. A bonfire was organised by witches on Back Slack, where Oliver Cromwell also set up his cannon to fire at John o’ Gaunts Castle]. Motifs:- Skirtful of stones, Stone-throwing. Locations:- Yorkshire (West Riding).

1993i   Chris Fletcher, field trip, Mercian Mysteries 16: 13 - There was a giant king who stood with one foot on Shutlingsloe and the other one on the Cloud, whose summit is formed out of his shoe. [See also 1985 above]. Mow Wakes were held at Lammas on the site of the folly at Mow Cop Castle. A long barrow nearby, the Bridestones, is haunted by a blue light. Locations:- Staffordshire.

1993ii   Paul Broadhurst, ‘Stowe’s Hill - a ritual centre’, Meyn Mamvro 20: 6-10; originally published in Tintagel and the Arthurian Mythos (1992) - There was a giant at Warbstow Bury; the Giants Hedge runs from Lerryn to Looe; there was a giant hill figure on Plymouth Hoe. These are interpreted as symbols of the sun, a solstitial line being drawn from Plymouth to the general area of the other two sites. [See also Wisht Maen 3 (1994) 3-6]. Locations:- Cornwall; Devon.

1993iii   Ian Taylor, ‘Bride and the Old Wife I’, Northern Earth 53: 3-7 - Landmarks on the North York Moors are named after the Old Wife, sometimes identified as Bel, the wife of the giant Wade. [See also Northern Earth Mysteries 6 (1980) 19 - there was a Wades Stone at Barnby]. Sites include a well, stones and a hill. Old Wives Stones Road at Danby is also known as the corpse way. [See also Northern Earth 56 (1993) 20 - it was used by a woman who practised the prophetic vigil on Saint Marks Eve]. Two other stones are known as Hob Cross and Hob-of-the-Hill. It is suggested that monuments named after Bride and the Old Wife were originally dedicated to a pagan goddess. Locations:- Yorkshire (North Riding).

1993iv   Ian Taylor, ‘Bride and the Old Wife II’, Northern Earth 54: 2-4 - Some of the sites associated with these legendary figures have significant alignments to positions of the sun and moon. [See also Northern Earth 57 (1994) 21]. Locations:- Yorkshire (North Riding).

1993v   Pete Glastonbury, ‘Crop circles in Devon’, Wisht Maen 1: 5 - The giant Goemagot lived at Godmerock hillfort near Brixham. Locations:- Devon.

1994   Tracey Brown, notes, Wisht Maen 2: 8 - There were plans to recut the Gog and Magog hill figures at Plymouth. Locations:- Devon.

1995i   Paul Parry, ‘In search of Boudica at the Gop’, Mercian Mysteries 25: 14 - There was a giant’s grave above Trelawnyd at the Glol, which is near the Gop. Locations:- Wales - Flintshire.

1995ii   David Taylor, field trip, Mercian Mysteries 25: 30-32 - The giant of Clutters Cave, above Malvern, killed his wife by throwing a stone at her. Children danced around a nearby thorn called the Wishing Tree. Motifs:- Stone-throwing. Locations:- Herefordshire.

1995iii   Andy Collins, ‘The giant of the Lizard’, Meyn Mamvro 27: 6-7; originally published in Urban Shamanism and the Psychic Questing Phenomenon (1995) - The first inhabitants of the Lizard peninsula were said to be giants, a tradition supported by a psychic’s vision of giant forms among the rocks of a cave on a sunset alignment. Locations:- Cornwall.

1996i   Mike Haigh, ‘The tale of Wade: folk-hero of Northern England’, Northern Earth 65: 7-10 and 66: 11-12 - The Germanic hero Wade is associated with Offa in a twelth-century legend and is mentioned by Chaucer. He is associated with stones at Goldsborough, the Roman road at Pickering and a grave at Mulgrave Castle. He and his wife threw a hammer across the moors to each other; she dropped stones when her apron strings broke. They had a giant cow as well as a giant baby, who threw stones to get his mother’s attention. Motifs:- Hammer-throwing, Skirtful of stones, Stone-throwing. Locations:- Yorkshire (North Riding, West Riding).

1996ii   John Billingsley, ‘Lines of (in)sight: a tribute to Kirozumi Hideo’, Northern Earth 66: 15-19 - The giant legends of Kibi are part of a holy hill alignment still active in local geomantic practice. Divination from attending to the roaring of the giant’s head continues at Kibutsu’s shrine, where it now takes the form of listening to bubbling water in a cauldron. [See also 1987i above]. Locations:- Asia - Japan.

1996iii   Jo-Anne Wilder, ‘You can’t keep a good god down’, 3rd Stone 23: 10-13 - Gog and Magog were buried in a chalkpit on the Gogmagog hills at Wandlebury, a hillfort once haunted by a ghostly warrior. Two giants shot stones at each other at Shotover Hill near Oxford. Motifs:- Stone-throwing. Locations:- Cambridgeshire, Oxfordshire.

1996iv   Jeremy Harte, ‘The Cerne Giant: a long-standing mystery’, 3rd Stone 24: 5-9 - The hill figure at Cerne Abbas is the outline of a giant who fell asleep and was tied down and killed by villagers. Cerne people have tails, because their ancestors pinned fishes’ tails onto the clothes of Saint Augustine. The town had a maypole, cut down in 1635. Locations:- Dorset.

1996v   Phil Quinn, ‘Lore and legend in suburban Bristol’, 3rd Stone 24: 10-13 - Vincent and Goram were giants who hurled great stones and cut the river gorges of the Avon, sharing a pickaxe. Goram was killed on his chair at the Blaise Castle hillfort, and is buried under an island. [See also 1977 above]. Coins were placed in Bewys Cross by sailors on a safe return home. A corpse way ran along the Downs from Henbury; yew trees at the Manor House are haunted, and children were involved in clipping the church here until the 1950s. Coombe Dingle was the home of fairies and a white horse haunts the river Trym. Motifs:- Hammer-throwing, Stone-throwing. Locations:- Gloucestershire.



X: Fairies

1972   Alan Cohen, letter, The Ley Hunter 30: 8-10 - A man at Limerick built his house on a fairy path despite each day’s work being undone at night. The house burnt down. [See also The Ley Hunter 86 (1979) 19 - an Irish fairy path ran through a hole made for it in an icehouse; and see The Ley Hunter 85 (1979) 29 - due to demand, Irish leprechaun souvenirs are now imported from Europe]. Locations:- Ireland - Co.Limerick.

1973   ‘Circumlibra’ (Frank Lockwood), ‘The little green man’, The Ley Hunter 40: 2-3 - He encountered an elemental on a mound near Alderwasley. The figure was small, dressed in green, and said that his work lay in composting plants. Locations:- Derbyshire.

1975   Paul Screeton, ‘Fairy tales’, The Ley Hunter 66: 1; originally published in The Atlantean (1975) - He saw a being like a child-sized brown frog at Carlisle in 1972. In 1974 another journalist saw a small white thing behind his house in Seaton Carew. Locations:- Cumberland, Durham.

1977i   Anthony Roberts, ‘Magic mounds and fairies I’, The Ley Hunter 75: 5-9 - Mediaeval legends from Willy Howe and the Forest of Dean tell how an inexhaustible drinking vessel was offered to travellers from fairies in a barrow, and was stolen. [See also 1987ii below]. The same story is told of a Druid ghost at Rillaton barrow. It is suggested that these legends reflect geomantic transformations of magical power. Motifs:- Stolen cup. Locations:- Cornwall; Gloucestershire, Yorkshire (East Riding).

1977ii   Anthony Roberts, ‘Magic mounds and fairies II’, The Ley Hunter 76: 6-7 - The fairy court banished from Glastonbury Tor by Saint Collen is linked with the mediaeval fair held on the hill. This secular gathering is seen as analogous to the alchemical meeting of heaven and earth at the Tor. Fairy fairs took place at Pitminster and elsewhere in Somerset. Locations:- Somerset.

1977iii   Anthony Roberts, ‘Magic mounds and fairies III’, The Ley Hunter 77: 5-7 - Barrows, like larger mounds, are associated with fairies. [Other fairy sites include the Moot Hill at Great Driffield - Northern Earth Mysteries 32 (1987) 21; a cairn at Stirling - Touchstone 13 (1987) 8; Hobb Stones at Wharncliffe, and Fairy Hole Quarry at Conisbrough - Northern Earth Mysteries 33 (1987) 14; a hole at Barton in the Clay - Journal of Geomancy 1ii (1977) 42; a fogou at Piskey Hall near Trewardreva - Meyn Mamvro 9 (1989) 14; the Goblin Ha’ at Gifford - Northern Earth Mysteries 37 (1989) 13; and Fairies Well at Harmby - Northern Earth Mysteries 36 (1989) 36]. Locations:- Scotland - East Lothian; Stirlingshire; Cornwall; Bedfordshire, Yorkshire (East Riding, North Riding).

1977iv   John Billingsley, ‘Megaliths among the mystics’, The Ley Hunter 78: 3-6 - In the Nilgiri hills, stone slab graves are pointed out as the houses of refuge used by a pigmy people when heaven rained fire on them. Locations:- Asia - India.

1979i   Bob Rickard, ‘Straight and crooked’, The Ley Hunter 84: 13-15 - Mysterious lights are associated with fox spirits in Japan and with malicious ghosts travelling in straight lines in China. In Ireland poltergeists and bad luck are associated with the theft of stone from fairy sites, or with obstructing fairy paths. Motifs:- Fate of sacrilege. Locations:- Asia - China, Japan; Ireland.

1979ii   N.K. Lock, letter, The Ley Hunter 86: 18-19 - The Green Children of Woolpit, who came from an otherworldly country in the 1130s, remain a mystery. Locations:- Suffolk.

1981   Dave and Lynn Patrick, ‘The oldest journey’, The Ley Hunter 91: 9-10 - The standing stones at Ballochroy were thrown by brownies; there is a Brownies Chair on the island of Cara. Motifs:- Stone-throwing. Locations:- Scotland - Argyllshire.

1982i   Peter Hannah and Frank Earp, ‘Brough: fairy ground?’, Lincolnshire Dragon 7: 10 - In eighteenth-century Brough, an alehouse on the site of a lost church was said to be on fairy ground, and lucky to live in. [See also Mercian Mysteries 24 (1995) 23-25]. Locations:- Lincolnshire.

1982ii   Anthony Roberts, ‘Fairy rings I’, Earth Giant 2: 7-10 - Fairies met for feasts in Maiden Castle, where they could be seen as shimmering lights. Cow Castle in Exmoor was built by the fairies to protect themselves from earth spirits; there is a Fairy Stone within the ramparts, and they have been seen flying around them as bright lights. It is inferred that hillforts are not Iron Age defences, but ritual geomantic engineering. Locations:- Dorset, Somerset.

1982iii   Anthony Roberts, ‘Fairy rings II’, Earth Giant 3: 12-13 - Knowlton is identified as a magic circle. Fairies are regarded as an esoteric fact of history, varied in detail among individual cultures. Locations:- Dorset.

1985   Jeremy Harte, ‘Maiden Castles - a Northern enigma’, Northern Earth Mysteries 29: 7-12 - Earthworks named Maiden Castle or Bower occur throughout Britain but mostly in northern England; they go back to the twelth century. The name is applied to a range of monuments, from henges to Norman castles. It is suggested that the maidens were a kind of fairy or valkyrie. [See also Northern Earth Mysteries 34 (1987) 22 - there is another Maiden Castle near Roslin, and Meadow Hall in Sheffield was originally the barrow of the maiden]. Locations:- Scotland - Mid-Lothian; Yorkshire (West Riding).

1986i   Paul Bennett, ‘Of Faerie, folk tales and things’, Earth 3: 11-12 - In Victorian narratives, a poltergeist was identified as a boggart and features as such in the flitting story. A toddler saw fairies dancing in the parlour. A woman from Keighley was taken to act as a fairy midwife. A farmer saw fairies dancing at Kinsey. Locations:- Yorkshire (West Riding).

1986ii   Anthony Roberts, ‘Fairies - or aboriginal geomants?’, The Ley Hunter 100: 26-29 - It is suggested that the trows of Orkney and Shetland represent a Neolithic population and that their hunched manner of dancing was the crane dance of the labyrinth. Their fear of sunrise and increased power at Christmas are associated with the astroarchaeology of sites such as Maes Howe. Locations:- Scotland - Orkney, Shetland.

1987i   Su French, ‘The faery folk’, Meyn Mamvro 3: 16-18 - There was a captive in fairyland at Selena Moor, treasure seekers were punished at Trencrom Hill and the Gump near St.Just, and bad luck followed contempt for the knockers at Bollowal Mine. Locations:- Cornwall.

1987ii   Paul Bennett, ‘More Faerie, folktales and things’, Earth 5: 3-4 - A cup was stolen from the fairies at Willy Howe. [See also 1977i above]. Fairies were seen dancing at the White Wells on Ilkley Moor, and at Albolton Hill near Burnsall. A one-eyed giant is buried under a mound at Dalton near Topcliffe. Motifs:- Stolen cup. Locations:- Yorkshire (East Riding, North Riding, West Riding).

1987iii   Paul Bennett, ‘In search of Faerie-land and other strange places’, Earth 6: 15-16 - Yorkshire sites with access to fairyland include the Faerie Hole at Gilstead Crags. [See also Earth 16 (1990) 6]. Fairy garments were hung on trees near Harden. A potholer near Wharfedale found a cave which led to a region of green light. Locations:- Yorkshire (North Riding, West Riding).

1987iv   Paul Bennett, ‘Tales of Yorkshire faeries I’, Earth 9: 3-4 - A forester saw a little man in red at Cottingley in 1966. Ten years later a woman sitting by the Faerie Stone saw two small figures in red mediaeval dress with green hats. Fairies were seen elsewhere in Yorkshire by an occult explorer. Locations:- Yorkshire (West Riding).

1988i   Paul Bennett, ‘Tales of Yorkshire faeries II’, Earth 10: 15-17 - A man hid from fairies in the Lady Well at Thrashfield. The folklorist Baring-Gould was saved from drowning by a boggart at Arncliffe. Malevolent Black Dogs include the barguest of Trollers Ghyll at Appletreewick, and the Doble. Hobs are seen at Haworth; other spirits include a water demon, the Grundylow, and a giant ghost with clattering chains called Jack in Irons. Secret tunnels at Kirkstall Abbey and Guisborough Priory contain treasure guarded by monsters. Reports of exploring these may be the result of accidentally consuming psychoactive drugs. Locations:- Yorkshire (North Riding, West Riding).

1988ii   Paul Bennett, ‘Tales of Yorkshire faeries III’, Earth 11: 24-25 - Children were told that orchards and nut-woods were guarded by spirits. Jeannie of Biggesdale tore in half the horse of a farmer who insulted her. Robin Red Cap of Spaldington Hall worked as a hobgoblin until banished into a well. An elemental seen outside Leeds introduced itself as Aiken Drum. Locations:- Yorkshire (East Riding, West Riding).

1988iii   Ian Taylor, ‘The Spaldington sprite’, Northern Earth Mysteries 36: 21-23 - Spaldington Hall, demolished in 1800, was haunted by Robin Red Cap - a fairy, or the ghost of a jester - until he was conjured into a well for three generations. There is now a farmhouse on the site, haunted by a poltergeist. The Hall was in a moat on a ley, with a secret tunnel; Giant Hill is nearby. There are other tales of beings called Red Cap and associated with wells; it is suggested that they record magic control over water spirits. [See also Mercian Mysteries 17 (1993) 15 for a ghost called Red Socks]. Locations:- Yorkshire (East Riding).

1993i   Danny Sullivan, moot report, The Ley Hunter 120: 5-7 - At the 1993 Ley Hunter moot, Nigel Jackson spoke on the ritual asociations of fairies and the dead as guardians of the land; fairies come out beside the King Stone at Rollright. Bob Stewart spoke on his personal communion with fairies. Locations:- Oxfordshire.

1993ii   Iris Andrews, ‘Fairies’, Wisht Maen 1: 24-25 - Pixies have been seen recently at Widecombe-in-the-Moor, Chagford and Chudleigh Knighton. They are spirits of moorland and mining, and can be seen by sensitives. Locations:- Devon.

1994i   Gordon McLellan, ‘Another Sligo fairy road?’, The Ley Hunter 121: 26-27 - Fairy mounds and hillforts around the hill of Benbulbin fall into alignments. Locations:- Ireland - Co.Sligo.

1994ii   Cheryl Straffon and Caeia March, ‘The fairy lands’, Meyn Mamvro 24: 14-16 - Piskies in Cornish tradition occupy caves, wells, stones and sites associated with giants. They were seen with ghosts at the Gump. Fairyland could be entered by crossing natural boundaries, and places were known for pixy-leading. Similar traditions occur in other Celtic areas, together with dates on which the fairies might appear, and paths and bridges where they might be seen. Locations:- Cornwall.

1994iii   Jimmy Goddard, ‘Ufos in Bristol’, Touchstone 38: 7-9 - Ufo sightings in Bristol have been associated with the fairies who come out of the hills at Dundry on Midsummer Eve. Locations:- Somerset.

1995   Jeremy Harte, ‘Pixy-leading’, 3rd Stone 20: 6-8 - Fairies have been leading travellers astray since the sixteenth century, and there is personal testimony to this. In early stories the fairy acts as a misleading guide, in later ones the traveller wanders confused over a large area, while more recent accounts stress the fact of disorientation in a familiar place. The phenomenon occurs only in areas where people (not necessarily the victim) believe in fairies. Locations:- North America - USA; Wales - Pembrokeshire; Isle of Man; Cornwall; Devon, Somerset.

1996   John Hall, ‘The mower in Man’, Northern Earth 66: 7-10 - The Fenoderee is a spirit associated with mowing and harvest work about the farm, resembling the mowing devil of a seventeenth-century pamphlet associated with crop circles. There were fenoderees at round meadows near St.Trinians and Marown. The fairy hill near Port Erin is associated with fairy funerals, the wild hunt and a stolen cup: giants have been seen inside it. Motifs:- Stolen cup. Locations:- Isle of Man.



Y: Dragons

1971   Jimmy Goddard, moot report, The Ley Hunter 18: 7-10 - At the 1971 Research into Lost Knowledge meeting, Elizabeth Leader spoke on legends of the Glastonbury Zodiac. A knight appears every year in Park Wood and kills a serpent; Solomon’s ship sailed to Glastonbury; the Tor is haunted by a giant goat. Locations:- Somerset.

1973   Doreen Valiente, ‘The dragons of Norwich’, The Ley Hunter 44: 2-3 - Dragons featured in processions at Norwich until the 1890s: two of them are in the Castle Museum. Snap the Dragon used to sit on a stone outside the cathedral during services. It is suggested that these figures are symbols of ley energy. [See also 1979i below]. A modern dragon accompanies the Chactonbury Morris Men, who dance on Mey Day morning in the streets of Shoreham. Locations:- Norfolk, Sussex.

1975   Paul Screeton and Mike Burgess, ‘East Anglian dragons’, The Ley Hunter 65: 14-15 - Dragons were seen at Bures, Little Cornard, St.Osyths and Henham. [See also 1979iv below]. A dragon-slaying legend from Wormingford is based on the Bures sighting. At Ludham a dragon dug a lair beneath the churchyard and came out to sunbathe on the road until its escape was blocked, when it disappeared under Saint Benets Abbey. [See also 1980ii below]. Locations:- Essex, Norfolk, Suffolk.

1977i   Ferd Le Vere and Vince Russett, ‘The Dinder dragon’, Picwinnard 1: 12 - Dinder has a church dedicated to Saint Michael, a dragon carving in it, a pub called the Dragon on the Wheel, and a nearby hamlet called Worminster. It is suggested that a dragon legend is needed to connect these features. Bishop Joceline slew a man-headed dragon somewhere near Wells. [See also Picwinnard 3 (1978) 8]. Locations:- Somerset.

1977ii   Ferd Le Vere, ‘Pagan carvings in Wessex churches’, Picwinnard 2: 3-5 - Dragon carvings at Norton Fitzwarren are taken as illustrations of a local legend. [See also 1979iv below]. The spear which killed a dragon is kept at Aller. In the Isle of Wight a sheila-na-gig on the church was shown to brides, to remind them of their obligations. The Cerne Giant is associated with fertility rituals. Locations:- Dorset, Somerset, Isle of Wight.

1977iii   Nigel Pennick, ‘English dragon legends I: Piers Shonks’, Journal of Geomancy 2i: 4 - The giant Shonkes killed a dragon near Brent Pelham; when the Devil vowed that he would have his soul, whether buried in a church or out of it, Shonkes was interred in the wall. A thirteenth-century grave is shown as his. Brent Pelham lies on the Nuthampstead Zodiac, and Shonkes’ height of 23 feet can be mystically interpreted. [See also Peter Hughes, ‘Piers Shonks’, The Ley Hunter 84 (1979) 9-10 - Shonkes, like Jack o’ Legs of Weston, divined the site of his grave by shooting an arrow; and The Ley Hunter 85 (1979) 26 - Shonkes fought the dragon under a yew tree; there are other burials featuring the ‘neither in nor out’ motif]. Locations:- Hertfordshire.

1978i   Alan Bullion, ‘English dragon legends II: the dragons of St.Leonard’s Forest, Sussex’, Journal of Geomancy 2ii: 32-33 - A dragon was seen in Saint Leonards Forest in 1614; another was slain by the saint, and where his blood fell there grew lilies-of-the-valley. [See also Journal of Geomancy 2iii (1978) 27 and 1980i below]. The forest is also haunted by a headless gripper ghost which jumps up behind riders. There is a secret tunnel under Saint Leonards Tower at West Malling. Locations:- Kent, Sussex.

1978ii   Alan Bullion, ‘English dragon legends III: the Lyminster dragon’, Journal of Geomancy 2iii: 68 - A dragon from the Knucker Hole at Lyminster was killed by a knight who is buried in the church. The Hole, a pool near the churchyard, may have been a holy well. [See also Journal of Geomancy 2iv (1978) 102 - the dragon-slaying is also attributed to a local lad, Jim Pulk. The church is haunted by a nun]. Locations:- Sussex.

1978iii   David Stringer, ‘Dragonslayers’, Journal of Geomancy 2iii: 68-71 - Dragon legends are interpreted as survivals of Christian versions of a Celtic myth about the suppression of matriarchal religion by patriarchal culture. Tales of King Arthur, the cult of Saint Michael, and the griffin-slaying legend of Hoddesdon illustrate this theme. The earth was formerly regarded as a woman’s body crisscrossed by energy currents, which are leys, and the original dragonslayers were those who suppressed pagan wisdom cults at the crossing points. Locations:- Cornwall; Lancashire.

1979i   Rose Heaword, ‘Snap the dragon’, Albion 2: 12-13 - Snap featured in civic processions at Norwich, being made with moveable wings and head; he was preceded by four whifflers who juggled with swords. The Company of Saint George had provided the original pre-reformation pageant. [See also 1973 above]. Civic processions at Salisbury featured a giant and a figure called Hob-nob or Old Snap. Locations:- Norfolk, Wiltshire.

1979ii   John Billingsley, letter, Journal of Geomancy 3iv: 106 - Dragons Hill at Lyme Regis lies on the head of a landscape effigy of a winged bull. Locations:- Dorset.

1979iii   Alan Bullion, ‘Diodurus’s dragons’, Journal of Geomancy 3ii (1979) 46-47 - Stories of giant snakes reported by the classical historian Diodorus Siculus are similar to English dragon legends. Diodorus interprets ancient dragon myths in a euhemerist fashion.  

1979iv   Michael Behrend, ‘The dragon as crocodile’, Journal of Geomancy 4i: 16-21 - Crocodiles were seen in nineteenth-century Oxfordshire, and their remains have been identified as dragons at Brno, Mantua, Rhodes, Mons, Amboise and the cathedral of Saint Bertrand de Comminges. The dragon’s skin preserved at Sexhow may have been that of a crocodile; the dragon carving at Norton Fitzwarren looks like one [see also 1977ii above and 1979vii below] and the description of the dragon at Linton could apply to one, as could the accounts of dragons seen at Bures, Henham and Saint Leonards Forest [see also 1975 above]. Locations:- Europe - Belgium, Czech Republic, France, Greece, Italy; Scotland - Roxburghshire; Somerset, Yorkshire (North Riding).

1979v   Jimmy Goddard, moot report, The Ley Hunter 86: 11 - At the 1979 Ley Hunter moot, Jeremy Harte spoke on the legend of Dinas Emrys, in which Merlin uncovers two fighting dragons. Locations:- Wales - Caernarvonshire.

1979vi   Paul Screeton, ‘Leys, TV and the medium is the message’, Northern Earth Mysteries 3: 3-5 - BBC Newcastle featured the dragon-slaying legend of Sockburn and the Greystone, as well as secret tunnels at Norton and Billingham. [See also Paul Screeton, ‘The Long Man of Wilmington XXVIII’, The Ley Hunter 105 (1988) 5 - the dragon of Sockburn is buried under a stone in a field near the church]. Locations:- Durham.

1979vii   Vince Russett, ‘The dragons of Quantock’, Picwinnard 8: 19-24 - A dragon was chopped in half by a woodcutter in Shervage Wood near Crowcombe - one half escaped to Dragon Cross at Bilbrook, the other to Kingston St.Mary, where another dragon had been killed by a stone. A carving in Crowcombe church is associated with a dragon legend, as is another at Norton Fitzwarren. [See also 1979iv above]. A knight killed a dragon at Trull on the Saint Michael line. Treasure in Castle Ratch is guarded by a dragon. Saint Carantoc bound a dragon with his stole at Carhampton; a fossil ichthyosaur from Kilve is a dragon called Blue Ben; and the Devil appeared riding a dragon at Wiveliscombe in 1827. Locations:- Somerset.

1979viii   John Steadman, letter, Picwinnard 10: 10 - The Wiveliscombe legend is first recorded in 1900, and appears to be a fantasy on folklore themes. The stones thrown by the Devil at the church tower on that occasion cannot now be found. The dragon story of the hillfort at Castle Ratch arises from a folklorist’s error, although this is the site from which the Devils Stone was thrown at Staple Fitzpaine. Motifs:- Stone-throwing. Locations:- Somerset.

1980i   Nigel Pennick, notes, Ancient Mysteries 17: 20-21 - The creature seen in Saint Leonards Forest has been identified as a Komodo Dragon. [See also 1978i above]. Locations:- Sussex.

1980ii   Michael Burgess, letter, Journal of Geomancy 4ii: 25-26 - The legend of the Ludham dragon may derive from a report of a giant snake killed in 1782. Legends of a dragon at Bures stem from an original mediaeval sighting. Two dragons were seen fighting each other at Little Cornard in 1449. [See also 1975 above]. Locations:- Essex, Norfolk.

1980iii   Andrew Pickering, ‘Dragonlore: from deity to Disney’, Lincolnshire Dragon 2: 8-10 - Dragon legends are interpreted as records of conflict between matriarchal societies and patriarchal invaders. Other theories are proposed for the dragon as earth current, landscape figure, Viking invader or ufo. Sir Hugh Barde slew a dragon at Wormesgay, either the village of that name, or Wormesgay Farm near Gunby. Locations:- Lincolnshire, Norfolk.

1980iv   Paul Screeton, ‘Hunting dragons and leys in North Yorkshire’, Northern Earth Mysteries 5: 3-4 - Dragons were slain at Handale, Nunnington and Slingsby. Handale Priory, where the dragon-slayer was buried, is on two leys. [See also Ian Taylor, ‘Ryedale Zodiac’, Northern Earth Mysteries 50 (1992) 4-18 - the legends of Nunnington and Slingsby are associated with a landscape figure of a flying dragon formed by parish boundaries near Pickering]. Locations:- Yorkshire (North Riding).

1980v   Phil Reeder, ‘Dragon remains within South Yorkshire and surrounding districts’, Northern Earth Mysteries 8: 8-11 - Dragons were slain at Wantley, Conisbrough and Winlatter Rock. Placenames with the elements ‘drake’ and ‘worm’ suggest dragon folklore. [See also Northern Earth Mysteries 11 (1981) 5 and 33 (1987) 16-17 - there is a Dragons Cave at Baslow (perhaps the Winlatter Rock site) and a Serpents Well at Cawthorne, while further ‘worm’ placenames include Worm Stones near Glossop; and see also 1988i below]. Locations:- Derbyshire, Yorkshire (West Riding).

1980vi   Ted Armstrong, letter, Northern Earth Mysteries 8: 15 - When the dragon was slain at Nunnington, parts of the creature were scattered around the landscape. The origin legend of Halifax involves a severed head placed in a yew tree. Friar Tuck came from Fountains Abbey. [See also Mercian Mysteries 20 (1994) 20]. Ritual bonfires continued in Holderness until 1982. Locations:- Yorkshire (West Riding).

1980vii   Ted Armstrong, ‘The Kellington Serpent Stone’, Northern Earth Mysteries 9: 10-12 - Kellington’s dragon-slaying legend exists in several versions, the hero being a shepherd or hermit who may be identified with Ivo de Elton, a local Templar preceptor. He is said to be buried in a fourteenth-century tomb. [See also Northern Earth Mysteries 24 (1983) 15]. Locations:- Yorkshire (West Riding).

1981   Paul Screeton, ‘Dragons and old sites’, Lincolnshire Dragon 5: 2-3 - Dragons were killed at ancient sites including La Hougue Bie, a barrow with a chapel on top; the long barrow at Walmsgate; and Dragon Hill at Uffington. Dragons were seen at barrows near Challacombe, and stones feature in dragon legends at Bamburgh and Stinchcombe. Locations:- Channel Islands - Jersey; Berkshire, Devon, Gloucestershire, Lincolnshire, Northumberland.

1984   Jimmy Goddard, field trip, Northern Earth Mysteries 25: 2-3 - There is a Drake or Dragon Stone at Harbottle. [See also Northern Earth Mysteries 30 (1986) 24]. Locations:- Northumberland.

1986   Peter Ewing, ‘The saint, the dragon and the centre of the world’, Practical Geomancy 1iii: 10-13 - The Mabinogion episode of Lludd and Llefelys, where dragons are buried at Oxford, is seen as a connection with other imagery of the omphalos. Two Oxford May day customs - singing on Magdalen tower, and throwing tokens into Crow Well at New College - are associated with a cruciform pattern of churches. Locations:- Oxfordshire.

1987   David Clarke and Phil Reeder, ‘The Wantley dragon’, Northern Earth Mysteries 33: 11-17 - The satirical ballad of the dragon of Wantley was based on a local legend associated with the dragon’s den, a cave near Wharncliffe Lodge, and a well at the foot of the cliff. It flew to another Dragon Well at the far side of the valley, dropping stones as it went. The More family, from whom the dragon-slayer came, bore a dragon in their arms, and there is one in High Bradfield church. A Saxon origin for the story is suggested. [See also 1988ii below]. Locations:- Yorkshire (West Riding).

1988i   Phil Reeder, ‘Dragons of South Yorkshire revisited’, Northern Earth Mysteries 35: 11-16 - There are clusters of dragon legends, church carvings and placenames around the basin of the river Don. Placename evidence includes more sites with the element ‘worm’ as well as the Serpents Well at Cawthorne. The link between dragon hills and wells may be based on the passage of earth lights. The association with rivers may derive from the presence of real aquatic creatures, or from folk-memories of marauding long-boats. [See also 1980v above]. Locations:- Yorkshire (West Riding).

1988ii   David Clarke, ‘Wortley Hall and the Wharncliffe dragon’, Northern Earth Mysteries 35: 16-18 - The 1st Earl of Wharncliffe commissioned a painting of the combat with the dragon of Wantley in 1871. The picture, now lost, is recorded in a photograph. Other dragon decorations were installed in the house. [See also 1987 above]. Locations:- Yorkshire (West Riding).

1988iii   David James, ‘The Deerhurst dragon’, Gloucestershire Earth Mysteries 6: 20-25 - The dragon-slaying legend of Deerhurst is associated with an alignment through Nottingham Hill and Winchcombe, and is interpreted as the ritual termination of a black ley by driving a stake into the ground. [See also David James, ‘A further investigation of the Deerhurst dragon’, Gloucestershire Earth Mysteries 8: 21-25 - also on the alignment is Wyck Rissington, where a maze was built to instructions received in a vision: the maze is interpreted as a dragon symbol]. Locations:- Gloucestershire.

1990i   Paul Screeton, ‘The Long Man of Wilmington XXXIII’, The Ley Hunter 113: 16 - The Lambton Worm was featured in the 1990 National Garden Festival at Gateshead. Locations:- Northumberland.

1990ii   Su Bayfield, ‘The dragon - myth or mystery?’, Meyn Mamvro 13: 15-17 - Dragons are interpreted as symbols of earth energy, as in feng-shui and the Saint Michael line. Dragon carvings are found in Cornish churches, and the defeat of a red dragon by Saint Michael is part of the Furry Dance at Helston. At Portreath a dragon was defeated by a white spotted dog. Locations:- Cornwall.

1991   Michael Haigh, ‘The sea-worm of the Solway’, Northern Earth Mysteries 45: 10 - A dragon swam up the Solway firth, devouring fish and cattle. It was impaled on sharp stakes which had been driven into the river at low tide. Locations:- Cumberland.

1992   Bob Dickinson, ‘The Market Rasen terrestrial zodiac’, Markstone 7: 16-24 - Sir John de Buslingthorpe was granted land after killing a dragon at Lissingley, and this is on Taurus. On Aquarius there was a dragon at Market Rasen. Rooks deserted their nests after a suicide at Lindwood Grange, which is on Scorpio. A Black Dog was seen in 1977 on the guardian dog figure. Locations:- Lincolnshire.

1993i   Alby Stone, ‘The nine sisters and the axis mundi’, Mercian Mysteries 16: 1-4 - Wells and groups of nine women are among the cosmological themes associated with the world-tree in northern paganism. The association of the Lambton Worm and other dragons with these themes suggests that their stories are derived from legends of the World Serpent. Locations:- Durham.  

1993ii   ‘Penny Drayton’, ‘Danelaw gods and goddesses - the place-name evidence’, Mercian Mysteries 16: 7-12 - Placenames in the Midlands with the elements ‘drake’ or ‘dragon’ indicate lost legends. There was a dragon at South Ormesby. Other folklore is implied by the presence of grima, ‘ghost’; thyrs, ‘giant’; scucca, ‘evil spirit’; alf, ‘elf’; and dweorg, ‘dwarf’. Secklow at Milton Keynes and Offlow near Litchfield, hundredal moots containing the element hlaew, ‘barrow’, suggest continuity from pagan burial sites. Locations:- Buckinghamshire, Lincolnshire, Staffordshire.

1994   Jeremy Harte, ‘Dragons of the Marches’, Mercian Mysteries 20: 1-7 - Placenames and stories in the West Midlands record dragon legends. From the fourteenth century onwards, placenames to the north identify dragon barrows while those to the south refer to stones or hills. The association of dragons with pools, wells and rivers appears to be earlier than the Teutonic image of the barrow. The choice of particular sites depends on local church art and heraldry, but there are also significant dragon paths from a holy hill to a low-lying shrine. Locations:- Cheshire, Gloucestershire, Herefordshire, Shropshire.

1995   Tony Wright, ‘The importance of being George’, Northern Earth 61: 7-10 - George was adopted as the patron saint of England in the thirteenth century. It is suggested that his martyrdom, dragon-killing, and springtime festival appealed because he could be identified with indigenous pagan figures. 



Z: Heroes

1970i   ‘Circumlibra’ (Frank Lockwood), ‘The ley on which I live’, The Ley Hunter 5: 10-13 - Two columns of rock near Bakewell are known as Robin Hoods Stride. They are on a ley. [See also 1990vi below]. Locations:- Derbyshire.

1970ii   ‘Circumlibra’ (Frank Lockwood), ‘The earth breathes’, The Ley Hunter 7: 9-11 - A ley runs from near a maypole at Wellow down a track to Robin Hoods Cave. [See also Robin Hoods Cave at Nottingham - Northern Earth Mysteries 20 (1982) 18]. Locations:- Nottinghamshire.

1970iii   Roddie Perrett, letter, The Ley Hunter 12: 10-11 - Several Yorkshire sites are named after Robin Hood. It is suggested that these refer, not to the outlaw, but to a pagan figure. Locations:- Yorkshire (East Riding, North Riding, West Riding).

1971   Dan Butcher, ‘Helen and Semiramis, builders of roads’, The Ley Hunter 20: 8-11 - Roads in Wales are known as Sarn Elen in allusion to the Mabinogion story; artificial hills in the Middle East are similarly called Hills of Semiramis after the road-building queen. Associations with birds suggest that these figures travelled in bird form as astral projections along aerial roads. Locations:- Asia - Syria.

1972i   ‘Circumlibra’ (Frank Lockwood), ‘A couple of leys - plus’, The Ley Hunter 29: 2-3 - Robin Hoods Well and Little Johns Well on the Longshaw estate in Sheffield are on leys. Locations:- Yorkshire (West Riding).

1972ii   Christine Symms, ‘Bronwen at Aberffraw’, The Ley Hunter 30: 4-5 - The burial from a mound at Ynys Bronwen by the river Alaw was identified as that of the queen in the Mabinogion. Locations:- Wales - Anglesey.

1973   Mollie Carey, ‘All around Stonehenge’, The Ley Hunter 44: 3-6 - Robin Hoods Ball and Robin Hoods Bower, earthworks on Salisbury Plain, suggest that Robin Hood was regarded as a mythological character. Locations:- Wiltshire.

1974   A.C.M. Jones, ‘The explosion and earthquake of January 23, 1974’, The Ley Hunter 53: 3-4 - A road near Llangollen is called Ffordd Cam Elen, Helen’s crooked road, in allusion to the Mabinogion story. The surrounding hills are haunted by ghost dogs. Locations:- Wales - Denbighshire.

1978i   Alby Stone, ‘Winchester’s zodiac’, Journal of Geomancy 3i: 3-7 - Gemini is identified as Sir Bevis and the giant Ascapart. The dragon of Scorpio is the cockatrice which infested Wherwell. Pisces is the grampus or sea monster which roosted in a yew tree at Highclere church until it was exorcised. Locations:- Hampshire.

1978ii   Ferd Le Vere, ‘Early Bath’, Picwinnard 4: 21-22 - King Bladud founded the city where he and his pigs had been healed of leprosy. In another version he created the Baths by dropping a huge hot stone into the marshes. Locations:- Somerset.

1978iii   John Steadman, ‘Aldhelm and the old ways’, Picwinnard 6: 4-8 - Aldhelm features in seventeenth-century folklore as a magician who was miraculously conceived at a churchyard cross, filled a barn with birds to save the corn, and flew to Rome with the Devil as his horse. The legend of his sprouting staff at Bishopstrow was current in the eleventh century. It is suggested that the saint followed pagan practices and that his funeral procession from Doulting to Malmesbury involved leys. [See also Picwinnard 7 (1978) 23]. Motifs:- Sprouting staff. Locations:- Somerset, Wiltshire.

1979   Nigel Pennick, ‘Old King Cole’, Albion 4: 11 - King Cole’s pipe was an astronomical siting tube, his bowl is an allusion to the bowl of the heavens, and the three fiddlers were standing stones recording solar alignments. [This is eccentric, even by the generous standards of these pages, but was not intended to be taken seriously].

1980i   Ted Armstrong, ‘The serpent awaits’, Northern Earth Mysteries 10: 18-21 - At Barnburgh one of the Cresacres was killed in a fight with a wild cat. It is suggested that his tomb was originally that of a Templar, and that the fight, taking place at a series of local landmarks, symbolises a conflict over earth energy. A White Lady walks from Barnburgh Hall to Saint Helens chapel. At High Melton there is a Kings Grave and a Hangmanstone. [See also Northern Earth Mysteries 11 (1981) 5]. Motifs:- Hangmans stone. Locations:- Yorkshire (West Riding).

1980ii   Don Lee, ‘Nickar’s Notch: a Mancunian Rubicon’, Northern Earth Mysteries 11: 14-17 - Nico Ditch at Manchester was dug in one night to repel the Danes. Locations:- Lancashire.

1981i   Jim Kimmis, notes, Essex Landscape Mysteries 1: 4 - The original Humpty Dumpty fell off the Roman wall at Colchester. Locations:- Essex.

1981ii   Jim Kimmis, ‘Thanceastre: Hengest’s fortress in Linsey’, Lincolnshire Dragon 6: 8-9 - The Roman fort at Caistor on the Wolds was occupied by Hengest when he had been promised as much land as a bull’s hide would cover, and had cut it into a thong. Placename evidence shows that the story was localised here by 1205. It may derive from a foundation ritual. Motifs:- Oxhide grant. Locations:- Lincolnshire.

1982i   Jeremy Harte, notes, Earth Giant 3: 16-17 -  King Arthur’s associations with Enfield include a cutting from the Glastonbury thorn tree planted by Sir Lancelot Lake in 1610, and the alleged Arthurian cross found nearby. The women’s camp at Greenham Common was protected by magic, and a motorbike broke down rather than break one of their blockades. Locations:- Berkshire, Middlesex, Somerset.

1982ii   Ted Armstrong, ‘Magdalene’, Northern Earth Mysteries 20: 6-9 - A well, stone and chapel at Hampole are associated with Robin Hood. At Thrybergh a crusader was miraculously transported home from prison in Palestine by Saint Leonard: a cross commemorates the place of his arrival. Locations:- Yorkshire (West Riding).

1982iii   Nigel Pennick, ‘The Essex deneholes’, Essex Landscape Mysteries 5½: 15-16 - Chalk pits near Tilbury were identified in the eighteenth century as the gold mines of King Cymbeline. Locations:- Essex.

1982iv   Simon Dale, ‘A forbidden history’, The Ley Hunter 94: 11-17 - In the romance of Fulk Fitz Warren, the hero comes to an abandoned city built by giants and afterwards occupied by evil spirits: this is identified with a supposed sub-Roman site in Leintwardine. Locations:- Herefordshire.

1983   Ted Armstrong, ‘Robin Hood and Maid Marian’, Northern Earth Mysteries 23: 19-21 - The legend of Robin Hood, who was bled to death by his cousin the prioress of Kirklees Priory, is seen as the sacrifice of a leader in a pagan ritual blended with mystical Christian ideas. Locations:- Yorkshire (West Riding).

1984   Mark Valentine, ‘The Red Lion: from royal duke to revolutionaries’, Symbol 4: 16-18 - Red Lion pub signs were connected with John of Gaunt and the royal arms of Scotland, but their increased use in the late seventeenth century may have been an allusion to the badge of Fifth Monarchy men. Oliver Cromwell’s ghost walks in Red Lion Square. Locations:- London.

1985i   Nigel Smith, ‘What happened in Menorca’, Earthquest News 12: 7-23 - The Naveta de Es Tudons was built by one of two suitors for the hand of a princess, the other one digging a well. The story is interpreted in the light of an incident of spirit possession among psychics on holiday. Europe - Balearic Islands.

1985ii   Andy Collins, notes, Earthquest News 14: 5 - Thor’s son is buried under the cornerstone of Thundersley church. Locations:- Essex.

1985iii   Dave and Lynn Patrick, ‘On Arran’, The Ley Hunter 98: 3-8 - A path at Lagg is haunted by the ghosts of two young lovers. Fingal leashed his dog at a stone circle on Machrie Moor while he boiled his cauldron on the inner ring. [See also The Ley Hunter 105 (1988) 22]. Locations:- Scotland - Buteshire.

1986i   Geoff Bird, ‘The legends of Woodchester Park’, Gloucestershire Earth Mysteries 1: 21-23, 2: 23-25 - Romantic legends of the park in Roman, Norman, mediaeval and Tudor periods contained images like those received in psychic investigation. This, and the interests of a Victorian religious enthusiast, are seen as evidence for the transmission of esoteric knowledge. Woodchester Park is haunted by a headless horseman and a Black Dog. Locations:- Gloucestershire.

1986ii   Laurence Main, ‘Down to earth X’, The Ley Hunter 100: 22-23 - The battle of Camlann was fought between Dinas Mawddwy and Mallwyd; graves are identified locally. Arthur killed a giant on the Bwlch-y-Groes. [See also The Ley Hunter 108 (1989) 17]. Locations:- Wales - Merionethshire.

1988i   Rob Wilson, letter, The Ley Hunter 107: 5 - The sites called Blue Man i’ th’ Moss and Blue Mans Bower may derive from legends of a ‘blewman’ or negro. Locations:- Yorkshire (West Riding).

1988ii   Cheryl Straffon, ‘Cornwall and Brittany: lands linked in legends’, Meyn Mamvro 7: 20-22 - Cornish and Breton traditions contain a number of common themes, including the Trsitan legend, Arthurian associations, lost lands, and islands of the dead. The same stories are told of Saint Michaels Mount and Mont Saint Michel. Locations:- Europe - Brittany; Cornwall.

1989i   ‘Black Annis’ (Bob Trubshaw), ‘The old gods of Leicestershire’, Earth 14: 14-16 - King Lud is buried near his entrenchments at Sproxton. [See also 1991i below]. Locations:- Leicestershire.

1989ii   Steven Shipp, ‘Cirencester obelisk’, Gloucestershire Earth Mysteries 8: 7-10 - Just outside Cirencester Park is an eighteenth-century obelisk, a folly which commemorates the escape of Civil War soldiers, imprisoned after a battle, who dug a tunnel from the church to that spot; or the point reached by an arrow shot from the church. Locations:- Gloucestershire.

1990i   John Hall, ‘Earth mysteries of the Isle of Man’, Earth 17: 14-17 - King Orrys Grave is a barrow at Laxey. Saint Maugholds Well near Kirk Maughold was a rag well; ghostly whispers are heard in the church. Both sites are on a ley. The saint interrupted a pagan human sacrifice at Clove Stones near Baldrine, and split the stones as a sign. Locations:- Isle of Man.

1990ii   W.B. Stonehouse, ‘Lindholme’, Markstone 2: 5-10; originally published in The History and Topography of the Isle of Axholme (1839) - William of Lindholme threw a stone to Wroot, and brought other stones to Lindholme. He hung up sparrows in the barn, to keep them from the corn. He made a causeway appear behind a galloping horseman, using magic to compel the Devil to help, until the rider turned and said ‘God speed your work’. Motifs:- Stone-throwing. Locations:- Lincolnshire.

1990iii   Clive Potter, ‘The lost researches of the late Frank Strongman III’, Mercian Mysteries 3: 10-15 - Robin Hood stood on Clack Hill on May Day and as the sun rose he shot an arrow to divine the site of his grave; he is buried under Peters Pence Stone in Market Harborough. Locations:- Leicestershire.

1990iv   Paul Nix, field trip, Mercian Mysteries 4: 8-11 - Robin Hood freed prisoners at King Johns Palace near Clipstone, and is commemorated on a folly near Edwinstowe. Little John lived near Parliament Oak, a tree where Edward I held a parliament in 1290. Will Scarlet is buried at Blidworth. Children were passed through the nearby Druid Stone, a holed stone, to cure rickets. Locations:- Nottinghamshire.

1990v   Bob Trubshaw, field trip, Mercian Mysteries 5: 10-12 - Two sets of horseshoes at Bayards Leap mark the leap of a horse whose master was attacked by a witch. [See also The Ley Hunter 114 (1991) 1 and 115 (1991) 11 - a puddingstone at Wenin is called Pas Bayard, which suggests a similar legend; see also The Ley Hunter 119 (1993) 20  for other stories about Bayard]. The Drake Stone at Anwick, a name which suggests dragons, covers buried treasure and is frequented by earth lights. The preceptory at Temple Bruer is haunted. Locations:- Lincolnshire.

1990vi   Rob Wilson, field trip, Northern Earth Mysteries 44: 9-10 - In Hathersage churchyard is a Sun Stone around which coffins were carried three times in funeral processions. Little John’s grave is in the churchyard, and Robin Hoods Cave is nearby. [See also another account of the cave, and of a tree called Robin Hoods Oak at Wharncliffe Lodge - Northern Earth Mysteries 33 (1987) 14; a further account of the cave, and of Robin Hoods Cross and Stoop at nearby Bradwell - Northern Earth Mysteries 42 (1990) 23; a rock outcrop on Harthill Moor called Robin Hoods Stride - Northern Earth Mysteries 9 (1980) 12 and 30 (1986) 27, and see also 1970i above]. Locations:- Derbyshire, Yorkshire (North Riding).

1991i   Bob Trubshaw, field trip, Mercian Mysteries 9: 25-27 - Earthworks on Saltby Heath are known as King Luds Entrenchments, and the king is buried in a barrow called the Tent. [See also 1989i above, and Mercian Mysteries 16 (1993) 11; there is a Luds Well at Stainton le Vale - Markstone 3 (1990) 10]. Locations:- Leicestershire, Lincolnshire.

1991ii   Cheryl Straffon, ‘King Arthur in Cornwall’, Meyn Mamvro 15: 5-7 - Cornwall features in Arthurian legend from the twelth century onwards as the region where the king was born, where the Round Table was made, and where Twrch Trwyth the wild boar was hunted. Local tradition locates the last battle at Camelford and Dozmary pool. Locations:- Cornwall.

1991iii   Joy Wilson, ‘Tristan and Iseult: tracing the legend in Cornwall’, Meyn Mamvro 15: 8-11 - Episodes from the Tristan legend, as believed to have existed in 1160, are located at Castle Dore, Lantyan, Roche Rock and Malpas. Locations:- Cornwall.

1991iv   Cheryl Straffon, ‘Arthurian sites in Cornwall’, Meyn Mamvro 15: 12-13 - Arthur’s grave, his hunting lodge and his hall were in Cornwall. [See also Meyn Mamvro 13 (1990) 11]. Excalibur was thrown into Dozmary Pool and there are several Arthurian sites at Tintagel and its hinterland, including Merlins Cave, Saint Nectans Glen and a mound at Bossiney where the Round Table is buried. Locations:- Cornwall.

1991v   Craig Weatherhill, ‘Arthur at the Land’s End’, Meyn Mamvro 15 (1991) 14-18 - Arthur is said to have fought the Danes at Gwenvar and held a victory feast on the Table-maen stone. [See also Meyn Mamvro 24 (1994) 2]. The feast is also said to have been held at two other stone circles. Arthur also killed giants at the Lands End, and after the battle of Camlann, Mordred saw the giant form of Merlin drowning the land of Lyonesse. Prophecies of Merlin are associated with local stones. Locations:- Cornwall.

1991vi   Ron Newsome, ‘The battle of Vellan-Druchar’, Meyn Mamvro 15: 19 - Arthur is said to have fought the Danes at Gwenvar, some of the enemy perishing in the battle and the rest in a storm raised by a witch who performed her magic at a holy well and a church. Locations:- Cornwall.

1991vii   Lynneth Brampton, ‘The return of the goddess’, Meyn Mamvro 16: 9-10 - Women are said to have arrived at the Scillies in ancient times, bringing healing and clairvoyant powers; they nursed or buried chieftains on the islands. Locations:- Cornwall.

1991viii   Chris Fletcher, field trip, Northern Earth Mysteries 47: 28-19 - Luds Church, a ravine in the Dane valley, is associated with Robin Hood as well as with Gawain’s encounter with the Green Knight. There are archaic stone heads on gateposts at the Paddock Farm near Danebridge. The Bawd Stone nearby was ceremonially painted white every May Day. Doxeys Pool and Black Mere are both haunted by mermaids. The church at Rushton Spencer was haunted by a murdered man until he was exorcised by turning his gravestone round the other way. [See also Chris Fletcher, ‘The Roaches’, Mercian Mysteries 8 (1991) 30-32]. Locations:- Lancashire, Staffordshire.

1991ix   Ian Taylor, ‘The Gytrash of Goathland and other fragments’, Northern Earth Mysteries 48: 15-20 - A wicked lord walled a girl up to die in his castle at Julian Park. Her ghost worked a charm on him with a spindle until he too died and became a malevolent black goat. On the advice of a wise woman, this spirit was lured from the castle along a trail of honey, corn and salt to a pit; there it attacked the ghost maid, and the pit fell in on both of them. Other local traditions include Black Dogs, which may be associated with leys, and apparitions of witches. [See also Northern Earth 53 (1993) 4]. Locations:- Yorkshire (North Riding).

1992   Ian Taylor, ‘Ryedale zodiac’, Northern Earth Mysteries 50: 4-18 - King Peredur lost his ring while swimming in the pond at Keld Head, and recovered it in the same way as Polycrates, hence the name of Pickering. This legend is associated with a terrestrial zodiac. The maypole at Slingsby forms the penis of Taurus, and that at Sinnington the wheatsheaf of Virgo; another one stood in Helmsley, on Capricorn. Robin Hoods Howl is a wood in Sagittarius. The ballad of Sir Andrew Barton, located at Riseborough Hill, tells how a pirate was shot in the time of Henry VIII and is interpreted as a lament for the suppression of the monasteries. Locations:- Yorkshire (North Riding).

1993i   Frank Earp, field trip, Mercian Mysteries 15: 11-12 - A cave at Papplewick is known as Robin Hoods Stable, and a barrow at Oxton is Robin Hoods Piss Pot. There is a maypole at Linby. Locations:- Nottinghamshire.

1993ii   Cheryl Straffon, ‘Iseult - a pagan goddess’, Meyn Mamvro 22: 10 - It is suggested that the character of Iseult derives from an archetypal goddess, as indicated by her infidelity, her trickery, her royal connections and her association with a swineherd. Locations:- Cornwall.

1993iii   Julia Smith, ‘Me and Finn McCoo’, Northern Earth 56: 2-3 - Fingals Grave at Killin is a stone near a mound; a nearby hillfort is his castle, and in the Sma’ Glen near Aberfeldy are the testing stones which young men had to be able to lift before they could train as his warriors. [See also Northern Earth 58 (1994) 7]. Locations:- Scotland - Perthshire.

1993iv   Andy Roberts, ‘An encounter with Freya’, Northern Earth 56: 12-13 - Lord Ella is buried with a golden sword in the mound at Ellabarrow in Pennington. Locations:- Lancashire.

1993v   William Saxton, ‘King Arthur - the Matter of Britain’, Wisht Maen 1: 13-15 - Arthur leads the Dartmoor Wish Hounds on their Wild Hunt. Kings Barrow on Hameldown, and other ‘king’ placenames, are identified as Arthurian memories. Locations:- Devon.

1994i   Henrietta Lockhart and Jane Howell, letter, The Ley Hunter 122: 30 - Arthur and Guinevere are buried at Fosse Arthour, a geological fault in the Mayenne region of Normandy. Locations:- Europe - France.

1994ii   Frank Earp, ‘Pagan survivals in Dunstable and the omphalos’, Mercian Mysteries 19: 6-9 - The outlaw Dun stabled his horse in a cave at Dunstable; or stole the king’s ring from a pole here; or was pursued and dismembered here. The area is connected with the Wise Men of Gotham ,and the moonraker story is told of a pool at Silly Houghton. Oranges are rolled down Dunstable Downs at Easter, in a way that resembles the Gotham cheese rolling story. The stories may have been transferred here by a seventeenth-century carrier. The army encamped in a single oxhide at Maiden Bower is interpreted as a memory of the surveying of ancient earthworks. Motifs:- Oxhide grant. Locations:- Bedfordshire.

1994iii   Frank Earp, field trip, Mercian Mysteries 19: 25-27 - The tales of the Wise Men of Gotham are identified as pagan traditions. King John is said to have stopped on Gotham Moor, where his horses were chained to a post in the ground, and a mound raised around the post; this is seen as a memory of sun-worship. Locations:- Nottinghamshire.

1994iv   Cheryl Straffon, ‘In search of Iseult’, Meyn Mamvro 23: 16-19 - It is suggested that the character of Iseult derives from a pagan goddess, since she is associated with politics, healing and nature. Locations:- Cornwall.

1994v   Norman Darwen, ‘King Arthur’s Well, Goosnargh’, Northern Earth 59: 11-12 - Arthurian traditions are rare in Lancashire, but there is a well named after the king at Preston. In earlier references it is simply Arthurs Well, suggesting that the legendary connection is recent. Locations:- Lancashire.

1994vi   Paul Broadhurst, ‘Tintagel and the mystery of divine kingship’, Wisht Maen 3: 3-6 - Arthurian sites are interpreted as the centres of kingship rituals, laid out on alignments to sunrise and sunset. Arthurs Footprint at Tintagel is identified as a place of initiation. A solstitial ley from Tintagel runs to the spot at Plymouth where Gogmagog the giant was killed. [See also Meyn Mamvro 20 (1993) 6-10]. Motifs:- Stoneprint. Locations:- Cornwall; Devon.

1995i   ‘Penny Drayton’, ‘Oxhide myths’, Mercian Mysteries 22: 9-13 - Hengist, granted enough land to cover an oxhide, cut it into a strip and enclosed the town of Caistor. The same story occurs at Tonge, Maiden Bower at Houghton Regis, and Llanbrynmair; Dido practised the trick at Carthage, and it occurs in the legend of Melusine. Connections are suggested with wrapping dead bodies in ox hides, incubation by sleeping on the hide of a bull, ritual disguise in animal skins, the use of cords in trance states, and bullhide drums which represent the heavens. Motifs:- Oxhide grant. Locations:- Africa - Tunisia; Europe - France; Wales - Montgomeryshire; Bedfordshire, Lincolnshire.

1995ii   Andy Norfolk, ‘Gereint: a lost Cornish sun-god’, Meyn Mamvro 26: 10-11 - Gereint was a saint and king who lived in Dingerein Castle and was ferried in a golden boat to be buried in the barrow at Carne Beacon. The legend is seen as derived from the ritual sacrifice of kings and  from a sunrise alignment between the two sites. Locations:- Cornwall.

1996   John Billingsley, notes, Northern Earth 66: 4 - Associations with Robin Hood have become controversial in Nottingham, opposers of the link arguing that the urban environment no longer suggests the greenwood, and proponents of it pointing out that the town does have one of the country’s highest crime rates. Locations:- Nottinghamshire.
– ends –



